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Landing pad location http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?p=674324
Tutorial: http://ragingteapot.blogspot.co.uk/
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CommanDer sTories
Confessions of a rich pirate http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=37292
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sofTWare help
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viDeos
About Elite: Dangerous https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8-xnJcb-Q8&list=PLiA5S05bmX_-xFJHXDw4kRfdQz1BHqHMn

Space Stations https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BmWuZKg4QI&list=PLiA5S05bmX__MMXsyu8lTAV41bTLvu8DN

Player versus Player https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R54MIXk2zxo&list=PLiA5S05bmX_9nSkivpRhrOoT7BZQGbeBF

Ships https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhbmmT9HDIs&list=PLiA5S05bmX_8SSfRe1kJjfnZ8F6j7y40x

ASP Explorer review http://youtu.be/_K1t91EO2g0
In game capture https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODaiPJRyyxA&feature=youtu.be

Setting Mouse&KB https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcVqWoQM6lA
PvP Combat tips https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dttJ7yu5AoA

oTher langUages
Russian http://www.elite-games.ru/conference/viewtopic.php?t=61165&start=0

French http://www.elite-dangerous.fr/
Spanish http://www.ciudadanoestelar.com/j30/index.php/kunena/universos-paralelos/2760-el-universo-de-elite-dangerous

German forum http://www.elitedangerous.de

beTa 2

Economy Map http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=47145
Missions http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=46879

Exploration http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=45428
Cobra Upgrades http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=45893
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fUtUre-proofing elite
The write up of David Braben’s interview with 

Eurogamer at the recent Develop conference was 
posted recently. 
http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2014-07-17-frontiers-drive-to-make-elite-dangerous-on-pc-future-proof

In it he discussed the philosophy that we have 
followed on previous PC titles, of making sure the 
game has the capability of very high end features 
whilst making sure this can be ‘dialed back’ by 
people to suit their particular hardware set up.
This was widely picked up but the headlines tended 
to be of the ‘Elite: Dangerous won’t run on today’s 
PCs’ type, so we want to clarify in case you are 
concerned.
A good example to illustrate what we mean is the 4K 
screenshot that we highlighted last week.
In fact it is quite easy to produce 8K images, using 
ALT-F10 when running at 1080p (ie 1920 x 1080).
These are created by the game switching to a 4X 
higher resolution for single frame when you press 
Alt-F10 whilst the image is rendered (which will 
likely cause a small stutter).  The game is already 
capable of running at very high resolutions which, as 
evidenced by the ‘stutter’ when Alt-F10 is pressed, 
the vast majority of PC’s today won’t be able to 
run at an acceptable frame rate for gameplay 
purposes – it would be ‘laggy’. It also needs a lot 
more video RAM. In ‘normal’ operation the game 
settings are tuned so that the performance on your 
current PC should be smooth. If you are already 
running at 4K, then using ALT-F10 will produce a 
screenshot at a wopping 16K or 15,360 x 8,640 or 130 
megapixels.
The release of Premium Beta 2 brought in a lot of 
very good performance optimisations, and we will 
continue to optimise throughout development so 
what we have in the game today will run faster and 
faster over time.

On the other hand, as we continue to develop 
the game throughout Beta an increasing number 
of sophisticated graphical techniques will be 
added which will consume CPU and GPU cycles 
and therefore take performance in the opposite 
direction.
The end result of this ‘arms race’ will be a set of 
features enabled by default that gives great 
performance and a good looking game on your PC.  
We will auto-detect your settings and suggest some 
defaults.  There will also be a menu of options that 
will allow you to enable or disable individual features 
so you can tune the overall experience to your taste, 
as depending on the bottlenecks on an individual 
system, not all features are equally expensive. For 
example laptops do some things as quickly as 
desktop computers, and other things more slowly.
Over time, we will supply tuning files for the more 
popular PC setups..

We hope this approach will make Elite: Dangerous 
pretty ‘future resistant’ and mean it will still look great 
in many year’s time.  The rise of online distribution also 
means we will be able to incorporate new advances 
in rendering technology as we adopt them in our 64 
bit COBRA multi-threaded engine.

CUrrently oUr reCommended pC
Direct x 11
2ghz Quad Core CpU
2 gb system ram (more is always better)
Dx 10 hardware gpU with 1gb video ram  
e.g. nvidia gTx 260, aTi 4870hD
We hope to be able to lower this in due course as 
further optimisations are included in the game.
* Mac fans you are not forgotten, don’t worry – 
development of the MacOS version continues!  We 
will let you know our recommended system spec as 
soon as we are able.
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from developers
Art: shiny ships in A Jewelled sky

Chris gregory – Art direCtor

When people check out a new game, the graphics 
are often the first thing that they notice. Creating 
a good looking game takes more than the ability 
to render lots of polygons or textures. It is how that 
fundamental capability is used that makes a game 
stand out. For Elite: Dangerous we have a strong art 
vision stemming from the concept of plausibility, and 
of course drawing upon the heritage of the previous 
games.
Nowhere is more evident than this than with the ship 
designs, as can be seen in the render of the build’s 
ship line up below:
“It's an exciting day here in the art department as we 
get to show you the current state of the ships, FX and 
GUI ‘live’ for the first time.
I'm especially pleased that we can show you some 
more of our ship designs. Updating the beloved 
designs has been a challenge but the team has 
found a great balance between the old and the 
new.  The SideWinder, Anaconda, Cobra and the 
Fed Fighter are finally off the drawing board and 
ready for their first flights.  If you could all try not to 
scratch the paint work, that would be appreciated.

Code: the glUe thAt Binds it All together
igor terentJev – Code leAd

The code weaves the design, audio and art together 
into a single experience. The code team has people 
with a wide variety of skill sets,ranging from low level 
code optimisations to make the game run well on as 
a low a spec machine as possible, through system 
architects who engineer the hundreds of thousands of 

lines of gameplay code into a flexible, maintainable 
whole, to gameplay coders who work closely with the 
designers to make sure that flying the ship feels right or 
that the weapons work as they should.
Elite: Dangerous brings some unique challenges that 
are not usually an issue for many games, the most 
obvious one being the sheer scale of our 100 billion 
star system galaxy.  This will become evident later 
in the testing process – the Alpha Phase One takes 
place in a small number of locations with no long 
distance travel.
For myself it's been one of the best experiences to 
work on this game and see it coming together from 
the first few lines of code, to what it has become. 
It’s been some time, and here we are – starting 
the Alpha process! There is a very great deal more 
coming, and it's unquestionably worth the wait! I and 
the team wish you a merry Christmas and a happy 
New Year, and as the timeless saying goes: Right on 
Commanders!” 

AUdio: tUne And Boom
Jim Croft – heAd of AUdio

A game’s audio is a key part of immersing the player 
in what they are doing and providing vital feedback 
during gameplay. Again success hinges on having a 
strong ‘vision’ for how the audio will work.
HUD audio: "Our approach is that the cockpit has a 
built in "HUD" audio system to provide the pilot with 
useful audio information like flybys, weapon fire, 
explosions etc. The idea is that the HUD recreates a 
soundscape for the pilot from sensors on the ship’s 
exterior. It makes much more sense for the pilot/
player, and allows for some interesting effects when 
the cockpit loses air pressure.

Experiments with the purist’s "no sound in space" 
approach in practice proved an unsatisfying 
experience, particularly where combat was 
concerned and we found that the game generally 
lacked energy because of it. More importantly, there 
is a lot of useful information that the player simply 
misses out on if they have no perception exterior 
sound.” Joe Hogan – Sound Design Lead
Engines: "When there are no stationary objects 
nearby, it can be very hard for the player to judge 
their speed and acceleration. So the player's engine 
sounds are pretty vital in conveying this to the player.
It took some time to settle on our current Sidewinder 
sound set. We abandoned rocket and jet type sounds 
fairly quickly, as they tended to fill the mix with much 
more noise than we liked, especially when layering 
and manipulating multiple components at once, and 
so we settled on a more stylised approach instead. 
The key aim was to make it feel responsive and 
dynamic, but never overwhelm the soundscape.
Different ships and manufacturers have a sonic 
character of their own, but the initial sound set 
here has allowed us to define the principles of how 
the sounds behave according to pitch, roll, yaw, 
acceleration, velocity, power configuration and 
boost, so we have a good framework to build on.” 

design: toUChy feely
sAndro sAmmArCo – design leAd

In many ways design are the frontline for the game’s 
development, the player’s most visible representatives 
on the development team, working to make sure that 
the experience is enjoyable for the player. Our core 
tenets are accessibility plus depth; to reward a player’s 
improved skill as they progress through the game.
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from developers
We also wanted to ensure that the alpha backers 

started from something we were happy with, and 
we are very eager to hear the feedback and evolve 
things as more and more people are exposed to the 
alpha phases and then beta.
“Spaceships, laser guns, explosions, dog fights, 
adventures in the void - hell yeah! Basically, 
working on this game has been an amazing, and 
demanding, experience so far. But seeing stuff really 
come together for the first alpha release has been 
something else altogether; I feel incredibly privileged 
to be part of such a great team.
As the alpha goes live I have the distinct impression 
of being in the world's scariest roller coaster, just 
as it reaches the first summit. Excitement, fear and 
caffeine might be making me light- headed, but I'm 
extremely happy and proud of the start we've made 
and can't wait for the alpha backers to join the ride.” 

gUi: i see whAt i need
Jon pACe – gUi leAd

In Elite: Dangerous your cockpit is the centre of the 
action, all of your interactions are (for the moment!) 
based around this central hub. GUI provides the vital 
feedback enabling you to make the decisions you 
need to make while playing. Beyond this obviously 
vital role it provides the setting for the game, you’re 
a lone pilot in your own ship bathed in light from 
your holograms in the depths of space, but at your 
fingertips are some of the best ships available in 
human space and the GUI is your interface to that 
ship that allows you to trade, fight and explore.
“Our biggest challenge was to provide a cockpit UI 
that displays the information the player cares about 
in the cleanest way possible, without dropping all 

those little touches that 'sell' the sci-fi fiction of the 
whole cockpit.
We’ll continually improve and polish it over the 
coming months. The feedback we get from the 
Alpha will help us to focus on the improvements that 
really matter to the players.”  

prodUCtion: hArd tAskmAster
miChAel Brookes – exeCUtive prodUCer

Production provides the management that binds the 
team together to complete the game. They work 
closely with all of the disciplines so that everything 
comes together in a cohesive whole.
“The role of a producer is to make sure that the team 
is able to do their job - we have a lot of talented 
people working on the game and that makes my 
job as a producer an easier one. So I’ll use this 
opportunity quote here to thank everyone on the 
team for their hard efforts so far and to say that I 
hope that all of the alpha backers enjoy what we’ve 
put together!” 

render: mAking shiny, reAlly shiny
Ben pArry – render leAd

The render team is a specialised part of the coding 
team that puts together the technology the 
art teams needs to bring their vision to life. Elite 
Dangerous has some interesting requirements. There 
are massive celestial bodies that illuminate space 
around them, there are also large numbers of ships 
visible in a scene as anyone who has played the 
Factions scenario in the first alpha build can confirm!
“It's been really exciting over the last few weeks 
to see all the different parts of the game getting 

tweaked and balanced to work together in 
preparation for its debut.  We've done several passes 
with the art leads, adding and removing all manner 
of fake lights, fudge factors and other tricks, trying to 
reconcile the stark contrast of space with the need 
to be able to find the ships you're shooting at. We 
still have more tricks up our sleeve, so I’m confident 
you’ll notice things getting ever better as we progress 
through testing.
The cockpit especially has received a lot of love 
recently, with high-res shadows, dozens of tiny usability 
tweaks being made on the radar, and a whole 
collection of different effects applied to the canopy 
to allow it to get dirty, frosty, and occasionally start to 
crack open.”  

vfx: things thAt mAke yoU go Boom!
selenA mCCABe – vfx Artist

Visual effects help bring the game to life – these guys, 
work closely with the art and render teams, adding 
the lights and the particle effects like trails needed to 
make the game feel vibrant.  As with other aspects 
of the game their focus is twofold, not only do they 
make the game look great, but they also create key 
visual feedback for the player such as enemy ship 
movement and damage to shields and hull.
“Working on this game is brilliant and challenging. 
We’ve already made so many different types of 
effects from engine drives, to explosions, to putting 
lens flares on everything, to seeing how many particles 
we can get away with using before we're told off for 
using up too much memory...
The most fun aspects for me have been creating the 
damage and impact VFX, making sure they pack 
plenty of punch and really give an aggressive feel.” 
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elite timeline
1984 "Elite" was written by David Braben and Ian Bell starting in 1982 while the authors were still at Cambridge University. 

It was first published by Acornsoft on the BBC Micro in September 1984 to huge critical acclaim.
"Elite" set many firsts, and was the first genuine 3D game on home computers. Even many years after its release it is 
fondly remembered. For example "Probably the best computer game ever" (The Times, December 1988). It went on 
to sell around 1,000,000 units, and is popular still.

1993"Frontier: Elite II", which the company is named after, was the long awaited sequel to Elite.
"Frontier" also set a number of firsts. It was the first game to have real-sized planets, where cities could be viewed 
from orbit, it was the first to use curved surfaces (Bezier), the only game to do a palette-fit every frame to get 
best use of colours (Amiga and ST only), and (apart from First Encounters) is the only piece of software (games or 
otherwise) that attempts to simulate our entire galaxy.

1995 "First Encounters" was the sequel to Frontier. It was released in Easter 1995 and was well reviewed, despite being 
released before the development team thought it it was ready.
The detailed modelling of the geography of the planets was groundbreaking, using procedural texturing 
to generate the vegetation, snow, etc. on the planet surfaces. Mountain ranges, cliffs and wonderful alien 
landscapes and atmospheric effects all contributed to the mood of the game.

2012"Elite: Dangerous" Kickstarter campaign was announced in November 2012 and was successfully funded in January 
2013 with backers raising over £1.7 million to date.
"This is the game I have wanted Frontier to make for a very long time. The next game in the Elite series – an amazing 
space epic with stunning visuals, incredible gameplay and breath-taking scope, and also fully multi-player." 

DaviD braben (frontier founder and Ceo)

be parT of The legenD anD Join The ranks of The eliTe
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1950  -First man in space, controlled nuclear fission, transistor, start 
of the nuclear arms race

1960  -First man on Moon, commercial fission power, integrated 
circuits, computers

1970  -Probes in Solar system
1980  -End of first nuclear arms race
1990  -First serious environmental problems on Earth, controlled 

nuclear fusion
2000  -First (minor) armed conflict between a nation and a "multi-

national" corporation
2010  -First serious population problems on Earth
2020  -First international environmental protection enforcement 

agency, first commercial space station
2030  -Major energy crisis, fossil fuel restrictions, religious unrest, first 

baby born off Earth
2040  -World War III. Huge technological advancements, huge loss of 

life, dreadful environmental damage
2050  -War gradually abandoned due to popular rebellions. 

Commercial fusion power
2060  -Rebuilding. Dominance of corporations increased
2070  -First man on Mars, first permanent Moon base
2080  -Manned exploration of solar system, orbital cities around 

Earth, first interstellar probes launched
2090  -First permanent Mars base, heavy industry on Moon
2100  -Discovery of fossils on Mars base, "hyperspace" discovered, 

humans throughout solar system
2110  -Arrival of message from first interstellar probe to Alpha 

Centauri system. First pictures taken of an extra-solar planet in 
the Lagrange point on the two main stars

2120  -Presence of life on Tau Ceti 3 detected, first armed conflict in 
space over rights in the asteroid belt

2130  -Hyperspace capable probes sent to all nearby systems
2140  -Manned space craft sent to Tau Ceti
2150  -Colony established on Tau Ceti 3. Major corporations sending 

first private colony ships
2160  -The race for the stars. Enourmous production effort to produce 

ships, and mass exodus started
2170  -First attempt to terra-form Mars started
2180  -Life on Delta Parvonis discovered and made extinct in same 

year from bacteriological infection
2190  -Discovery of life on Beta Hydri 4, Altair 5. Human colonials 

spreading out of control
2200  -Earth environmental recovery program started, terraforming 

of Mars abandoned
2220  -Extinctions on Tau Ceti 3 increasing. Earth threatens to send a 

police force if nothing is done about it
2230  -Ultimatum sent to Tau Ceti ignored
2240  -First interstellar battle, formation of the Federation, founder 

members: Earth, Tau Ceti, Delta Pavonis, Altair, Beta Hydri

2260  -Spread of Federation influence
2270  -Second attempt to terra-form Mars started
2280  -Discovery of first non-human relic in space. Origin still 

unknown in 3200
2290  -First man "outside" on Mars (ie breathing unaided) on 

completion of terraforming
2300  -Remaining indigenous life on Tau Ceti 3 preserved in special 

enclosures
2310  -News of elimination of a reputedly sentient race on Achenar 

6d by private colonists causes outrage in the Federation. 
Achenar refuses to join Federation, many terra-forming 
projects started

2320  -Federation sends war fleet to Achenar. Resulting enormous 
space battle won by Achenar

2330  -Spread of Empire from Achenar to surrounding worlds. War 
between Empire and Federation.

 - The first Space Dredgers are built as a means of providing 
heavy industrial capability on the front lines of the war.

2340  -Continuing battles between Federation and Empire
2350  -Sirus corporation founded, and grew rich supplying the war fleets
2380  -Treaty signed between Empire and Federation. The Cold War 

begins...
2400  - Galactic Cooperative of Worlds is formed as a arbitrating body 

to maintain the peace between the Federation and Empire as 
well as the independent systems. It is given a very large budget 
through equal contributions from the Federation and Empire as 
well as contributions from other multi-world political entities. 
This budget is used primarily to produce adequate police forces 
and a well-armed Navy which would come to the aid of any 
system threatened with invasion by another system. An era of 
peace begins to settle over the populated galaxy, though there 
is still much tension between the Federation and Empire.

2650  - TerraCorp founded on Earth and specialized in producing 
various manufactured goods used in the frontier expansions.

2700  - Python class star cruiser is produced by Whatt and Pritney 
ShipConstruct of Inera.

2762  - Viper class heavy fighter is produced by Faulcon Manspace 
of Reorte and becomes the standard GalCop Police ship. The 
design is sent to all shipyards on medium to high technology 
worlds for immediate mass production.

2850  - Space Dredger TerraCorp One suffers a drive coil failure during 
a hyperspace transit and disappears from known space.

2852  - Gecko is produced by the Ace & Faber HullWorks of Lerelace.
2855  - Cobra Mk. I, produced by Paynou, Prosett, and Salem shipyards 

of Zaonce, introduces revolutionary Prosett drive which alters 
the course of ship engine design all over the known galaxy.

2856  - Anaconda class freighter is produced by RimLiner Galactic of 
Barnard's Star. It is hailed as the largest freighter class built to 
date and remains so until the late 3100.

 - Orbit Shuttle is produced by Saud-Kruger Astro Design of 
Achenar. It steadily begins phasing out the old Transporter as 
the standard surface-to-orbit cargo and passenger carrier.

2878  - Asp Mk. II is produced by GalCop Shipworks, Eta Cassiopeia 
and becomes the standard GalCop Navy patrol and combat 
craft.

2900  - After a series of peace talks, the Empire and Federation decide 
to form a special joint task force whose "official" purpose 
is research and development of spacecraft and space living 
technology. It is given the name Intergalactic Naval Research 
Arm, or INRA for short.

2914  - Adder produced by illicit Outworld Workshop. Actually, the 
ship was an INRA design, but this information was considered 
Top Secret until 3290.

2982  - Sidewinder scout ship designed by Faulcon deLacy Shipworks 
and produced by Spalder and Starblaze corporation of 
Eta Cassiopea to satisfy GalCop Navy's need for a fast and 
maneuverable forward reconnaissance craft. The design 
immediately becomes very popular with space pirates.

3017  - Boa class star cruiser produced by Gerege Federation Space 
Works, Gerege.

3027  - Krait class fighter is produced by Faulcon deLacy Shipworks, 
ININES.

3028  - Moray Star Boat is produced by Marine Trench, Co., Earth.
3050  - First reported contact with insectoid alien race known as the 

Thargoids ends in hostility.
3055  - The Thargoid invasion officially begins. Massive fleets 

of Thargoid warships carrying remote controlled fighters 
ruthlessly cut a swathe into occupied human territory, 
encroaching on a cluster of stars centered around Alioth. 
GalCop Navy is mobilized to respond.

3100  - Cobra Mk. III is produced by Cowell & McGrath Shipyards of 
Lave.

 - Fer de Lance Lightspeeder is produced by Zorgon Patterson 
Group. It becomes a favorite with bounty hunters, but becomes 
outlawed in the late 3100 due to its overuse by pirates.

 - The GalCop Navy manages to beat the Thargoid invasion back, 
a battle line is drawn, centered on sector 9,9. The Thargoids 
begin sending small reconaissance fleets behind the battle line 
and deep into Human territory to survey various systems for 
later conquest and to raid commercial shipping.

3101  - Worm class landing craft is produced by Sirius Corporation of 
Sol to provide a means for larger ships to off-load passengers 
and cargo without the need of an orbital station.

3110  - Mamba class fighter designed as a racing craft by the illicit 
Reorte Ship Federation. The design is standardized and mass 
produced by Radlett and Rayburn Shipyards of Reorte and is 
later outlawed by the GalCop due to its lack of sufficient safety 
features.

3123  - Galactic Cooperative is reduced in its power to that of an 
interstellar police force due to its failure to repel the Thargoid 
invasion. Existence of the INRA is officially announced by the 
Federation and Empire and the INRA Attack Wing is created. 
Citizens of both superpowers are encouraged to enlist to help stave 
off the invasion. GalCop becomes known as the Interpol and it 
finds itself under much scrutiny by the Federation and Empire.

3127  - Federation and Empire officially reject authority of the 
Interpol and form their own police forces. Interpol is relegated 
to policing non-aligned systems and smaller confederacies.

3145  - The Imperial Courier is produced by the Gutamaya 
Corporation of Achenar.

3147  - The Imperial Trader is produced by the Gutamaya Corporation 
of Achenar.

 - The Osprey attack fighter is produced by the Imperial 
Shipyards at Vequess.

3166  - The Tiger class heavy trader is produced by the Core Industrial 
Corporation of Sol.

3171  - Maximillian Weaver is born in Schuller's Landing on Lave to 
tree farmers Robert and Marsha Weaver.

3179  - The Puma class clipper is produced by the Gupta Industrial 
Corporation of Alpha Centauri.

3182  - The Lion class heavy trader is produced by the Gupta 
Industrial Corporation of Alpha Centauri.

3185  - The Panther class clipper is produced by the Gupta Industrial 
Corporation of Alpha Centauri. It is the largest privately-owned 
freighter ever produced to date and remains so until the release 
of the Quest class ship.

3189  - The Constrictor medium trader is produced by the Vega Line 
Corporation.

3190  - Maximillian Weaver graduates from the Starpilot Academy 
with his pilot's license and departs his home planet for the first 
time in his life to seek his fortune.

3191  - Maximillian Weaver decides to join the INRA in the fight 
against the Thargoids. He meets Ronald Dreyfuss, son of 
wealthy mining company executive on Boston Base, Barnard's 
Star and convinces him to join the crusade.

3193  - Thargoid invasion halted by INRA's introduction of a Mycoid 
virus into the Thargoids' living machinery. Thargoids vanish 
from human space entirely and Humanity begins a period of 
re-colonization and revitalization.

3194  - Maximillian Weaver leaves the INRA under suspicious 
circumstances.

3195  - The Eagle Long Range Fighter is produced by Faulcon deLacy 
shipyards, Reorte.

 - Weaver re-designs the Sirius Corporation's MB3 Mining 
machine, making it even smaller and more efficient. He calls it 
the MB4 and earns an enormous amount of money by selling 
the design to the Dreyfuss Mining Company of Barnard's Star.

Fictional Timeline http://mufossa.dream-ware.co.uk/timeline.html
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3199  - The Eagle Mk. II is produced by the Federal Military Shipyards 
at Eta Cassiopea.

 - The Eagle Mk. III is produced by the Gutamaya Corporation of 
Achenar a few months after the Mk. II is released, ultimately 
fixing problems caused by the Mk. II.

 - Ronald Dreyfuss inherits the Dreyfuss Mining Company due 
to his father's death. The company becomes Weaver-Dreyfuss 
Mining with Max Weaver and Ron Dreyfuss becoming co-
owners. The company specializes in Frontier system mining 
and production of the MB4 mining machine, though they have 
licensed other corporations to produce the MB4 as well.

3200  - Frontier: Elite 2 begins.
3219  - The Tiercel class light freighter is produced by the Core 

Industrial Corporation of Sol.
 - Mark Jameson Pritchard is born in New York, Earth, Sol.
3228  - The Skeet class star cruiser is produced by Whatt and Pritney 

ShipConstruct of Inera.
3229  - Weaver, Baker, Dreyfuss, and Stone Mining Corporation 

formed as the result of a merger between Weaver-Dreyfuss 
Mining, Baker Technologies, and Stone Limited.

3230  - Alioth uprising. The system, which had been subjected to 
many battles between the Empire and Federation was freed 
in a massed insurrection against both sets of invaders. The 
Alliance of Independent Systems is formed. Oltiqu is renamed 
Gateway as it joins the new Alliance.

 - Argent Amalgamated Aerodynamics (Inc.) is formed by Meredith 
Argent and Mic Turner and based on the newly-renamed world of 
Argent's Claim. The company immediately announces its position 
as "The Official Alliance Shipbuilder." Construction begins on the 
soon-to-be-famous New Rossyth shipyards.

3231  - The AAAI's New Rossyth shipyards are completed. The new 
facility utilizes state-of-the-art technology and immediately 
begins producing its own ships.

 - The Harrier class medium fighter is produced by the Perez 
Corporation of UV Ceti.

3234  - The Gyr class medium fighter is produced by the Core 
Industrial Corporation of Sol.

3236  - Alioth system economy stabilizes due to business interests taking 
up residence on the system's three terraformed worlds. The New 
Rossyth Shipyards reach an incredible production record, which is 
unsurpassed by any other shipyard in the known galaxy.

 - James K. Winston is born in Newtown, Nirvana, Phekda.
3237  - The Mantis class transport is produced by the AAAI of Alioth.
 - The Harris class heavy fighter is produced by the Perez 

Corporation of UV Ceti.
 - The Wyvern class light explorer is produced by the AAAI of Alioth.
 - Mark Pritchard joins the Federal Military.
3240  - The Lanner class heavy trader is produced by the Core 

Industrial Corporation of Sol.

3244  - Pritchard, after serving through the mandatory waiting 
period, is transfered from the Federal Army to the Navy with an 
Ensign's commission.

3245  - The Griffin Carrier is produced by the AAAI of Alioth.
3247  - The Lanner Mk. II heavy trader is produced by the Core 

Industrial Corporation of Sol.
 - The Merlin class medium fighter is produced by the Perez 

Corporation of UV Ceti.
 - The Spar class medium fighter is produced by the Perez 

Corporation of UV Ceti.
 - The "Incident at Delta Pavonis" in which Mark Pritchard is 

involved. An attempt at a show of force by the Federation 
though the performance of large-scale maneuvers close to 
Imperial space turns into one of the greatest military disasters 
to date. Thousands of lives are lost both by the Imperial and 
Federal armed forces and nobody is ever completely certain of 
which side fired the first shot.

 - Mark Pritchard officially resigns his commission from the 
Federal Navy and becomes a lone-wolf trader.

3248  - The Imperial Explorer is produced by Gutamaya Corporation of 
Achenar.

 - The Viper Mk. II is produced by Faulcon deLacy of Inera.
3250  - Frontier: First Encounters begins.
 - The Osprey-X attack fighter is produced by the Gutamaya 

Corporation of Achenar.
 - Maximillian Weaver, while living on Boston Base, Barnard's 

Star, is saved by Mark Pritchard from an INRA assassination 
attempt.

 - Scientists at New Rossyth Shipyards, backed by WBD&S and 
the Sirius Corporation design and build the revolutionary Class 4 
Military Drive. It is determined that the new engine is so powerful 
that it can only be installed in ships of Python size or larger.

 - Valhalla Liberation Army commander Dentara Rast is 
assassinated.

 - New Rossyth Shipyards secretly builds the Crimson Arrow. 
It is first new Python class star cruiser in over two hundred 
years and is outfitted with the new Class 4 Military Drive. 
The addition of this new drive, plus the use of some new 
lighter and more durable hull materials gives the new ship 
the designation Python Mk. II. The ship blasts its way out of 
its hidden orbital hangar to avoid destruction by a surprise 
attack by the INRA and then engages its experimental 
hyperdrive and disappears.

 - Mic Turner of AAAI fame completes his design of a brand new 
type of starship called the Quest class. New Rossyth Shipyards 
begin laying the groundwork for this new vessel.

 - V.I.P. Maximillian Weaver is declared officially missing.
3251  - Max Weaver returns to Alioth in time to celebrate his 80th 

Birthday.

 - New Rossyth rebuilds prototype Class 4 Military Drive and 
mounts it on the prototype Quest class ship, the Turner's Quest. 
The Quest class starship is officially announced and becomes 
the largest privately owned vessel ever produced.

3252  - The second Quest class ship, named Argent's Quest is laid 
down at New Rossyth Shipyards.

 - Another INRA attack on a secret asteroid base in the Alioth 
system results in the theft of a vaccine to the Mycoid Virus with 
which the Thargoids were infected in order to bring about a 
victory for Humankind over the Thargoid invasion.

3253  - An official peace between Independent Alliance and 
Thargoids is established when the captured vaccine to the 
INRA's mycoid virus is stolen from a secret INRA research base 
and delivered by the crew of the Argent's Quest to the Thargoid 
home system of Miacke.

 - The first Thargoid warship ever to be flown by a human 
arrives in Alliance space.

3255  - Relations between Thargoids and Humanity become more 
amicable as both species begin exchanges of technological and 
cultural ideas.

 - Winston pulls off a foolhardy assassination of one of Phekda's 
mafia at Boston Base, Barnard's Star, starting his infamous 
bounty hunting career.

3258  - The Crimson Arrow, manned by most of her original crew, as 
well as a Federation and Thargoid scientist, sets out into deep 
space on a special reconnaissance mission.

3261  - The Veliaze crisis. The Empire sends out a massive invasion fleet 
to take Veliaze, just south of the Alliance system, Gateway. This 
causes widespread panic in the Federation and the Alliance. The 
Alliance quickly retrofits a number of Long Range Cruisers as 
capital battleships (the Valiant class), and the Alliance Joint Navy 
is formed under the command of Adm. Rafe Wilson.

 - AJN's training academy, the Turner Space Combat Academy, is 
opened at Dublin Citadel (Gateway).

3262  - Veliaze joins the AIS, much to Hengist Duval's annoyance.
 - INRA tries to prevent Veliaze from joining the AIS. The AJN 

Bounty is dispatched to protect the new Alliance member. 
Although its mission was successful, it received such heavy 
battle damage that it was scrapped the same year.

3265  - James Winston and his crew of fourteen bounty hunters 
smash the notorious "Sirius Templar" organized piracy ring.

3268  - Winston joins the AJN's security division  - the AJNIB, after 
an unorthodox recruitment method is used on him. [Note: 
There's more of this story to come, but I'm not giving it away 
since it's part of "Deceit, Harmony & Pleasure" I haven't written 
yet. And yes, I do have an outline of what happens ;-)]

3269  - The AJN Eastwood is destroyed after a collision with Phekda 
6. The entire crew abandoned ship successfully when it was 
apparent the collision was unavoidable.

3270  - The new AJN battlecruiser, the Victor class, is unveiled. The 
first ship of its class, the AJN Hood, is launched.

3272  - The AJN flagship, the Valiant-class AJN Fearless is replaced by 
a Victor class ship of the same name. The ship is commanded 
by James K. Winston.

3276  - A strange object of unknown origin is discovered in the 
vicinity of Liazeda (-12,3). Named the LRA (Liazeda Radio 
Anomoly), the Alliance research ship, the Lion, is sent to 
investigate. The LRA and the ship disappears and its fate is 
still unknown in 3296. Only a handful of crew, who were 
deploying probes from two Explorer-class vessels return.

3280  - Winston is promoted to Fleet Admiral of the AJN.
3284  - Federation Democratic Council ratifies the Instellar Crisis 

Management Act which allows for "rapid access to any and 
all available resources to deal with any crisis which effects an 
entire system or systems. This can be anything from the threat 
of supernova, medical emergencies and similar incidents."

3288  - First fatigue problems found in the AJN's Valiant-class 
battleships. The AJN Enterprise is scrapped after unusually high 
fatigue damage is discovered. The ship is replaced by a new 
Victor class, the AJN Ark Royal.

3289  - Battle of Biggs Colony. 74,000 Imperial Soldiers killed by 
under-estimated rebel forces on the planet of Biggs Colony in 
the sytem of Altair.

3294  - Winston steps down as Fleet Admiral, and becomes the 
commander of the Turner Space Combat Academy.

 - The Cause is started by a group of anarchists dedicated to 
"bringing the concept of justice to populated space" through 
direct action against megacorporations and governments.

3296  - A Phekdan government is formed, and the system joins the 
AIS. The Federation and Empire try and take Phekda when it is 
discovered that the system is ripe for military fuel production. 
Skillful diplomacy and a show of force by the AJN repels the 
attack with little bloodshed.

 - Deep space probes return with news that the star, Betelgeuse, 
went supernova. The Alliance Science Council dispatches hundreds 
of deep space probes to study the nova. Meanwhile, a second LRA-
object is discovered. Considerably more caution is taken examining 
this object. It still yields few secrets, and eventually disappears 
with a number of deep space probes attached to it.

 - James Winston is captured by Federation forces and held in 
prison on Boston Base, Barnard's Star. This creates a massive 
protest by Alliance citizens and the military. Winston's nephew 
finds himself harassed by the Federals due to his presence on 
the station at the time of his uncle's capture. 

 - Membership in The Cause increases exponentially as a result of 
Winston's alleged kidnapping by the Federation and imprisonment. 

 - The Cause makes its official base on Davies Earth in the Quator 
system and aquires the Long Range Cruiser Azure Sunset.

Fictional Timeline http://mufossa.dream-ware.co.uk/timeline.html
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getting stArted

1 seTTing Up 
The game

2 geTTing 
UseD To 
ConTrols

3 learning 
hoW To 
fighT

This step is crucial because Elite: Dangerous has many possible inputs. You must browse 
through huge list and rebind anything as you want and don't forget to write down all that to 
paper. Also take a look at graphiC and aUDio settings and tweak them depending on your 
PC. E:D will run fine on mid level PC but same time it's future proof – that means there are 
many hight graphic settings available now or will be available soon that no current generation 
PC will be able to run, but after 4-5 years you can enjoy E:D universe in a completely different 
look when you upgrade your rig. So take your time to bind keys, write them down or find and 
download from forum already pre-made custom.binds file. Badly configured input will give 
you nothing but frustration. Ask any of your questions on forums – you will get help there.
I am not including default keys in this guide because then i should add at least 3 version for 
each action described – keyboard, gamepad and hotas.

Don't rush, this is not your typical game with X hour gameplay content – you will have more fun 
if you know what you are doing. So i would suggest you head straight to single player CombaT 
sCenarios and try first one called WasTe Disposal. There you can take all time you need to 
rebind desired keys, jump from seTTing screen to game, test all your changes on the fly and 
shoot down containers. You can even practice cargo scoop (not required by mission) but just 
to get hang of it. When you are satisfied with your input and flying you can proceed further.
We are all different and someone already has extensive experience with Flight Simulation 
games while others never played any, also someone learns controls faster when is fighting while 
others need to take it slow – only you know what's best for you – so do exactly what is best.

E:D is not a game about fight, it's a game about freedom and choices, but combat still is big 
part of this Milky Way galaxy so can't be ignored. I would suggest you go and play with single 
player CombaT sCenarios finishing them one by one, learning different tactics, weapons, 
power management and meet different enemies.
The second scenario called firsT kill is especially good if you are planning to use flighT 
assisT off – because the enemy has no shield generator and will mostly be defensive, so take 
a shot at him and try to stay on his tail with Flight Assist Off. Practice as long as you want, just 
keep in mind – there are ships suited for combat and ships that are not and Sidewinder is not 
suited for combat so don't get frustrated when you can't do much with it.

http://youtu.be/eQiqg4thzdm
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Combat Scenarios

1WasTe 
Disposal

2 firsT  
kill

3 siDeWinDer 
faCe-off

First scenario has a simple location where Waste Canisters need to be destroyed, the whole 
purpose of this scenario is to get used to your ship, understand how it responds to your 
input and shoot at small and not moving targets. So take your time and fly around, shoot at 
canisters and destroy them, adjust your controls until you are satisfied and just enjoy the view.

The enemy has no shield generator so it's easy target, that is if you know what you are doing, 
and that's why this scenario is the second – the enemy is avoiding you after you hit him. Now 
you are chasing enemy and learning how to stay on his tail, how to align your ship through 
roll and piTCh and how to use weapons on moving target. It will be hard at first but only 
practice will help you.
Also this scenario is perfect if you want to learn how to fly with flighT assisT off – just shoot the 
target couple times (don't kill him), then turn flighT assisT off and try to keep up with him and 
hit him.

The difficulty level between this scenario and previous one might seem enormous but it is not. 
You just need to start using poWer managemenT and divert power to systems that needs 
power most every given moment, also learn how to fly head to head with the enemy and use 
verTiCal sTrafe so enemy will miss some shots. Also hitting Crimson Triump hard will lower his will 
to attack you, so at the beginning it will seem like mission impossible but when you start hitting 
him more and more (also don't let him recharge his shields) you will see different Crimson.
So full pips to sys when under attack and full pips to Wep when you can shoot at him and he 
cannot return fire. You can kill him on the very first flyby, so that's your maximal goal.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqN8317oGPo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szM3aMEsPYM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58IN60RgfBA

playthrough with commentary:
http://youtu.be/b80t0s84pac
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Combat Scenarios

4reCon 
Wing

5 Wolf paCk 
TaCTiCs

6preDaTor 
anD prey

This is hard too, because there are 4 enemies, but you now have gimbaled laser and heat 
seeking missiles. The main idea is to take them out one by one, don't be afraid to boost away 
when your shields are down to recharge them. So use your laser to bring down enemy shield 
and then launch one missile (the amount of missiles that are needed to kill enemy varies from 
build to build, in the build that was for Standard Beta users 1 missile was enough) and switch to 
next target.
Also if you still cannot complete this mission you can always turn your ship in reverse and snipe 
them while moving backwards – NPC are confused when you are facing them but moving 
away, and that's the easiest way to complete any of these scenarios, but i wouldn't advise 
that unless you just cannot do it any other way.

You will work with wingmen and have to kill pirate Misfortune flying the Cobra in asteroid field. 
Enemy will be alone and you are given 2 Multi Cannons so you can use any tactics you like.

This scenario is for learning silenT rUnning mechanics – your ship systems generate heat and heat 
is what other ships are picking up on their sensors, so if you are cold then nobody can see your ship 
on their radar. Also you have a  pair of Multi Cannons, that do not generate heat when used so 
even when you are firing you are "invisible". You also have installed heaT sink laUnCher – all heat 
is stored inside some kind of container on your ship and you can launch it out at once (those heat 
sinks are in limited number and can be replenished at station Munition section in online world). 
Turn on silent run – that will close all vents on your ship and heat will start building up, but you will 
become "invisible", then go to nearest target and try to take it out by surprise (he will not see you) and 
do it fast. When your ship is over heating (close to 120%) just eject heat sink (can be assigned to fire 
group or by special bound key). But you can just kill Cobra and complete scenario old fashion way.
Note: when you enter silent run your shields will be offline. Also you can just turn off any modules you 
don't need (Right User Inerface Panel under Modules) and that will reduce your heat level as well.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9lDCXG0LGhM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kiQeLDJDvFY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEvU9v_0CM0
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Combat Scenarios

7sUpply 
sTrike

8 inCUrsion

9faCTions

You need to destroy Lakon Type 9 transport – Big Score, but this time you have two wingmen, 
so you shouldn't worry about enemy escorts and leave them to your wingmen but instead 
head straight to Lakon and try to take it out.

This is the ultimate test – there are 10 waves you need to survive and each wave brings 
something extra to the table: 1) one Federal Fighter; 2) one Sidewinder; 3) two Federal Fighters 
(note that bottom enemy ship has no shields, kill it first); 4) one Sidewinder (this time it's much 
more aggressive); 5) one Cobra with missiles; 6) one Federal Fighter; 7) one Sidewinder and 
two Federal Fighters (kill the Side first and then take out FF); 8) four Federal Fighters; 9) three 
Sidewinders and one Federal Fighter; 10) Anaconda (will jump out and mission will end if you 
don't kill it fast enough, so aim for power plant after it's shields are down).
The key to success is to start each new round with maximum shields, so don't rush, use mainly 
your Rail gun, and Beam laser only to finish enemies. If you are under heavy attack boost away 
and recharge shields. Note that enemies will disappear if you fly too far away, so when you run 
from them watch your Compass and then fly back to exactly opposite direction.

Just choose your faction (righT User inTerfaCe panel under fUnCTions) and join the 
fight. Also you can just spectate and as long as you don't choose any faction nobody will 
attack you. 
This is same as Federal Distress Signal in online world only there you are getting paid for 
each kill.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l80SnuCX4bY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8OVg3bFK_U
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introdUCtion
I've already seen a lot of angry posts about the 
changes to the flight model especially concerning 
flight assist off mode. I would just like to clarify the 
reasoning behind these changes so any further 
discussion is more focussed.

flight Assist
Back in the day we decided that the only 
difference between FAOn and FAOff was that in 
FAOff you could point in a direction independently 
of your velocity (an advantage) but you had to 
manually stabilise your rotation (a disadvantage). 
That was it, everything else was meant to be the 
same to ensure FAOff didn't become the de-facto 
way to fly around.
As the game has progressed various features went 
in that shaped the acceleration and behaviour of 
the assisted mode of travel for the better but were 
not implemented for FAOff. These include curves 
that smoothed out acceleration and counter 
forces to keep you travelling in the direction you 
were pointing. What this meant was that FAOff was 
in fact the best way to accelerate as you didn't get 
the smoothing and could hit top speed very quickly 
(especially with boost). This wasn't an intended 
behaviour but it has taken a while for the time to 
be put into the flight model to equalise the two 
modes.
The latest update now includes the acceleration 
smoothing to FAOff so with all things being equal 
FAOff doesn't have an unfair advantage in that 
department any more (a reasonable change I would 
think).

Boost
Finally we reverted the change to boost speed not 
being bled off in FAOff as the resulting behaviour and 
the way it was exploited really didn't add to the game 
at all. It made running away far too easy and a lot of 
the reasoning for keeping it in was to do with getting 
to the station faster after super cruise which is already 
handled by the much closer distance at which you 
now arrive. I see no justification to keep this feature in 
the game other than if we want to encourage fleeing 
every situation with a quick boost followed by FAOff, 
full shields and weapons in reverse.
So the end results of these changes is that now fleeing 
an entanglement is now more challenging and 
engaging as you have to look and fly away from your 
opponents giving them an edge in the fight whilst 
you're fleeing; reversing to exploit AI and players is no 
longer as feasible and players are encouraged to fly 
and manoeuvre towards and around opponents; and 
finally FAOff is consistent with normal flight and sticks 
to the original philosophy behind it, giving you one 
advantage (looking independently of flight direction) 
for one disadvantage (manual rotation correction).
I hope that at least gives you an idea of where we 
coming from in regards to these changes.

post sCriptUm
I heard some people didn't like the fact that they nor 
slow down when sight seeing. I don't see this as a valid 
argument precisely because you do not need to fly 
at your maximum speed if your intention is to look 
around as you fly in a straight line. Most things to look 
at are incredibly big so it makes little difference if you 
look at them going 100m/s or 200m/s, they'll probably 
just look the same in either case 

Mike Evans,  
Designer

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=44057

Controls
Reasons for Flight Model changes

flying forwArd over Anything else
Another change made in the latest update was 
the soft limits for speed in the lateral, vertical and 
reverse directions for both modes of flight. Ignoring 
FAOff for a moment the reason for this change was 
to encourage flying forwards over anything else. We 
wanted dog fights, escaping and normal travel to 
be in the direction you are facing but we obviously 
need the ability to stop, reverse and translate in 
some cases so they couldn't just be removed. When 
your ship is beyond a speed limit in the reverse axis 
the ship will now slowly bleed that speed off until it's 
under the limit for that axis of travel. This ensures that 
reversing to exploit players and AI ships in a fight is 
no longer as effective. If players want to escape 
there best bet is to ensure they're flying forwards and 
doing evasive manoeuvres, giving the attacker some 
advantage given the fact the fleeing player will most 
likely get away anyway.

JUst Another form  
of flight AssistAnCe
As before this change needed to be applied to 
FAOff as well otherwise the whole point of it could be 
circumnavigated. Thus this behaviour also happens in 
FAOff to ensure that the only advantage it gives is the 
ability to look in a direction other than your direction 
of flight. This consistency between the two modes 
ensures it's fair. No amount of discussion on the realism 
aspect is going to change that fact nor result in 
reverting the change itself. Maybe we should look into 
renaming the terms to something else to disassociate 
with the idea of flight assistance and instead label 
FAOff as just another form of flight assistance.
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hello CommAnders!
I’d like to make a few points for your edification and 
entertainment.
Firstly, to reiterate a comment I’ve made more than 
a few times: unpleasantness in posts will guarantee 
*to an absolute certainty* that we won’t take your 
comments onboard, regardless of the post content’s 
merit. So, post what you want but be aware that 
derisory language/intent will *only ever harm* your 
cause, and posting trash will simply get this thread 
closed and infractions handed out. 
So, let me address a few of the issues in the thread:

“yoU’ve mAde the gAme  
like plAnes in spACe!”
Yes. I’m starting with this point because, well, it’s very 
important.
Creating the drama of the dog fight was always our 
intention. We always wanted to take our lead from 
the original Elite in this regard. This is not to say that a 
more realistic* approach is not feasible, simply that 
we did not want to choose that option.
*I use this term loosely, as I’m not really sure what 
“real” space combat would look like, though I’m 
confident it wouldn’t be anything like what we think 
it would be like!

“yoU’ve nerfed smUgglers!”
Unfortunately, this is partly due to various bugs that 
allowed ships to fly around on zero heat indefinitely, 
which was never our intention. 

To achieve a better stealth profile without silent 
running, you have to start making some fairly 
important choices – like turning your drives off and 
losing manoeuvrability, or losing sensors, or powering 
down weapons.
The skill component here, is knowing which 
capabilities you need, and which you don’t. 
Depending what you are about, you can choose 
to limit the ability of your ship in different ways to 
improve your stealth capability. Just realise that to 
get equivalent to silent running, you have to shut 
almost everything off. The benefit is that you won’t 
eventually melt!
*The bottom line is that you can do all the things now 
that you could do before, but the challenges are 
tweaked.*

“yoU’ve nerfed trAders!”
OK, so off the bat, I’m sure we’re all glad to be shot 
of infinite boost. Now to the change that limits a ship’s 
velocity when it’s not travelling along the direction it’s 
facing.
There are two reasons for this. The first I’ve already 
touched on: it encourages flying to support our goal 
of dog fighting in space. This is important for us – it’s 
the *main* reason we’ve made this change.
Sure, it’s not to everyone’s taste. I can understand 
and sympathise. But we need to make calls over time 
as the game develops, and our current call is that we 
don’t particularly value ships flying backwards whilst 
fighting.
There is also a tertiary reason: it helps with AI. Actually, 
our AI should be a lot better at dealing with players 

Sandro Sammarco, 
Lead Designer

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showpost.php?p=808186&postcount=605
Reasons for Flight Model changes

Stealth in Elite: Dangerous has always been about 
large temporary advantages coupled with smaller, 
indefinite ones. 
Rigging your ship for silent running turns off your ship’s 
shields and shuts down all of its radiators, dropping 
its signature to as low as can be. There are two 
important aspects of this to understand.
Firstly, your ship is going to cook, eventually. With 
no way to radiate the heat, systems will start to 
overload and take damage. The interesting part 
here is *how long* it takes – this is the part that the 
pilot must manage. The more modules you have 
on, consuming energy, the harder your power plant 
works, generating more heat, putting the ship in peril 
faster. 
Secondly, every ship has a minimum residual 
signature that ensures it will be detected by vessels if 
they get really close: we don’t want the game play 
of “invisible” ships right next to vessels looking for 
them, for game play or plausibility reasons (especially 
with our AI, which would never be as clever as a 
human at spotting ships without some cheating).
So what we’re saying is that to get the best out of 
silent running - our stealth mode if you will, the skill is 
in managing your ship to string out the advantage 
as long as possible. Turning off modules, ejecting 
heat sinks (and hopefully in the future, knowing 
when to use active modules that can generate 
signature directly), as well as knowing likely detection 
distances all have an effect. The significant benefits 
of silent running are *going* to end, so plan and act 
accordingly.
So that’s our big, temporary stealth benefit. 
Obviously, you can still mess around with modules 
without rigging for silent running, and here’s the 
difference:
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now because they’ve better 
control over their ship’s power 
distribution and manoeuvrability, but 
it’s fair to say that this change helps 
even more.
The final point here is that trade 
vessels are always going to be at a 
disadvantage versus combat ships, 
regardless of what we do. The only 
super-significant change here is that 
we are killing the infinite boost speed. 
Plus, you can now customise your 
ships more, allowing you to mitigate 
somewhat, the weaknesses of ship 
archetypes.

“yoU’ve mAde the gAme  
less reAlistiC!”
Arguments about realism lose to 
arguments about game play. Period. 
These changes are in response to our 
experiences and observations playing 
the game, and the game play issues 
involved. We always try to start from 
a plausible baseline, but we won’t be 
locked down by it.

“so whAt now?”
Well, first we want to wait a little 
longer to see how people overall get 
on with these changes. 

Sandro Sammarco, 
Lead DesignerReasons for Flight Model changes

We’re mulling over a bunch of 
associated options at the moment 
and we’ll make decisions about them 
once we’ve had more feedback. 
These changes include: 
• Increase the time that bleed occurs 

over, so that temporary flight 
advantages can still be garnered

• Reduce the speed cap penalties for 
non-facing flight

• The concept (suggested in this 
thread) that whilst flight assist is off 
we do not bleed speed (except for 
boost, obviously), but bleed as soon 
as flight assist comes back online

• The concept (suggested in this 
thread) that we do not bleed speed 
but we also don’t allow speed 
increase beyond set thresholds 
depending on ship facing
• Some combination of all of the 
above!
• Some other golden nugget 
suggested by a *polite* poster in this 
thread.
In all honesty, I’m a little disappointed 
with some of the posts in this thread, 
so I’m going to lock it for a while and 
let everyone cool their jets for a bit (it 
will also give everyone the chance to 
read this post).
A warning, starting new threads on 
this subject is unnecessary and will be 
dealt with.
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Name Default Key and Available Options Description
MOUSE X–AXIS Roll Allow the mouse X axis to control an aspect of the flight model.
MOUSE Y–AXIS Pitch Allow the mouse Y axis to control an aspect of the flight model.
RELATIVE MOUSE CONTROL Off Causes the mouse’s position to centre over time.
MOUSE HEADLOOK On Allow the mouse to control headlook when headlook is enabled.
MOUSE SENSITIVITY Sensitivity Adjust the sensitivity of the mouse movement.
MOUSE DEADZONE Deadzone Adjust the deadzone of the mouse movement.
MOUSE POWERCURVE Powercurve Makes motion in the centre screen more sensitive. At 1.0. the indicator position is one to one with its effects.

FLIGHT ROTATION
YAW AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input axis for controlling ship yaw (turning left or right). 
YAW LEFT A Digital input for yawing the ship left (turning left).
YAW RIGHT D Digital input for yawing the ship right (turning right).

YAW INTO ROLL Off
Enable a slight yaw action based on roll input: DEFAULT TO STANDARD CONTROLS  Use whatever option is defined for normal flight. OFF  No 
yaw into roll functionality. ON INTIAL ROLL  will apply a slight yaw when you begin a roll. ON LOW ROLL  will apply yaw only on a low roll 
input and roll only on high roll input.

YAW INTO ROLL SENSITIVITY Adjust how much of an effect ON LOW ROLL has.
YAW–ROLL BUTTON Button Mode Toggle Hold or toggle to convert all roll input into yaw.
ROLL AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input axis for controlling ship roll.
ROLL LEFT Digital input for rolling the ship left (anticlockwise).
ROLL RIGHT Digital input for rolling the ship right (clockwise).
PITCH AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input axis for controlling ship pitch.
PITCH UP Digital input for pitching the ship up.
PITCH DOWN Digital input for pitching the ship down.

FLIGHT THRUST
LATERAL THRUST AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input for controlling lateral (left and right) manoeuvring thrust.
THRUST LEFT Q Digital input for controlling left manoeuvring thrust.
THRUST RIGHT E Digital input for controlling right manoeuvring thrust.
VERTICAL THRUST AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input for controlling vertical (upward or downward) manoeuvring thrust.
THRUST UP R Digital input for controlling upward  manoeuvring thrust.
THRUST DOWN F Digital input for controlling downward manoeuvring thrust.
THRUST FORWARD & BACKWARD AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input for controlling forward and backward manoeuvring thrust.
THRUST FORWARD Digital input for controlling forward manoeuvring thrust.
THRUST BACWARD Digital input for controlling backward manoeuvring thrust.

Keyboard & Mouse by  
Gimi

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showpost.php?p=622767
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Name Default Key and Available Options Description
FLIGHT THROTTLE
THROTTLE AXIS deadzone Invert Axis On Analogue input axis for setting the desired speed (normal flight) or desired thrust (Flight Assist Off)

THROTTLE AXIS RANGE Full Range
Sets how to map the throttle axis to speed  FULL RANGE uses the throttle range to map to the entire speed range (i.e. –100% to +100% 
speed).  FORWARD ONLY uses the throttle range to map just the forward speed range (0 to +100%)

FORWARD ONLY THROTTLE REVERSE Button Mode Toggle When THROTTLE RANGE is set to FORWARD ONLY this will allow reverse movement when toggled in place of forward movement.
INCREASE THROTTLE W Digital input for increasing the throttle or desired speed depending on the status of the flight assistance system.
DECREASE THROTTLE S Digital input for decreasing the throttle or desired speed depending on the status of the flight assistance system.

THROTTLE INCREMENTS Continuous
Set what increments the desired speed is changed by when using INCREASE THROTTLE and DECREASE THROTTLE inputs (CONTINUOUS will 
emulate an analogue scale).THROTTLE and DECREASE THROTTLE inputs (CONTINUOUS will emulate an analogue scale).

SET SPEED TO –100% Directly set speed to 100% reverse. This setting can be used with other throttle inputs but will be overridden once a new throttle input is detected.
SET SPEED TO –75% Directly set speed to 75% reverse. This setting can be used with other throttle inputs but will be overridden once a new throttle input is detected.
SET SPEED TO –50% Directly set speed to 50% reverse. This setting can be used with other throttle inputs but will be overridden once a new throttle input is detected.
SET SPEED TO –25% Directly set speed to 25% reverse. This setting can be used with other throttle inputs but will be overridden once a new throttle input is detected.
SET SPEED TO 0% X Directly set speed to zero. This setting can be used with other throttle inputs but will be overridden once a new throttle input is detected.
SET SPEED TO 25% Directly set speed to 25% forward. This setting can be used with other throttle inputs but will be overridden once a new throttle input is detected.
SET SPEED TO 50% Directly set speed to 50% forward. This setting can be used with other throttle inputs but will be overridden once a new throttle input is detected.
SET SPEED TO 75% Directly set speed to 75% forward. This setting can be used with other throttle inputs but will be overridden once a new throttle input is detected.
SET SPEED TO 100% Directly set speed to 100% forward. This setting can be used with other throttle inputs but will be overridden once a new throttle input is detected.

FLIGHT LANDING OVERRIDES
YAW AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input axis for controlling ship yaw (turning left or right).  (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
YAW LEFT Digital input for yawing the ship left (turning left).  (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
YAW RIGHT Digital input for yawing the ship right (turning right). (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)

YAW INTO ROLL
Default to standard 

Controls

Enable a slight yaw action based on roll input:  DEFAULT TO STANDARD CONTROLS:  Use whatever option is defined for normal flight. OFF:  No 
yaw into roll functionality. ON INTIAL ROLL  will apply a slight yaw when you begin a roll. ON LOW ROLL  will apply yaw only on a low roll 
inout and roll only on high roll input.

PITCH AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input axis for controlling ship pitch. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
PITCH UP Digital input for pitching the ship up. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
PITCH DOWN Digital input for pitching the ship down. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
ROLL AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input axis for controlling ship roll. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
ROLL LEFT Digital input for rolling the ship left (anticlockwise). (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
ROLL RIGHT Digital input for rolling the ship right (clockwise). (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)

Keyboard & Mouse
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Name Default Key and Available Options Description
LATERAL THRUST AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input for controlling lateral (left and right) manoeuvring thrust. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
THRUST LEFT Digital input for controlling left manoeuvring thrust. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
THRUST RIGHT Digital input for controlling right manoeuvring thrust. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)

VERTICAL THRUST AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off
Analogue input for controlling vertical (upward or downward) manoeuvring thrust. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight 
bindings are used)

THRUST UP Digital input for controlling upward  manoeuvring thrust. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
THRUST DOWN Digital input for controlling downward manoeuvring thrust. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
THRUST FORWARD & BACKWARD AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input for controlling forward and backward manoeuvring thrust. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
THRUST FORWARD Digital input for controlling forward  manoeuvring thrust. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)
THRUST BACKWARD Digital input for controlling backward manoeuvring thrust. (Landing mode – if no binding is set, the default flight bindings are used)

FLIGHT MISCELLANEOUS

DISABLE FLIGHT ASSIST Z Button Mode Hold
When used will disable the flight assistance system responsible for countering thrust and ensuring the ship travels at the desired speed in the ships 
current direction. When disabled the pilot will need to counter any thrust (both linear and angular) to achieve the desired facing and velocity. 

ENGINE BOOST TAB
Uses energy from engine capacitor to overcharge the main drive providing a temporary boost in acceleration, maximum velocity and ma-
noeuvrability.

ENABLE FRAME SHIFT DRIVE J
This will engage the FSD to either hyperspace jump to another system if it has been target locked or Super Cruise if no target or a current 
system target is lockedinstead. Whilst Super Cruising it will also exit to normal space as long as another star system hasn’t been targeted in 
the mean time otherwise it’ll hyperspace jump that star system as above).

ROTATIONAL CORRECTION Button Mode Toggle Toggles rotational correction on or off (used within rotating structures to aid navigation within them).

TARGETTING
SELECT TARGET AHEAD T Select the highlighted target on the HUD.
CYCLE NEXT SHIP G Cycle through the list of known contacts forward.
CYCLE PREVIOUS SHIP Cycle through the list of known contacts backwards.

SELECT HIGHEST THREAT H
Selects the target of highest threat as determined by the following:  –Incoming missiles locked onto you. –Ships that have hit you in the last 
few seconds. –Ships that have fired at you in the last few seconds. –Hostile ships with weapons deployed. –Hostile ships.

CYCLE NEXT HOSTILE SHIP Cycle through the list of known hostile contacts forwards.
CYCLE PREVIOUS HOSTILE SHIP Cycle through the list of known hostile contacts backwards
CYCLE NEXT SUBSYSTEM Y Cycle through the the targets current subsystems forwards.
CYCLE PREVIOUS SUBSYSTEM Cycle through the the targets current subsystems backwards.

Keyboard & Mouse
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Name Default Key and Available Options Description

GUNSIGHT SYSTEM Leading
For projectile weapons that require leading the target this sets how to handle the targeting assistance: LEADING will provide an aiming point 
ahead of the target to aim at for an accurate shot. TRAILING will move the gun sight itself to take lead into account so placing it on the target 
will result in an accurate shot.

WEAPONS

PRIMARY FIRE Mouse 1 Mouse 1
The primary weapons and modules trigger. Weapons and modules highlighted in orange in the current firegroup configuration will activate 
when this input is used.

SECONDARY FIRE Mouse 2 Mouse 2
The secondary weapons and modules trigger. Weapons and modules highlighted in orange in the current firegroup configuration will activate 
when this input is used.

CYCLE NEXT FIRE GROUP N Cycles the current firegroup forwards based on the firegroup configuration interface.
CYCLE PREVIOUS FIRE GROUP Cycles the current firegroup backwards based on the firegroup configuration interface.
DEPLOY HARD POINTS U Dedicated input for deploying and retracting the ships hard point systems.
FIRING DEPLOYS HARDPOINTS On If hardpoints are not deployed, PRIMARY FIRE and SECONDARY FIRE will deploy them.

COOLING

SILENT RUNNING Delete Button Mode Toggle

Toggle silent running on or off. Whilst enabled the shield system will automatically shut down and all heat radiators disabled to ensure 
the ship has a near zero signature. A low signature will prevent others from detecting the ship on their sensors. However with no radiation 
enabled heat will build up within the ship and can reach dangerous levels.

DEPLOY HEAT SINK V
A dedicated input for deploying a single available heat sink provided there is a heat sink launcher module installed and powered. There is no 
need to have the heat sink launcher bound to the current fire group to enable this functionality.

MISCELLANEOUS
SHIP LIGHTS L Toggles the ship’s head lights on or off.
INCREASE SENSOR RANGE Page up Increases the range of the sensor interface to get a wider view of the surrounding area.
DECREASE SENSOR RANGE Page down Decreases the range of the sensor interface to get a more focused view of the surrounding area.

DIVERT POWER TO ENGINES Up arrow
Diverts power from the power distributor to the engine system. Diverting power to engines results in higher top speeds and manouvering 
along with increasing the recharge rate on the engine capacitor (used for boosting).

DIVERT POWER TO WEAPONS Right arrow
Diverts power from the power distributor to the weapon cooling system. Diverting power to weapons increases the recharge rate of the 
weapon cooling capacitor allowing the weapons to fire for longer before overheating shuts them down.

DIVERT POWERT TO SYSTEMS Left arrow
Diverts power from the power distributor to the ship systems. Diverting power to systems increases the resitive properties of all active shields 
and increasesthe recharge rate of the system capacitor (used for recharging shields and using other modules).

BALANCE POWER DISTRIBUTION Down arrow Resets the current power distribution so that each system gets an equal amount of power.

Keyboard & Mouse
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Name Default Key and Available Options Description
RESET OCULUS ORIENTATION F12 For oculus rift users this will reset what is considered facing forward based on the current orientation of the oculus rift headset.

CARGO SCOOP HOME Button Mode Hold
Toggles the deployment of the ships cargo scoop (if available). Once deployed any cargo canisters targeted will result in a cargo scoop widget 
being displayed on the cockpit GUI for aiding scooping.

JETTISON ALL CARGO End Jettisons all cargo currently onboard the ship.

TOGGLE LANDING GEAR Insert
Toggles the landing gear up for use whilst docking. Whilst deployed the flight controlschange to that of the landing specific controls where 
set. This allows pilots to control their ship diffrently when docking if desired.

MICROPHONE MUTE Button Mode Hold Mutes your microphone.

MODE SWITCHES

UI FOCUS MODE Hold

HOLD: Hold the UI PANEL FOCUS button to enter focus mode, then use the directions UI PANEL LEFT, UI PANEL DOWN, UI PANEL RIGHT to select 
between the different cockpit panels. When focused on a panel press UI PANEL FOCUS to return to the default cockpit view. TOGGLE: Press the 
UI PANEL FOCUS button repeatedly to focus on each cockpit panel in turn. To return to the default cockpit view, wait some time and press UI 
PANEL FOCUS again.

UI PANEL FOCUS Left shift

This input allows the pilot to give context to the cockpit interface allowing them to hold the UI PANEL LEFT, UI PANEL RIGHT, UI PANEL UP 
and UI PANEL DOWN inputs to focus on specific cockpit interfaces. Selecting an interface to focus on requires the pilot to hold the relevant UI 
input whilst releasing this input. This will then allow further interaction with the focused interface. Pressing and releasing the input in quick 
succession with no further UI input will return the focus to normal ship operation.

PAUSE P Brings up a pause menu. Note in multiplayer this will not pause the game as it will continue to run in the background.
TARGET PANEL 1 Directly focuses on the left side panel interface (target and navigation information).
SYSTEMS PANEL 4 Directly focuses on the right side panel interface (ship systems information).
SENSORS PANEL 3 Directly focuses on the sesnor interface for closer inspection.
QUICK COMMS Enter Focus on a minimised Comms panel for quick text entry.
COMMS PANEL 2 Open up and focus on the expanded Comms panel.

INTERFACE MODE
UI PANEL UP W Input for interfacing with the cockpit interfaces (and main game menus)
UI PANEL DOWN S Input for interfacing with the cockpit interfaces (and main game menus)
UI PANEL LEFT A Input for interfacing with the cockpit interfaces (and main game menus)
UI PANEL RIGHT D Input for interfacing with the cockpit interfaces (and main game menus)
UI PANEL SELECT Space Input for interfacing with the cockpit interfaces (and main game menus)
NEXT PANEL TAB E Whilst focused on a cockpit interface (left and right side panels) this will select the next tab.
PREVIOUS PANEL TAB Q Whilst focused on a cockpit interface (left and right side panels) this will select the previous tab.

Keyboard & Mouse
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Name Default Key and Available Options Description
HEADLOOK MODE
HEAD LOOK Mouse 3 Mouse 3 Button Mode Toggle Enables the ability to look around and out of the cockpit via the dedicated inputs (below).
HEADLOOK DEFAULT STATE Off Sets headlook to be on by default. You can still disable it with HEAD LOOK.

HEADLOOK MODE Accumulate
Sets how to handle head movement: ACCUMULATE will move the head in the direction and speed based on the input but will remain fixed in 
that direction once input is stopped. DIRECT maps the input to the direction with a neutral input representing straight ahead and full input 
resulting in a fully rotated view in the direction the input corrosponds too.

RESET HEAD LOOK Reset the current view to the centre and forwards (only applicable with ACCUMULATE enabled).
LOOK UP Digital input for looking up within the cockpit.
LOOK DOWN Digital input for looking down within the cockpit.
LOOK UP & DOWN AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input for looking in the vertical axis within the cockpit.
LOOK LEFT Digital input for looking left within the cockpit.
LOOK RIGHT Digital input for looking right within the cockpit.
LOOK LEFT & RIGHT AXIS deadzone Invert Axis Off Analogue input for looking in the horizontal axis within the cockpit.

GALAXY MAP
GALAXY CAM PITCH AXIS Invert Axis Off Controls camera pitch  in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM PITCH UP T Controls camera pitch in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM PITCH DOWN G Controls camera pitch in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM YAW AXIS Invert Axis Off Controls camera rotation in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM YAW LEFT Q Controls camera rotation in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM YAW RIGHT E Controls camera rotation in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM TRANSLATE Y AXIS Invert Axis Off Controls camera panning in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM TRANSLATE FORWARD W Controls camera panning in the Galaxy Map. 
GALAXY CAM TRANSLATE BACKWARD S Controls camera panning in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM TRANSLATE X AXIS Invert Axis Off Controls camera panning in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM TRANSLATE LEFT A Controls camera panning in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM TRANSLATE RIGHT D Controls camera panning in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM TRANSLATE Z AXIS Invert Axis Off Controls camera panning in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM TRANSLATE UP R Controls camera panning in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM TRANSLATE DOWN F Controls camera panning in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM ZOOM AXIS Invert Axis Off Controls camera zoom in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM ZOOM IN Z Controls camera zoom in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM ZOOM OUT X Controls camera zoom in the Galaxy Map.
GALAXY CAM SET Y AXIS TO Z AXIS Button Mode Hold Sets the Y axis to function as the Z translation axis.

Keyboard & Mouse
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Thrustmaster 
Warthog
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Saitek X52
by JKF
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Saitek X55
by Don_Von_Hulio

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=21794

Elite: Dangerous
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Bindings
It's important to note that although using the 
cockpit interface shares standard game menu 
interface elements, navigating it is part and 
parcel of game play. 
So, whilst still being an incredibly important 
aspect, making it as easy to use and invisible 
as possible is not the *only* goal. There are 
elements of player skill and drama (basically, 
game play) that we feel sometimes justify 
interactions that can validly conflict with ease of 
use, at least to a degree.
Just because we could bind every command to 
its own button doesn't mean that we feel it's the 
right thing to do. 
Now, that's not to say that we get such choices 
right first time every time. Sometimes ideas sound 
great on paper and turn out awful in practice. 
When this happens, we make changes. The 
alpha process will allow folk to see us making 
them, and add their observations into the mix.

dUmBing down
We want to support many different control 
options. As far as I'm concerned this has 
nothing to do with porting the game, by the 
way – we just want people to be able to use 
mice, keyboards, flight sticks, gamepads and 
combinations of the above. This makes plain 
sense to me: the more options there are, the 
wider appeal there can be.
Now, the *game* that we're making has its set of 
interface requirements, which always come first.  

For example, using an Oculus Rift allows you to 
most easily utilise the full area of canopy, which is 
actually quite considerable compared to just the 
forward facing view. Mouse look is reasonably easy 
to use if you are using keyboard and mouse controls. 
Flight stick hat or mouse nipples are generally 
speaking the most difficult to employ effectively.
Of course, these different control methods have 
other pros and cons, which might make them more 
or less suitable overall. One of the things we're 
looking at with the Alpha will be how different 
control methods stack up against each other.

CoCkpit views
We've made no bones about our desire to "place" 
you in the cockpit with the restrictions inherent to 
this concept – we believe this creates the best 
experience for the game. 
However, this does no preclude the use of cockpit 
interface elements being cameras, allowing you to 
look directly behind (or down etc.)
Importantly, the way that you access these views 
and what you can do whilst using them will have 
restrictions logical to the notion that you are a pilot 
looking at a screen (you may not have access to 
some controls and interface).

rift sUpport
We are supporting the Oculus Rift. This will ultimately 
include interface changes that are enabled when a 
Rift is detected to overcome issues such as not being 
able to see your keyboard.

Bindings, Headlook, Rift
We want the interface to support the game 

above all else. So sometimes, a particular control 
method will be slightly less suitable for a particular 
interaction, other times it will be better suited. We 
try to make choices in this regard that are best for 
the game as opposed to best for a particular input 
device.
We're definitely not "dumbing down" (one look at 
the bindings screen should make that clear), we're 
trying to do what we believe will create the best 
experience.

dog fighting
We're aiming for an interesting dog fighting 
experience with Elite: Dangerous; one that will 
"feel" credible, be exciting and offer legible game 
play options, but not necessarily be completely 
analogous to contemporary or historic real life 
combat.
For one thing, there simply is no real-life analogous 
experience, but equally importantly, we are not 
creating a true flight simulator – we want the player 
to feel like they are in full and effective control of 
a futuristic, combat-capable space ship, without 
requiring them to be a qualified astronaut or air 
force fighter pilot.

heAdlook
Visibility is important. 
The ability to look around the sidewinder cockpit 
does alter your potential combat effectiveness and 
their are various control inputs and bindings that 
make this possible to different degrees.
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Six Degrees of Freedom

1 ThroTTle – 
speeD

2 piTCh –
nose Up 
anD DoWn

3 yaW – 
lefT anD 
righT

Movement forWarD 
and baCkWarD. 
Used almost always 
and keep throttle in 
blue zone whenever 
you need to 
maneuver because 
that's when you get 
top turning speed.

This is basic maneuver for everything in E:D 
universe. yaW is very slow so you will have to 
roll and piTCh most of the time and never 
forget that fastest maneuvering speed is when 
throttle is in blue "sweet spot" (middle).

yaW – it is very slow (design decision to prevent 
turreting in space) and is mainly used to fi ne 
tune your movement and aim. yaW should be 
used with piTCh and roll together allowing 
greater control over your ship.
I use yaW alot to align ship with station's 
entrance when i am leff or right from it – so just 
strafe left or right and compensate that with 
yaw in opposite direction – that way you will 
face entrance.

blue zone whenever 
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Six Degrees of Freedom

4 roll –
roTaTing 
yoUr ship

5verTiCal –
sTrafe Up 
anD DoWn

6laTeral –
sTrafe lefT 
anD righT

roll is crucial because you will have 
to constantly adjust it for Pitching. 
Combat is mainly roll and piTCh 
(and verTiCal sTrafe), also to get 
faster into desired position you will 
have to roll fi rst and then piTCh to 
align with your target.

verTiCal sTrafe is one of main components for successful 
combat and is used highly in CirCle sTrafing when you 
strafe down and same time piTCh your nose up so you can 
keep enemy in your cross hair all the time and circle around 
them. Going straight head to head with enemy is bad idea, 
especially against NPC's who have aiming advantages 
over you, so only way to make them miss their shots is to use 
verTiCal sTrafe. Usually 25-30% of verTiCal sTrafe is enough 
but all depends on enemy type and how many pips you have 
in ENG.

laTeral sTrafe is mainly used to 
align your ship with docking bay 
entrance as well as docking your 
ship and is useful in combat too 
especially if you combine it with 
yaW. It's not as effective and fast 
as CirCle sTrafing because of 
very slow yaW but still can be used.
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baDge of honoUr
As a recent inductee to the Pilots Federation, there are some things you 
need to know about your new organization.
Formed in 2805 after the great surge in private ownership of smaller 
starships, the Pilots Federation soon found a role as a conduit for trade 
route information exchange between trusted pilots and provided the 
infrastructure for a mutual protection scheme against the rising scourge 
of interstellar pirates.
Planet-siders began to distrust the generally itinerant nature of starship 
captains, who always seemed willing and able to jump to a new system 
before the law caught up with them.  The Pilots Federation’s zero tolerance 
policy of dishonourable behaviour amongst its members is enforced by a 
system of bounties automatically placed on the heads of transgressors.
This built a galaxy-wide respect for the badge, which then started to 
be worn with pride by members.  However, the organization’s official 
adoption of the 9-level ‘kill tally’ ranking system (Harmless through to the 
coveted Elite status) ensured the Pilots Federation retained a level of 
blood-thirsty notoriety.
Over the centuries the Pilots Federation has remained secretive in nature 
and neutral in conflicts, and has grown into one of the dominant financial 
superpowers of the galaxy through its GalNet data network. Originally a star 
chart, ship data and bounty management system, GalNet has evolved into 
an effective galactic infrastructure and content monopoly on news, market 
pricing and communication systems.  This has not been without controversy, 
with periodic claims of data hoarding and abuse of its position.
It’s not surprising that an organization founded on status, and with such 
influence and power, has several cliques (The Dark Wheel being the most 
infamous). Or that those of Elite rank have further exploited their status 
and the incredible demand for their services, by forming an organization 
within an organization; the Elite Pilots Federation.
Relentless, increasingly well organized piracy and the need to maintain 
their reputation and influence as the best of the best caused the Elite 
Pilots Federation to start opening its membership to candidates from the 
Deadly rank who were able to pass a rigorous test and then, as demand 
continued to soar, to those from the Dangerous rank.

the lore
Pilots Rankings

The Pilots Federation has eschewed being tied to any particular system in 
favour of roaming the stars. With one exception – the Founders World.
The elusive Founders World system is governed by the Elite Pilots 
Federation, and run exclusively for the benefit of their members.  Its 
location is closely guarded, heavily protected, and the subject of 
extensive misinformation on GalNet.
Maybe one day you’ll be one of the Elite who get to go there.
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Galactic Power Blocs
Originally founded by Marlin Duval, who led the colonization of the Achenar system in the mid 23rd century, the Empire is based on a ‘cliens’ system. 
Society is strictly stratified, with people being able to move between strata (lower strata particularly) based on money, patronage and influence.
The Empire values both status and honour very highly indeed. So whilst it is acceptable to flaunt wealth, treating people well is a question of 
honour – and this includes slaves. Having an unpaid debt is seen as utterly dishonourable – an honourable Imperial citizen would sell themselves into 
slavery to clear a debt they couldn’t otherwise clear. 
Law is seen and enforced very differently in the Empire. Senators are responsible for enforcing the Emperor’s laws, but the Senators themselves are 
above the law. They can order executions, and can even kill people themselves, though sometimes (rarely) they may be held to account for their 
actions by the Emperor.  Some Senators are warlike and may take over systems in the name of the Empire, to get the spoils, and they may get 
a good deal of support as a result.  Some Senators do not tolerate slavery, and regularly speak out against it, but from the basis of honour – not 
suggesting it should not be legal.
In the Empire, very little is illegal, but many things are frowne d upon, like excessive use of narcotics.

The empire

To an outsider, the hierarchy of Federation society is based on democratic principles – people vote within their System/State to elect Congressmen, 
and a President with an 8-year term and a ‘vote of confidence’ after the first 4 years.
However, corporate loyalty oils the machine, and Federation space is a battleground of commerce. Commercial organisations compete as 
aggressively as the law will allow for the time and attention of the Federal citizen, who goes through life bombarded by advertising.
Corruption is not unusual – individuals defend it shamelessly when caught as ‘getting one over the system’. Social class is only determined between 
‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’.  There is a lot of poverty about, as well as conspicuous wealth.
The huge gross domestic product (GDP) of the Federation economy funds a large, well-equipped Federal Navy which projects its values and influence.
Culturally the Federation is tolerant of some things (like religions) but utterly intolerant of drug-taking, political activism, and certain cultures. A great 
many things are illegal, like slavery, cloning and certain narcotics.
Federal law is based on an agreed Constitution. People have rights and freedoms, enshrined by this agreement. Local ‘State’ law prohibits other trafficking 
to a greater or lesser degree.  Things like ship-based weapons, personal weapons, other milder drugs and alcohol are banned in some systems.
The media drives a culture of celebrity. Top ranking politicians, social commentators, entertainers and super-rich all command a great deal of 
media attention. This provides a massive distraction for the populace, to the extent that foreign wars conducted by the Federation on their behalf 
get little media attention. This has gone on for many hundreds of years, and there is no sign of it changing.

The feDeraTion

The Independent Alliance of Systems arose out of a need for cooperation. Centuries of warfare and both Imperial and Federal meddling in a great 
many otherwise peaceful independent systems caused various small alliances to form and then get broken up over the centuries.
The Alliance formed from a number of culturally different systems with a unified goal – to provide a stronger voice in the galaxy for its member 
systems and ultimately to defend them against unwelcome attention from the big powers. The Independent Alliance is culturally very varied and 
leadership of the Alliance (the presidency moves between member systems annually) has been described as ‘challenging’. Seeking agreement 
between the member systems is generally a tortuous process, usually ending up with a great deal of compromise.
Militarily, cooperation has been more successful. Each member system contributes a portion of its navy to the Alliance Defence Force – the total 
contribution proportional to its GDP. It is led by the six-strong Council of Admirals (one from each of the largest member navies), but they can act 
swiftly without government approval, which has proved very effective, and over the years there has been little disagreement between the admirals.
Contributed vessels generally bear the decals of their own navy, but have an additional Alliance Defence Force decal applied while they are with 
the group – so the culture of identity and independence (and rivalries) applies here too.The allianCe
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As an Independent Alliance ship, it was important 
for the Sidewinder to have a utilitarian feel to it (as 
you will read more about later). Taking this piece of 
concept art as a broad guideline a 3D model was 
created.
The initial model took some artistic license with things 
such as the placement of heat vanes, which give 
the Sidewinder a much more distinctive look. That 
said, there were still several aesthetic and practical 
questions from the rest of the dev team. A major 
query related to the appearance of the ship’s landing 
gear and how this would work in relation to a cargo 
hatch that was located on the base of the ship.
Other considerations were whether certain 
characteristics of the ship should be ‘fared in’ more, 
to make it more aerodynamic, particularly in regards 
to the front of the ship and in general with grab 
handles and hinges. It was also proposed that things 
such as retro thrusters and full intakes should have a 
standardised design across multiple ships. With this 
feedback, a revised model was created.
In the revision some of the harder edges on the 
front end of the ship were smoothed out, without 
compromising the aesthetic that personifies an 
Independent ship, a proposed design for the landing 
gears was also added. You also get to see the scale 
of the Sidewinder, which will be one of the smaller 
ships in Elite: Dangerous.
In the pictures below you can also see that the main 
entry point has been moved to the back of the ship 
and a ladder was also added. The inclusion of these 
stylish headlights on the front of the ship was also 
proposed. Whilst there are still some considerations 
to be made, such as the design of the ladder (which 
is currently placeholder), the team are satisfied 
that the design of the Sidewinder is making good 
progress.

Sidewinder: Concept to Model

siDeWinDer mk i
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The Cobra Mk III is easily the most iconic ship in the 
lore of the Elite universe; a robust, multi-role vessel 
favoured by lone wolf space farers - hard-bitten 
mercenaries, intrepid explorers and entrepreneurial 
traders alike. It’s also one of the smaller ships in Elite: 
Dangerous, which presents an interesting challenge: 
how to make this favourite shine as always, without 
making it punch too far above its weight.
For a start, we reason that it should not be able to 
match smaller craft such as the Eagle or Sidewinder for 
straight agility. We categorise both of these vessels as 
“super manoeuvre” ships – they rely on being able to 
affect direction changes faster than their opponents 
to get on their target’s six in a dogfight – and we want 
to ensure that they maintain viability in this role.
To compensate, the Cobra has more main drive 
power, giving it a higher top speed. It’s not the 
fastest ship, but coupled with very respectable hull 
strength and shield capacity for its size and cost, the 
Cobra is usually able to dictate engagement ranges 
when combating smaller ships; having the speed to 
break off and recover, as well as run down smaller 
prey and project superior firepower.
The Cobra isn’t a complete dogfighting slouch 
either; it’s able to run rings around many of the larger 
ships, and with four weapon-capable hardpoints it 
demands respect. The flip side is that it’s at greater 
risk from larger tracking-weapons that struggle to 
keep up with smaller fighters.
Elite: Dangerous isn’t all about combat though, as 
the forthcoming rollout of trading within a 200 cubic 
light year play space in Alpha 4 will reveal. Possibly 
the Cobra’s main appeal is that it combines a good 
degree of “yanking and banking” combat with solid 
trade and exploration options, representing a sweet 
spot for pilots wanting to do a little bit of everything 
on a budget.

Of course it’s not the be all and end all in space 
flight. For those looking to specialise, there will be 
vessels that are more effective in narrower fields, and 
due to its relatively small size, there are limits to the 
kind of endeavours it can safely engage in.
Alpha and soon Beta testers can look forward 
to continued ship-based tweaks as we strive to 

achieve the perfect balance for the Cobra, even 
as we add new vessels into the mix. But one thing’s for 
certain – the Mark Three is back with a bang!
Check out this great image of the Cobra that was 
used recently for an Edge magazine cover; you 
can also view the animation that was used in their 
interactive version of the issue here.

Cobra mk iii

Cobra MK III – Design Philosophy
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During the Kickstarter campaign we 
alluded to the idea that players would be able 
to see the condition of their ship deteriorate 
over time. This means that whether you’re the 
sort of player that has carefully run the same 
trade route a thousand times, or the type to 
constantly botch docking attempts and get 
into scraps with the local authorities, your ship 
will eventually begin to show signs of wear and 
tear.
The left-hand side of the image below is a 
paint-over of the Sidewinder model that 
was made as a reference for the rendering 
programmers, to represent the level of detail 
that the final effect will hopefully achieve. 
Within this image you can see examples of 
edge-based and directional wear, burn marks 
around thrusters, the flaking of paint and 
decals, as well as dirt and stains. All of these 
things will help to really communicate to other 
players the experiences that your ship has gone 
through.

This effect will be achieved by blending 
authored textures and procedural masks. The 
first step of this process is for our artists to define 
what each ship will look like in their painted 
and raw-material forms. The shader will then 
use procedural masks to remove the painted 
texture in chips, scratches and flakes, revealing 
the ship’s metal hull in areas where directional 
or edge wear might take place. A similar 
process will also take place for additive effects, 
such as dirt, stains and burn marks.
The technique above describes how this effect 
will be achieved, but there also needs to be a 
rule set by which this technique is implemented. 
This will be done using logic that prescribes 
additional layers of detail by factoring in the 
encounters that a player has experienced with 
a chosen ship, as well as the length of time that 
a player has owned that specific ship. Overall 
this should add another level of immersion to 
the game and really allow players to see upon 
first glance just how much they and their ship 
have been through together.

Time Crumbles Things
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CorveTTes (CUTTers): Light multirole warships, 
capable of recon, incursions and escort missions. 
These small warships are also popular with 
smaller factions, organisations and even wealthy 
individuals due to their adaptability. The Imperial 
Cutter is a lighter and faster Corvette-class ship, 
that players will be able to get their hands on in 
the final game (assuming they can make the right 
contacts).

fighTers: Small short-range craft that generally 
cannot operate independently due to having no 
jump capability. Their main roles include the defense 
of stations and the large warships that they are 
deployed from. Commercial fighters are typically 
jump-capable and are therefore much more flexible 
than their faction-specific counterparts.
Drones: Small automated ships that have largely 
been phased out due to the existence of effective 
counter-measures.

Expanding the Imperial Fleet
There is a range of different ship classes that can 

make up a fleet, all designed to fulfil specific roles. 
With the Federation, Empire and Alliance being such 
dominant factions in the Elite universe they have the 
capabilities to fulfil as many of these roles as possible. 
Whilst not all of these will be present in the game at 
release, here is the hierarchy of fleet-class ships that 
are available to the game’s major factions:
CrUisers (baTTleCrUisers, baTTleships, inTerDiCTors): 
Long range, independent ships that are capable 
of controlling entire systems. Heavily armed and 
capable of deploying large fighter squadrons. The 
capital ships already shown are an example of 
this class. In the Empire they are usually known as 
“Interdictors” – named after the first successful class 
of cruisers. Currently the most common and most 
successful is the Majestic class – generally referred 
to as a “Majestic class Interdictor”. As ships that can 
also carry out ambassadorial missions they can be 
used for ‘soft’ power projection, as well as hard.
frigaTes: These are large ships designed for escort 
duties. The actual vessels vary greatly between 
navies, but are all designed to engage multiple small, 
fast enemies (typically fighters and missile swarms) 
and are loaded with point defence batteries. They 
will also have some anti-ship capability, but are not 
designed to go up against other warships.
DesTroyers: These are anti-warship vessels, but are 
generally no longer used in the front line, though 
some are still in service.
Carriers: Designed for the deployment of fighter 
squadrons. Obsolete in the fleets of the major 
factions due to the popularity of Cruisers, but small 
navies still make use of them and some have even 
been converted into transporters.
TransporTers (CoUriers): Armoured warships 
designed specifically for transporting valuable assets 
and cargo quickly and safely.
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Conceptualising Life Support
In a galaxy where a hostile ship may jump out from behind the next 

asteroid at any moment, and turn the hull of your ship into a piece of 
Swiss Cheese, it made sense to give players some assurances. One such 
assurance will be an emergency personal life support system.
After going through some possibilities, it was decided that the life support 
system design should fulfil some simple objectives. Firstly, from a practical 

perspective it should 
provide a temporary air 
supply to the user, but 
also protect their eyes, 
nose and ears if their ship 
becomes depressurised. 
Secondly, the system 
should be designed to be 
wearable at all times, but 
also wearable with the 
pilot’s regular clothing. 
The most obvious problem 

with the above proposals is of course that none of them protect the pilot’s 
ears. The second concern was that with their various straps and modules 
they did not look like elegant solutions for life support and would perhaps 
not be simple enough to activate in a crisis.
The proposal in the top right of the picture did throw up two ideas that 
the team were keen on though. First of which was the idea of the life 
support system being a thin film that sticks air-tight to the pilot’s skin at the 
seams, and second was the idea of a simple button or clip as the release/
deployment mechanism. Taking these ideas forward, a wide range of new 
proposals were drawn up.
These refined designs would mean that aesthetically players would 
have nothing but a few small release catches on their face that would 
automatically read a lethal change in the atmosphere and deploy 
protective films over their eyes, ears, nose and eyes. This would then 
provide players with temporary life support so that they could either 
evacuate to safety or have time to make some quick life-saving fixes to 
their ship. At this stage of development all of this is still exploration, but the 
simplicity of this design is something that the team are extremely keen to 
explore further.
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Pilots: Suited and Booted
Below we see a common example of the pilot’s suit. Unlike current spacesuits 

these benefit from technology advances in materials within the tight body-
hugging garments  - advanced materials provide environmental protection 
from extreme temperature variations and common hazards like exposure to 
hard vacuum in depressurisation ‘incidents’, but also aid movement.
Such suits are worn by ship’s crew and even passengers on smaller vessels – in 
much the same way as people might wear a lifejacket in a small boat today. 
Passengers on dedicated liners and similar vessels would generally wear their 
regular clothing, although access to these specialised suits is still available for 
dangerous situations – like an ‘abandon ship’ alert.
The suits can also be augmented with harnesses and vests to provide pockets 
and suitable attachments for tools and other useful items.

Operating in space has many dangers, one of which is loss of atmosphere. 
For planned space walks solid helmets are used that provide more sturdy 
functionality and protection from accidental knocks, but for emergencies the 
the suit includes a Remlok survival mask that will deploy almost instantly in an 
emergency. A development sketch illustrates the concept below:
As well as protection the suits provide performance enhancement by aligning 
with muscle groups and providing support and augmentation. This not only 
helps the wearer in microgravity, it also provides some protection against 
common stresses and strains provoked by high-G manoeuvring, extremes of 
temperature, and the odd depressurisation.
The suits also deal with more serious injury, as illustrated in the sketch below. In 
the event of trauma such as limb loss the suit seals itself and the wound.
Another avenue for exploration is how the pilot or crew navigates within the 
starship, when in free space. There is no ‘magical’ anti-gravity, but walkways/floors 
designed to be stood upon are ferromagnetic, and tiny electromagnets built in to 
the soles of shoes (they are very small indeed, so shoes are still elegant, lightweight 
affairs –heavy boots are not needed). Additionally the ship has many convenient 
handholds for easy manoeuvring. The less basic suits include micro thrusters, to aid 
zero-G movement – and providing a useful edge in zero-G combat!
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Castles in the Sky
vAriAtion in stAtion design

The classic Coriolis Station is as iconic to the Elite series as the Cobra MK III, and 
whilst we’re happy to confirm that it will be making a triumphant return for Elite: 
Dangerous, a galaxy cannot live on Cuboctahedrons alone!
To assure that there is enough variation across inhabited space, Elite: Dangerous 
will be using procedural algorithms to construct stations out of a range of modular 
assets. This technique will allow for a wide range of possible station designs, whilst 
allowing us to make the most of our library of assets.
Beyond making it easier to provide variation throughout the galaxy, a modular 
approach allows for several other advantages. One such benefit is that players will 
be able to see stations expand over time, or in response to player-driven events.
There are various functions that a module can be designed for and all have to be 
designed so that they look fit for purpose. Below are two examples of modules that 

are currently being designed. An agricultural module, for stations close enough 
to a star to sustainably grow crops, and cargo pods for external storage. The 
assumption is that plants grown in ‘natural light’ would attract a premium price.
Beyond designs for more conventional stations, we also plan to have a few 
specialist station types that fulfill specific roles; each constructed using their own 
sets of rules and modules. This will help to establish some stylistic differences 
between the stations, which will make it easier for players to define what the role 
of one is upon approach. Some examples are below:
Whilst we know that stations will be built modularly, and we have the technical 
framework in place to make this happen, we are still very much in the pre-
visualisation stage when it comes to the aesthetic. That said, some important 
philosophies that are helping to guide the design of stations for Elite: Dangerous 
have already been established:
Scientific Plausibility: a station’s design needs to be structurally feasible, and make 
sense practically. How people get about, the use of very low gravity for loading/
unloading of ships, but higher gravity for living – typically half to one earth-
equivalent in strength.
functionality: The function of each element should be considered – where things 
are stored, where people would want to live, etc. Why it is where it is, and how 
would people and goods get about.
gravity: Living in gravity is comfortable, so in general, space stations spin. 
That way eating, sleeping, sneezing, and going to the toilet, are a lot more 
straightforward. Some things benefit from low gravity, like unloading cargo and 
manufacturing. Also, lower gravity levels (say 1/3 g) could be very pleasant 
because, for example, a normal human could strap on wings and fly! Because 
of this there is no special direction (no ‘up’), so there is no need for stations for 
example to be coplanar – something that a lot of science fiction designs neglect.
One idea that the team are currently exploring further is the concept that a 
station does not need to be a single structure, but can have multiple satellite 
components around a central structure, linked only by rapid transport routes. This 
idea is not only plausible but would offer the Elite stations a unique aesthetic that 
would be visually striking.
As stations are such a huge part of the game, the aesthetic direction that we 
choose is not a decision that we’re going to rush. We have literally hundreds of 
ideas at this point for what we want to do with this area of the game, our task 
now is to choose what we believe will be the best ones for a new Elite.
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The Coriolis design of the station, is perhaps the 
most loved and iconic from the classic game so 
it’s fitting that it's the first station you will see in Elite: 
Dangerous. 
Obviously we needed to update the original design 
but filling in those elegant white lines on any Elite 
design is always a challenge.
The beauty of them, and the reason I think they are 
so iconic is how one’s imagination fills in the form. 
Keeping the silhouette intact we added depth 
and detail with careful consideration given to 
the scientific realities of the station’s rotation and 
internal gravity.
The result is a major city in space and the first port 
of call for weary pilots with cargo to sell and ships 
to upgrade. There are other types of station to 
come, and there will be variation within the Coriolis 
Stations too.

the hUB
The interior of the station, the docking hub was a 
challenge due to its scale and unique cylindrical 
design. 
For inspiration we looked at mega structures, 
some of the largest architecture on our planet. In 
these huge stadia, bridges and towers we found 
architectural patterns, and structural engineering 
motifs that were included in our designs.
Airports, dockyards and aircraft carriers were also 
researched and added to the mix. These familiar 
elements helped ground the design in reality and 
give a sense of the immense scale of the station.
It was important to consider the view not just from 
the players point of view from the cockpit but also 
from the deck of the landing pad looking up at 
your ship.

In the higher status stations, this docking hub is 
pressurised and this allows us to play with some 
different effects to give the interior of the station 
atmosphere.  Fog formed from engine exhausts and 
outlets cling to the surface of the hub and this is 
illuminated by flood lights around the docking pads.
Here’s a shot of the final in game asset, you might 
notice a few tweaks and improvements since 
seeing it first in the Alpha 3 release as we have 
continued to add details and polish.

Seeing multiple pads in use or watching a pilot 
violate station law and suffer the consequences 
really brings the space to life. Going forward, 
expect to see more of the hustle and bustle of a 
busy port, ships landing and unloading, drones 
flying around and more advertising to add interest 
and variation each time you dock. Other types of 
space station will, of course, be made available – 
but we felt it only right that we start the process 
with a Coriolis!

Coriolis

A Coriolis Space Station by  
Chris Gregory

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmfmWDnbcoy
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 The Ocellus Starport is based on the Bernal Sphere 
space station originally suggested as a way of 
building a space habitat by scientist Jon Bernal in 
1929. The sphere shape was chosen due to the ability 
of the shape to efficiently contain air pressure and 
provide efficient radiation shielding.
The Ocellus Starport is stronger, better protected 
from radiation and more expensive than the 
Coriolis class stations but smaller than the giant 
Orbis.  Inside the sphere, in the void between the 
inner docking-cylinder hangers and the outer hull, 
is a huge amount of useable space for human 
habitatation. At the equator of the sphere, there 
is a comfortable 0.7g, which falls off as you 
approach the poles. On the outside, towering 
inverted “skyscrapers” emerge from the galleried 
central trench, allowing an impressive view of the 
universe for the rich residents who can afford such 
accommodation.   
At the terraced front and rear of the sphere lie 
the more industrial parts of the station. Life support 
machinery, liquid and gas storage, workshops and 
small factories designed for producing goods in low 
gravity are positioned here, as well as capital-class 
weaponry for defence purposes. The very front of 
the station is home to the famous docking portal, 
viewing and control galleries, plus commercial and 
official premises and offices.
The main reason for their extra strength is the Ocellus 
stations can be moved intact from place to place 
as opposed to being assembled on site. Giant drives 
can be attached to them to move them from system 
to system when required, albeit very much more 
slowly than even the largest cargo ships. Only a few 
of them have been so equipped, and it is said that 
the arrival of an Ocellus at a gold-rush world marks 
the end of the early stage of the gold rush, as it 

marks the arrival of the eye of officialdom and the 
beginning of the end of the anarchic freedom of 
those early days.
It was first built by the Imperial Gutamaya shipyards 
in 3260 so it is a relatively recent design, but they are 

now built and operated throughout human space. 
Both the Federation and Empire operate them, as do 
a few of the big corporates – particularly for tourism – 
where an Ocellus will be stationed at a rare stellar 
spectacle for a few months, then will move on.

The oCellUs

The Ocellus Starport
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Blaze Your Own Trail – Exploration
Exploration is something many people are excited 

about, but we haven’t yet discussed it here. There is 
exploration for the sake of it, but it is also possible to 
make money from exploring too. There is a lot out there – 
which will be covered more in future newsletters – 
many surprising things like the many planets with neon 
atmospheres – things not yet seen in astronomy.
The great thing about exploration is it is many-
layered; one person might be the first to visit a 
system – but this is an easy thing to do, and one 
person can visit a great many systems in a short 
period of time, so rapidly the ‘frontier’ of unvisited 
systems will quickly recede.
Visiting a system is not really exploring it except on 
an extremely superficial level, so our plan is, we will 
not count the system as explored at that point. Let’s 
face it, if an alien visited our solar system, staying in 
the immediate proximity of the sun for a few seconds 
while their drives recharged or cooled down, they 
will not see very much, and we on Earth would be 
unlikely to see them. If our alien explorer claimed our 
system to be “explored” and didn’t find Earth, they 
wouldn’t really be an explorer!
So, true system exploration is a bigger deal than just 
visiting that system. Players must scan it to determine 
what number and sizes of planets are present, and to 
get the next level of data they must travel to at least 
the vicinity of each body to investigate. A system 
will only be ‘partially explored’ until all major bodies 
(planets and moons within a certain distance of the 
central star(s)) have been scanned by someone and 
the data returned home. There are different levels 
of scanning, both passive and active, that can be 
done from orbit, to determine basic planet types, 
their chemical composition, mineral deposits, surface 
liquids, interesting anomalies, and even indications of 
the presence of indigenous life.

Active scanning is needed for any detail of value, 
especially if the planet has an atmosphere, using a 
powerful ground-penetrating radar beam and as 
much of the surface should be scanned as possible. 
The wary player should perhaps first check for other 
ships in the system… This is because an active scan 
consumes a vast amount of power – nothing even 
a Sidewinder’s drives can’t manage – but it is an 
incredibly bright beacon of emitted energy, visible 
across most of the stellar system they are in and 
easily tracked, and depending on the expertise 
of the player, it can take quite a while to get a full 
scan – easily long enough for most ships to super-
cruise to the location. Even the basic scanner fitted 
to all ships since about the year 3000 is an incredibly 
sensitive instrument, and so they will find it easy to 
find such a player. And that player will most likely be 
very hot with their shields down… best hope they are 
friendly, and that they are not worried about being 
the first back with the data!
The reason to do this, to do the scanning and 
return the data, is the big prize. Getting such 
information back to a civilised planet with a data 
claim registration facility (most Federal or Imperial 
worlds with a high enough population will have 
one) and logging the data earns money for the 
explorer – more or less depending on the value of 
the planet and its location. Discovering a world 
with indigenous life is incredibly valuable, but even 
scanning seemingly worthless moons has value – 
both for completeness of maps (verifying there 
isn’t something there is still useful), but very rarely, 
something interesting may be there after all – 
maybe even a strange artefact. A wise explorer 
will buy the latest such data before leaving – to see 
which systems have been explored first, so as not to 
duplicate the efforts of others.

Perversely, The Federation and Empire do not 
share this data with each other – indeed they are 
competitive about it. Taking such information to 
the Federation earns the player a good reputation 
with them, but the parallel is true of the Empire. 
Unscrupulous players have taken the information to 
both, but woe betides the player who is discovered 
doing this – which can happen if both mega-powers 
send a research team to investigate!
Explorers began as a civilised and cooperative bunch 
of people. After all, travelling vast distances out into 
the unknown and back is quite an achievement, 
with many a “Dr Livingstone I presume” moment 
far out in the stars, but from time to time there have 
been cases of explorers racing each other back to 
log their data once they see each other – or even 
attacking each other when they realise both have just 
scanned the same systems. There is even a class of 
pirate that await intrepid explorers returning from afar, 
threatening them with destruction if they don’t hand 
over their data. However, unlike cargo, handing over 
a bit of low value data is often enough. A pirate can 
scan for cargo, but fortunately data does not show on 
a scan  so they do not know how much (or how little) 
you really have.
Exploration is not just at huge distances. Even within 
human space, there is the odd undiscovered planet 
or asteroid belt – usually in the far, cold outer reaches 
of a system, where no-one has bothered looking. So 
get ready to get exploring!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rngfojQsfgQ
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One of the things seen in the Elite: Dangerous Beta 
1 is significantly more star systems. Many of these 
have planetary systems around them, formed at 
much the same time as the star(s) in the system, or 
captured during the lifetime of those systems.
In Elite: Dangerous, when we are generating a 
system procedurally, each planetary system is 
formed from first principles. Bodies are gradually 
aggregated over a very long simulated time from 
available matter, taking into account its chemical 
composition. Depending on the angular momentum, 
this might begin to form into a single central body, or 
into multiple co-orbiting bodies.
As the gases collapse together under the force 
of gravity, matter tends to orbit these bodies in 
protoplanetary discs, which in turn further coalesces 
into smaller bodies within those discs. Tidal forces, 
orbital resonances and gradual accretion of mass 
gradually change their orbits, causing collisions, 
collapse and close encounters – which in turn means 
bodies might capture each other or fling each other 
into new orbits or out of the system altogether.
At some point the stars in the system ignite one by 
one, and the resultant stellar winds gradually drive off 
the lighter non-gravitationally bound gases.
Over its lifetime (different for different systems) close 
and not so close encounters with other stellar systems 
may remove outer planets and capture others, and 
the outer halo of comets and other bodies may pass 
through the other system, not just causing destruction, 
but also depositing lighter elements and compounds 
(like ice/water) on the bodies in the inner system that 
may have been lost during the heat of their formative 
years, making water-based life there possible.
The above processes are all modelled from first 
principles for almost all of our 400 billion star systems 
by an Elite: Dangerous system called Stellar Forge.

There are some interesting outcomes from 
Stellar Forge that are ‘backed up’ by astronomical 
observations – for example binary planets. During 
the process of the system forming, both catastrophic 
collisions (as in the case of Earth) and very close 
encounters can result in bodies in very similar orbits 
capturing each other into a wonderful co-orbiting 
waltz.
We see the early stage of this in the Solar system with 
the moons of Saturn, Epimetheus and Janus which 
share an orbit – swapping positions whenever they 
have a close encounter – but this is not stable in the 
very long term, particularly not in a gaseous disc 
where the gases are continually absorbing energy. 
In such a gaseous disc while planets are still forming 
and the corresponding slowing of the orbits, this 
is likely to end up with the bodies eventually co-
orbiting each other in an ever less elongated orbit.
Pluto and Charon are another example of an 
asymmetric binary planet (or dwarf planet as I think 

we should say these days), likely arising as a result 
of a close encounter or collision of an unknown body 
with Neptune, but then the pair eventually ending up 
orbiting each other, picking up other debris from the 
collision over time.
We have seen pairs of gas giants in Stellar Forge, co-
orbiting each other, each with its own stable moons. 
When standing on one of those moons you will see 
both gas giants looming large in the sky. 
Even pairs of earth-like planets are possible. In fact 
if one had life, then it is most likely both would, as 
meteorite impacts on one would tend to catapult 
debris to the other and spread the life across. 
Bodies can orbit each other very closely indeed. They 
can even touch – forming a strange dual body with 
a ‘figure of eight’ or hourglass shape – something 
predicted by a mathematician called Roche. We 
see this with stars too – an example of this is the 
contact binary i Boötis BC – already seen in the Elite: 
Dangerous Premium Beta.

sTellar forge in aCTion – 17 DraConis

Stellar Forge
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BUt how do we get AroUnd
Conventional drives are used to manoeuvre a ship 
up to around 500 metres per second (just over a 
thousand miles per hour). Combat, docking and 
most other activities use this form of propulsion.
Frame Shift Drives (FSD) or ‘super-cruise’ – for which 
incidentally we owe a big debt of gratitude to 
our Design Decision Forum contributors – is a drive 
that warps space-time locally around the ship. 
Acceleration to superluminal speeds is possible by 
effectively appearing to shrink space around you. 
This allows us to have super-high accelerations 
without turning pilots into a mush on the back wall 
of the cockpit…  We refer to this mode of travel as 
’super-cruise’. It allows you to free-form travel the real 
distances within a star system (and between them if 
you really want – though it will still take an inordinate 
time) without taking up your whole evening (or 
weekend... or month!).
Earn enough credits and you’ll be able to upgrade 
your FSD with an extra unit that gives it an upgraded 
warp capability to perform full hyperspace jumps to 
span the massive distances between different star 
systems.
Of course, there are tradeoffs. The additional mass 
and energy demands of the FSD compromise your 
ultimate level of agility and performance in a dog-
fight against someone who is loaded out without 
one. But you can console yourself that you can 
explore the system, mine and trade and maybe 
have bigger and better weapons. The situation, 
both positive and negative, is further exacerbated if 
you opt for the additional capability and mass of a 
hyperspace-capable drive.

Moving in the Galaxy
As you set your destination, you also need to be 

aware of mass-locking. This effect is already present 
in an early form in Alpha 3, whereby you can’t jump 
to any of the scenarios if you are too close to any 
large structure.

hyperspACe
A hyperspace jump cannot be engaged by a ship 
that is too close to a massive body, whether space 
port, moon, planet or star. You’ll need to use your 
conventional drives to put some distance between 
you and it to escape the mass-lock effect.
After a significant charge-up period your ship’s 
hyperspace drive warps space-time and you travel 
almost instantaneously to the primary star of the 
destination system, whereupon you are spat out of 
hyperspace at super-cruise speeds, kicking out an 
extraordinary amount of heat; this announces your 
arrival in no uncertain terms to anyone who may be 
glancing at their scanner.

sUper-CrUise
When already in super-cruise, the drive charges up 
much faster than for a hyperspace jump.
An FSD can also be targeted and attacked and may 
malfunction, temporarily preventing its use. You can 
purchase and fit various different FSD modules, with 
different fuel consumption, range, speed, control 
and charge time performance envelopes.

speed limit
The theoretical speed limit whist super-cruising is two 
thousand times the speed of light, but in practice 
journeys will likely not see your ship travelling more 

than tens of times the speed of light. Top speed 
varies during a journey, being affected by the 
proximity to the mass of nearby stellar bodies. This 
prevents a ship from accelerating past an upper 
speed threshold, and imposes a temporary localized 
slowing effect as you can feel the effect of mass-
locking starting to kick in, which also helps smooth 
your arrival.
You can drop out of super-cruise at any time, though 
your ship will suffer dangerous and debilitating effects 
if you drop out whilst travelling too fast (temporary 
loss of control, damage, etc.); such an event is called 
a crash-drop. Flying too close, too fast to a stellar 
body or phenomena can also cause a crash- drop. 
In extreme cases (e.g. flying towards a planet at 
hundreds of times the speed of light) the ship may 
suffer catastrophic damage when it emergency-
drops out of super-cruise.
Depending on where you are and what you have 
been and are doing, no two super-cruise journeys 
will be the same. If fitted with a suitable module, 
aggressors can interdict you by targeting your FSD 
and pulling you out of super-cruise. Or you may 
detect an intriguing signature on your journey 
yourself that you decide to explore and exploit. 
Both aggressor and the target are dragged out of 
super cruise, back to normal space near to each 
other. Interdiction attacks can also purposefully 
(or inadvertently) drag nearby vessels into the 
engagement, creating the potential for tactical 
formation flying in super-cruise.
As we begin to roll out beta releases, there will be 
an increasing variety of ‘passive’ events, NPC/
phenomena and player-to-player interdiction.
Watch this space for more details… and bon voyage!
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Trading Places
introdUCtion

Trading has always been a massive component 
of the Elite experience and with the capabilities 
of our event system at our disposal, as well as 
online multiplayer, we have the opportunity in Elite: 
Dangerous to make a trading system that is more 
dynamic and detailed than ever before.

mArkets
Markets exist in a range of locations, both mobile 
and static; something we plan to expand further 
overtime. There are also a variety of different 
market types available to visit, each type helping to 
determine what goods may be available to buy:
space stations: Trades legal commodities and 
essential ship supplies.
shipyards: Trades limited commodities relating to 
ships, ship modules, ship supplies and specialist 
enhancements.
factories: Specialist markets for particular 
commodities, relating to the factory and generally at 
a discount.
black markets: Private markets only accessible based 
on player reputation. Trades illegal commodities, 
requires contact to access, and can be a hidden 
part of a legal market.
pirate bases: Ignores fines and bounties, trades 
both legal and illegal commodities, and requires a 
contact to locate.
smuggler bases: ignores fines but not bounties, trades 
legal and illegal commodities, and requires contact 
for location.

BUy goods CheAp
The rules are, of course, simple and universal –buy 
goods cheaply, where they are made and there is 
plentiful supply, and then sell them where prices are 
high, in a location that has a high demand for your 
cargo.  Of course that may be easier said than done 
because of people who have honed their combat 
skills and are not averse to a little piracy as they spot 
you travelling from A to B –but let’s not worry about 
that for now…!
In Elite: Dangerous there are thousands of star 
systems with commodities markets – and some with 
multiple markets. Each of these markets exist in a 
starport – generally an orbital station or stations far 
above the planet surface.

systems hAve different eConomy
Each star system has a different basic type of 
economy – for example Agricultural, Industrial, 
Hi-tech, Extraction, Refining or Service, and some 
have a mix of these basics – such as extraction 
and refining are often (but not always) in the same 
system.  From a commodities perspective all but a 
service economy produce items for consumption.  
This creates an active trade network.
The core economies also have further variety, as 
there are more specialized sub-economies –for 
example an Aquatic Agricultural economy is focused 
on marine activities and will not produce Grain or 
Meat – though the locals may still consume it, so 
there will be demand for those goods.

prodUCtion
Most markets will only produce a few of the many 
different possible types of core commodities – and 
in some places exotic variants of them – so of course 
you need to explore this fabulous galaxy and discover 
your own favourite trade runs!  
The makeup of each market is governed by several 
factors:  Its galactic location typically indicates which 
of the main factions the system belongs to; whether 
Federal, Imperial, Alliance or Independent.

governments
The type of government in each system helps define 
the legality of individual goods in that particular 
market; ranging from anarchies where ‘anything 
goes’, to theocracies who have their own idiosyncratic 
strict proscriptions, and many points in between.

goods And sCAle
The kind of planets, chemical composition, 
temperature, presence of asteroid fields, and other 
celestial bodies govern the resources that are 
prevalent in system, and hence what drives the 
economy and what goods are produced.
The system population determines the scale of 
production and consumption and capacity of 
the market –this can be modified by the type of 
government, too.

sUpply And demAnd
As in today’s world, supply and demand drive prices.  
Elite: Dangerous’ galactic market uses a server-based 
background trading simulation as a foundation.  Initial 
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Trading Places
supply and demand levels are influenced via 

trading between local systems.  In this way, markets 
are not isolated but affect their near neighbours; if 
there is an increase or decrease in the supply of a 
particular commodity it will have a knock on effect 
on the pricing in other local systems too, as traders 
(AI or player) rapidly level the prices a little based on 
supply and demand.

plAyers CAn inflUenCe eConomy
Of course your actions will also contribute to such 
market activity.  The smaller the market the more you 
will be able to influence that market through trading. 
The more valuable a commodity the more rare it 
will be, and therefore the more susceptible to your 
influence.
All your individual trades are added to the whole, 
and even mid-sized economies can be influenced 
by concerted efforts between groups of like-minded 
individuals.  So you may find your ‘milk run’ dries up 
for a time, forcing you to look elsewhere for the deal.  
Or you could engineer a fat profit for yourself by 
cooperating with your friends…

loCAtions And other fACtors
The supply and demand (and as a result, the prices) 
of commodities at a specific market will be heavily 
determined by its location and the events taking 
place close by. Here are some possible examples of 
how the properties of a market might be affected by 
its location:
Markets near an agricultural planet will have low 
demand and a low price for food or other organic 
produce, but might have a high demand for 
machinery and fertiliser.

If a disaster hit the same planet (perhaps blight hits 
the planet’s crops), chemicals to produce fungicides 
as well as food and medical supplies to survive the 
destroyed harvest might sky-rocket in demand.
Politics/laws determine the legality of specific 
commodities. So a system that prohibits alcohol 
consumption would be a difficult place to shift 
Lavian Brandy, but if you could establish black 
market contacts then you could set yourself up with 
a lucrative (albeit illegal) trade route.
Newly colonised planets might demand a wide range 
of supplies to begin settlement building. If this planet 
later became populated by affluent citizens then a 
range of luxury resources might fetch a high price.
Alongside the main trading screen each commodity 
will have its own data panel, allowing players to 
make more informed trading decisions. We are still 
investigating how best this will work, and the data that 
is most helpful to a trader, while allowing some element 
of skill to make this work. For example only showing the 
last known price of a commodity at a given remote 
market, instead of a fully up to date price list.

informAtion is A Commodity
In Elite: Dangerous information will also be a 
commodity in itself, with players able to buy and sell 
data packets to automatically update their galaxy 
map. These will open up a range of possibilities to the 
buyer, for general gameplay as well as trading, for 
example sharing more up to date market information 
on a distant system. Data packets can contain 
information on the following things:
system locations
market locations
resource gathering locations
mission/event locations
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Crime and Punishment
introdUCtion

If an authority ship or space station witnesses 
a crime (it takes place within its radar range), 
it is “detected” and reported. A number of 
police vessels will then target the offender and 
attack. If there are not enough ships available, 
reinforcements will be called and will hyperspace 
jump in after a short delay.
If a crime is only reported by the victim, it is classed 
as “undetected”. In this case, a number of police 
vessels will be dispatched to the area and scan 
ships for criminal behaviour. If any is detected, they 
will attack. Reinforcements will be called in should 
the threat be large enough to require it.
Crime response is generally carried out by Faulcon 
de Lacy Viper Mk IIs.  It is effective, but not 
instantaneous. The size and timing of the response 
is based on the security level of the jurisdiction you 
are in and the danger level posed by the offender 
(both bounty level and ship threat).
No-fire zones around star ports stations will become 
more meaningful in Beta 1, too. The no-fire zone 
represents the reach of the starport, both in 
terms of safety and detection, and any crimes 
committed within the zone are detected.  This 
does NOT include crimes that need a scan to be 
detected, such as carrying illegal cargo.
Once a crime is detected, if the starport’s own 
security detail isn’t close enough to respond, 
then fast response units are dispatched to rain 
vengeance on any criminal elements in the area!
Fines are also being introduced, to give the 
authorities a proportionate level of response rather 
than shooting to kill regardless of the severity of 

a crime. Minor crimes and non-threatening 
infractions will incur a fine, which can be paid off to 
your local space station authority representative.
If you don’t pay off your fines, they will initially 
attract compound interest and then, once the 
authorities lose patience with your tardiness they 
will be converted into a bounty, and lead to you 
being hunted down.

response to Crimes
Authority response to crimes that have been 
detected has always been on the cards, and it 
actually provides two benefits: 
It offers some limited protection to non/less 
combat oriented commanders, and it generates 
interesting game play for villainous commanders. I 
say limited because the response is not immediate 
and potentially can be defeated (and definitely 
escaped).
The bit about generating game play is really 
quite important. I mean, what's the point of 
being a pirate scourge if there are no additional 
challenges? Authority response does not prevent a 
commander from committing crimes; it simply adds 
a contextual risk element to the activity.
It's also something that will be more or less 
prevalent depending on the status of the system, 
which helps to create a kind of space geography. 

sAfe And dAngeroUs distriCts
Just like there is the perception of "safer" and "more 
dangerous" districts in most big cities, we want to 
create geography of safer and more dangerous 
systems and system clusters.

In fact, I would argue that at the moment we 
have a bigger problem with the moment to moment 
actions of say, piracy, where it can be very difficult 
to get hold of cargo without vaporising the target 
(don't worry too much though, we've got a raft of 
ideas to try and help this).

no fire zone
As an aside, the ability to sit outside the "no fire zone" 
and take pot shots at folk inside is a bit rubbish. 
Yes, bounties are accrued, but without authority 
response (or some other deterrent...) this is probably 
the closest thing to "griefing" that I am aware of.

privAte And All groUp
Now, it's completely possible that I have the wrong 
end of the stick, and you are more worried about 
players having the option to use private groups 
to avoid player versus player activity. whilst this 
concern is valid (we are always considering the 
ramifications at the office), The obvious counter is: 
if you force player versus player, potentially these 
folk will not play the game at all. You really can't 
force people to all enjoy the same thing – private 
groups are a way of keeping more people playing 
the game. And the more people play the game, the 
more chance there is that they will decide to give 
the full multiplayer experience a go.
So this is an interesting dilemma we're dealing with. 
It's my current opinion that if we totally separated 
all private group avatars from the "all player" 
environment, we would reduce the incentive to  
"dip in".
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Crime and Punishment
As an aside, I believe the first implementation of 

of private groups will require a commander to log 
out and log back in with the new setting. We're still 
investigating the final rules that should govern such 
multiplayer changes, as these will obviously impact 
on a player's decision making process.

BoUnties
As for "Pilot Federation Bounties" these are 
something that we're going to experiment with. 
They should (obviously) have some kind of chilling 
effect on player versus player action (well, random 
player versus player action – and that's kind of the 
point), but without testing them, we can't be sure 
how big an effect this is going to be. They certainly 
don't stop players from attacking each other; they 
simply add a contextual game play risk.
The bottom line is that we don't advocate senseless 
violence. We certainly don't prevent it either 
though – we simply say: "there are consequences". 
And in our opinion, these consequences are 
reasonable and entertaining (assuming we get the 
balance right).
And now time for the obligitary caveat: we reserve 
the right to change stuff when we get it wrong, or 
when we realise we can make it better!  That's one 
of the cool things about pre-release testing. With 
useful feedback, we *can* make it better!

AUthority response time
some poinTs To remember:
– Authority response is not instant  
(there is a delay based on several factors)

– Authority response is not indestructible  
(you can shoot them down)
– Authority response is not inevitable  

(not all systems will be able to must a response)
– Authority response is not inescapable  

(you can get away)
– Authority response is not infallible  

(they need to successfully find you)
– Authority response is jurisdictional  

(You are not wanted by everyone)
The response time is based on system security level 
and bounty level of detected crime.
The strength of the response is based on a "power" 
rating for your ship and the bounty level of the 
detected crime.
When you attack a ship, if you are in a jurisdiction, 
the target vessel "squawks" so it is always detected 
(not all crimes are against ships though, these can 
be undetected).
We're keeping the concept of "witnessing" aggressive 
crime simple; when we started playing with the 
notion of being able to attack in a jurisdiction 
and have no witnesses the complexity ballooned 
dramatically, whilst the gain seemed minimal.
Obviously, outside of a jurisdiction, no crime can be 
logged – doing anything to anyone is fair game. 
This will change once we add Pilot's Federation 
bounties, and it will be very interesting (and 
hopefully very insightful) to see what happens.
Authority response can escalate, and those 
buddies helping out would also be accruing 
bounties for joining in. However, I can foresee 
tactics that could increase the chance of 

achieving a specific goal, (such as destroying a 
particular ship). There would always be costs though.

informAtion in gAlAxy mAp
We're hopefully going to integrate information about 
laws into the galaxy and system map interfaces, so 
everyone can make informed decisions as they plot 
their routes.

nothing will stop pirAte
There seems to me to be *absolutely nothing* 
stopping the romance of the lone pirate roaming 
the popular trade routes.
What we're saying is that such a concept includes 
(and to be fair, this is true in most romanticised 
fictions of such villainy!) the challenge of dealing 
with the authorities.

wAnted And legAl
This last one I suspect gets forgotten a lot, but what 
it means is that you can be villainous and wanted 
in some systems and totally legal in others – the only 
thing you'll need to look out for in such safe systems 
are bounty hunters that are willing to commit crimes to 
collect on you. I really think it's a pretty cool concept.
And then you can add the point that I've already 
stated we are looking into ways to help pirates 
have a more enjoyable moment to moment flow of 
getting booty and making a decent profit from it.
So, whilst I can't claim that we have everything 
perfectly sorted, I do hope that you can see that 
we're trying to cover all the angles in a reasonably 
equitable manner.
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Transponder System
so we're currently investigating an opT in/oUT 

transponder system. It's not definitely happening, but 
it's the current route we're looking into.
As a basic recap, the transponder would offer the 
following options:
OPT IN: you see other commander's that have OPTED 
IN as hollow radar signatures.
OPT OUT: you never see any hollow signatures.
There are a few additional subtleties that need to be 
looked at (such as if you OPT OUT, do you see the 
"cmdr" prefix when you perform a basic scan on a 
human commander?), but this is the basic principle.
Why are we looking at doing this?
Well, in this case (and after much very useful 
discussion in the DDF – well done guys!) we feel it 
may well be the best compromise between several 
very different camps:
• It allows social folk to see each other quickly and 

interact – they will likely want to OPT IN, ready to 
investigate/defend themselves/flee from other 
human commanders.

• It allows paranoid folk, and folk that want in-game 
rationales for being targeted to blend in with the 
general traffic – they will likely want to OPT OUT.

• It allows pirates and other aggressors to choose 
their level of stealth – the bolder folk will likely 
want to OPT IN, in the hope of speeding up prey 
detection, the more ninja-ish will likely want to OPT 
OUT, to retain ambush capability.

• The transponder system actually makes sense in 
terms of context; it's a secret electronic handshake 
signal used by members of the Pilot's Federation to 
identify each other.

And yes, it's possible that those who seek social 
interaction above all else might complain and say 
we're not giving them enough and leave (I hope 
not though), but the transponder option gives them 
"something" as opposed to nothing and anyway, it's 
not entirely clear to me that adversarial players will 
always choose to OPT IN.
In fairness, I should add that before this debate and 
proposal, my gut feeling was to go with the concept 
that no-one would ever know who was human, 
but the more we (design team) considered the 
transponder option, the more we saw merit.
So, to sum up: the transponder system does not 
prevent player interaction. It does not guarantee 
safety. It has pros and cons for both opting in and 
opting out. It has game world context. It will hopefully 
increase the chance of someone using the "all 
players" group. Whereas choosing to always show or 
always hide human commanders guarantees strongly 
alienating one or more groups in this debate. 
Plus, please don't take this as an attack on 
commanders that are looking for adversarial play. 
It's not. You only have to look at the systems the 
game has to see that we support such game play as 
valid. If you really want to attack other human ships 
so as to be known as the "Devil of the Deep Black" 
or some such, well, it's an option, as long as you are 
not exploiting/hacking and understand there will be 
consequences.
Usual caveats: this not set in stone, i'm not infallible, 
etc., you know the drill. but i hope this post at least 
explains our reasons for currently favouring this 
system.

It's my contention that although perhaps not 
perfect for everyone, the transponder system lessens 
the chance of alienating less social folk and forcing 
them into some form of private group, which is the 
potential downside for going down the "spot humans 
instantly" route.
At the same time, it makes concessions to folk that 
genuinely want above all else to identify each other 
for interactions (social and adversarial).
I think the best part is that adversarial commanders 
have to make a reasonable choice: remain hidden 
and work a little harder for their bread, or identify 
themselves to their potential victims.
Importantly, the system is no proscriptive. It doesn’t 
stop players working out who’s human and it doesn’t 
stop adversarial activities. It just adds a set of 
contextual choices that all parties can use.
So I can’t really agree with the suggestion that the 
transponder will make folk meta-game in a worse way. 
I certainly don’t think that this system would be worse 
for folk who wanted to minimise adversarial interactions 
than one where everyone always knew who was 
human. To me, that just doesn’t really add up.
To my mind, the worst case scenario is that everyone 
OPTS OUT and the game carries on working as 
normal with the largest numbers of players possible 
in the "all players" group (let's face it, if you don't like 
the system as an adversarial player, you're not likely 
to prefer a private group).
True, it's possible that this decision would repel 
adversarial players so much that they no longer 
wished to play the game, but I feel that this is less 
likely, as their bread and butter trade is still perfectly 
viable, if a little bit harder.
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G-Force and Mass Lock
g-forCe

There are a few reasons why we have G–force 
in the game: 
firstly, it's reasonably plausible. For the most 
part, the speeds at which manoeuvring 
takes place suggest that human pilots could, 
with modest sci–fi improvements in flight suit 
technology, engage in combat represented 
in the game. Sure, boosting breaks this a bit, 
as do our fastest ships, but in general we're not 
talking magnitudes of difference. 
Why do we do this? Well, all things being 
equal, we much prefer that the game is as 
plausible as it can be – this (in our opinion) 
increases the immersion and entertainment. 
We're not making a traditional "flight sim", 
but we want to give the "impression" of one 
when players fly their ships. Basically, the more 
plausible and detailed the game play, in our 
opinion, the better the experience.
On the other hand, we don't want to follow 
the realism rabbit hole too far, because 
before you know it we would have nothing but 
drones whizzing about at significant fractions 
of the speed of light, shooting each other with 
invisible lasers that never missed, or some such 
thing. Basically, all of the cinematic drama 
we're trying to create would be undermined. 
secondly, as has been pointed out, our 
faster than light travel modes do not super 
accelerate the ships, instead manipulating 
space to basically shorten distance, which is 
why they do not apply G–forces. Of course, 

this technology is made up, but we've tried to 
ground it and extrapolate from theories currently 
under discussion in scientific circles. Again, when 
we can make the game more plausible, we want 
to, we feel it makes a better experience.
Thirdly, there is a very useful game play mechanic 
to be had from a G–force system: we can use it as 
another tool to help to break "endless" pitch wars 
(not by having total blackouts that remove player 
control, but by applying visual/aural effects that 
affect the player's ability to keep track of targets 
(tunnel vision, blurred vision, muffled sound, heavy 
breathing etc.)
Essentially, pilot fatigue will be a lightweight 
resource that players will need to manage.
As it stands though, we haven't yet done a full 
balance pass on the game play or aesthetic 
effects of G–force, so this will remain up in the air 
for a while until we get around to sorting it out.
So, whilst we could have gone down many 
different routes: drone ships, infallible ballistics 
computers, hyper–real, or perhaps full on Star 
Wars magic aeroplanes in space where nothing 
is explained, we've instead chosen a road that's 
internally consistent for the game play and 
experience we're trying to evoke.
It's undoubtedly not going to be to everyone's 
liking, but we feel it's a nice blend of fantasy and 
realism – an exciting and plausible environment, 
and a natural succession to the legacy of Elite.

mAss loCk
Full mass-lock occurs when you are two close to a 
large structure such as a starport. You need to clear 
a minimum safe distance before you can activate 
you Frame Shift Drive. There is a cockpit element 
currently above the sensor disc that informs you 
when you are mass-locked in this way.
You can also be partially mass-locked by ships that 
are the same size or larger than your own. When 
inhibited in such a way, the Frame Shift Drive will 
spool up, but takes longer to reach full charge 
(the bigger the vessel locking you, the longer the 
charge time). This is the most common cause of 
ship destruction, as the Frame Shift Drive generates 
significant heat whilst charging.
Again, you can move to a clear distance and 
re-initialise the Frame Shift Drive to avoid this time 
penalty.
At some point Soon(tm) we will get better 
mechanics (the penalty will be dynamic, meaning 
that it will reduce as you fly away from the locking 
entity) and better feedback in for when you are 
mass-inhibited (and likely overheating as well).
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flight assist off 
indicator

flighT assisT on
When you are flying with flighT assisT on you will 
move only as long as there are inputs from pilot. 
That means if you pitch up you will move there 
but only as long as you keep that input and if you 
release the stick or stop pressing a key the ship will 
stop moving to that direction – ship's thrusters will 
automatically counter that with equivalent opposite 
force. This feels more like atmospheric flight.
You will have a blue sweetspot for maneuvering 
depending on how many pips are diverted to eng 
(engines) and for faster turns always must keep the 
speed there (as seen in image below).
Benefits are easier to control your ship and you 
don't have to compensate your previous input.

flighT assisT off
When you are flying with flighT assisT off your ship 
will not counter anything you input but add that to 
current flying vector so you will move forever how you 
are moving now. You can fly in one direction and 
keep your nose in any other, also with flighT assisT 
off you can turn a little bit faster, that's why many 
pilot's right before making a turn toggle FA OFF.
There is no blue spot and your maximum speed is 
still capped to 500m/s, but you can do crazy stunts, 
like fly with full throttle ahead but facing backwards 
or sideways. Also it makes aligning your ship to 
station docking entrace easier as you need to fly 
somewhere near the entrance and turn your nose 
in right direction before you want to toggle FA ON 
and only then you will change flight vector.
The benefits: first is faster turning speed but the main 
benefit is when you boost and turn FA OFF you will 
maintain maximum speed indefinitely, so point your 
ship to desired target, boost and turn OFF FA (but 
don't touch any inputs or you will be adding those to 
your current flight path as well) and you will go there 
at maximum boost speed without overheating.
Also in a dogfight is harder to hit someone with 
FA OFF who do not fly in straight line, but it is also 
harder to hit others when you are flying FA OFF, 
gimballed weapons do help.

WhaT is flighT assisT ? hoW Do i Use iT ?
Flight assist helps stabilize your ship's maneuvers. With it activated, 
all you have to do to stop the ship from turning/rolling is let go of 
the commands, The flight computer will activate the thrusters in 
the appropriate way so it goes back to straight flight. There's a 
penalty in maneuverability, this can make it harder to keep an 
enemy ship in your aim reticle.
With FA off, the ship behaves according to Newton's law of inertia. 
This means any movement you start, will continue unless you 
counter-act. So, if you start a roll maneuver, the ship will keep rolling 
until you command another roll in the opposing direction. With FA 
off, you ship is more maneuverable, very useful for combat if used 
correctly. Used incorrectly, it can be disorienting and get you killed.

flight meChAniCs
Flight Assist
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Managing Your Speed

maximUm speeD

Each ship has maximum speed and 
it's achieved by diverting 4 Pips to 
eng (engines). Speed increase is 
linear, i.e., Cobra max speed (m/s) 
depending on ENG pips:

pips max speed
0 140
1 175
2 210
3 245
4 280

maneUvering sWeep spoT

No matter how many pips you divert to eng 
(engines) there always is blue spot where you 
will have the best maneuvering speed. It's 
marked with blue bars left from your speed 
and this is the position where you should keep 
your throtle each time you are maneuvering, 
especially in dogfight.
More pips to eng will increase top speed and 
your blue "sweet spot" maneuvering speed 
(because higher top speed means higher 
middle speed).
Your throttle bar displays your current speed 
regardless of direction and the blue zone only 
cares about speed, not direction. If you go 
sideways at 50% of your max speed you get 
the best turn rates then as well.

WhaT's The blUe gloW  
on my speeD seTTings?

The "Sweet Spot" for maneuvering.  
If you keep your speed in the blue zone,  
your ship will maneuver better.

boosT
Boost gives you the best turn rate throughout 
it's duration.
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Managing Your Speed
speed limit

The speed limit isn't really for network reasons 
– supercruise multiplayer breaks that limit by 
orders of magnitude! That limitation is more 
a case of how fast things can accelerate 
compared to their top speed and average 
separation – 'tis not a simple piece of maths. 
Supercruise works in multiplayer because 
speed & accelerations are all still in roughly 
the same proportions.
In this case though, the limit is there for 
combat reasons: In general the faster 
ships go, the further apart they get – You'll 
travel further whenever you loop round 
to target, you cover more distance in he 
same reaction time, etc. If we make the 
ships go faster, people will be further away 
on average, which means harder shots (or 
more gimbals), and you see far less of the 
opposing ships in a dogfight which ruins the 
visuals & ability to read your opponent – 
We'd have to rely far more heavily on GUI for 
everything, which wasn't what we wanted. 
My best guess is that far in the future space 
combat would take place at extreme 
speeds (maybe even up to meaningful 
fractions of C, I don't know) and you'd never 
see your opponent, just an AR highlight in 
your cockpit to tell you where they are. Hell, 
a huge amount of modern day air–combat 
is all beyond visual range!

plAnetAry lAndings
As for what we'll do with planetary landings 
(because yes, descending through a thick 
atmosphere at ~300m/s takes a while!) – I don't 
know yet, that's a design discussion for later I 
think. I have this mental image of some kind of 
atmospheric entry procedure where you may 
have limited control and increased speed until 
low altitude... but that's just a momentary brain–
dump.
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the hUd

Target information

scanner/radarTarget status

Compass

Primary fire group
Fire groups can be set up under righT 
User inTerfaCe panel>>fire groUps.Secondary fire group

primary guns

secondary guns

ammo loaded

Total ammo

shields

hull

aiming reticle
Cannon (Gimballed).

Rail Gun (Fixed).

Comms panel info panel

anti-missile 
defence

yoU Can TUrn hUD off/on  
by pressing: l-ConTrol + l-alT + g

your ship status power management

heat sink 
launcher
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Heat Management
heat 

generated
heAt is whAt sensors piCk Up

You can hide your ship from enemy sensors by going 
into silent run or stopping heat generation. That 
can be achieved by turning off ship's modules that 
generate most heat like engines, shields. You still be 
visible by naked eye, but enemy will not be able to 
target you with turret, gimballed weapons, scanners, 
missiles at distance.

everything generAtes heAt
When your ship is overheating it can even blow up, 
so keep an eye on your current heat levels and if 
ship is starting to overheat eject Heat Sink. Laser 
weapons generate a lot of heat, especially rail 
guns, some ships can't even deploy such weapons 
because there is not enough power and other 
modules will fail. You can set priorities to each 
module so even if you exceed your maximum 
power crucial modules (like life support) will not be 
shut down.
Different ships have different thresholds when they 
can blow up because of heat.

redUCing heAt from  
frAme shift drive

Align to destination targets before punching the 
jump – this will reduce the amount of time your 
frame shift is redlining, generating heat.
Avoid engaging super cruise whilst inhibited by 
other ships – failure to do this will fry an Eagle tout 
de suite.
Avoid repeated boosting or excessive heat 
weapon fire before engaging the frame.

mAin externAl rAdiAtors
The main external radiators actually reflect 
whichever is higher out of your ship heat or 
weapon heat. The fiction is that they're separate 
cooling systems in terms of getting heat away 
from critical areas, but the ship still only has one 
good way to get large amounts of heat out of 
the cooling mechanisms and into space, so the 
radiators serve a dual purpose based on which is 
the highest need.
In terms of game mechanics they're not actually 
linked. Though things that affect one tend to 
increase the other and there's a little bit of 
handwavium in the middle to get the mechanics 
and the readability we wanted, without one 
getting in the way of the other .

As mike says, it was in fact originally called the 
Weapon Power Capacitor  – there's actually bits of 
code that still refer to it by that name.

moving heAt AwAy
There's no such thing as a cooling system that 
magically removes heat, whatever method the 
ships uses in fiction it's always a case of moving 
the heat from one place to another. First off move 
it away from critical components, then move it 
elsewhere to an internal heatsink where it can be 
stored and bled off safely.
The heatsink launcher is completely separate from 
this. When you activate it it'll dump as much heat 
as it can from the ship's main heatsink into one 
it can eject. Whatever coolant loops its using to 
perform the transfer remains unaffected.
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Silent Running
Heat generation is a significant issue that has to be managed as 
you pilot your spacecraft.  There is no conduction or convection 
available in a vacuum, so the heat has to be radiated away to 
prevent overheating and degradation of system performance.  This 
radiant heat provides a tell-tale signature that is used to provide the 
information on your scanner about the other ships in your local space.  
Unfortunately, it means you show up on everyone else’s scanners, 
too..!
The general rule is: the hotter you are running, the easier it is to 
‘see’ you.  The operation of every module on your ship contributes 
to the load on your power-plant and hence your heat signature.  
A representation of your current signature is shown on your ship’s 
display, along with a percentage measure of your heat relative to the 
allowable maximum.
Faster-than-light travel in-system using ‘super-cruise’ of course uses 
prodigious amounts of power, and the heat signature generated lights 
you up like a beacon on everyone’s scanners. And even that pales 
in comparison with the amount needed for long-range hyperspace 
travel between systems.
Normal propulsion using main engines produces significantly less heat 
than faster than light travel, and is normally not a limiting factor in 
general manoeuvring and combat.

Silent running is not intended to make your ship completely 
invisible to sensors, rather it just significantly reduces your 
signature, at the cost of slowly cooking your ship and powering 
down your shields (it was never meant to be something you 
could do for a particularly long time, either).
A reduced signature means that ships must be closer to detect 
you as unresolved, and closer still to resolve you as a target.
You won't be getting low signatures with your shields on – when 
turned on these produce EM emissions that can't be hidden 
(silent running only affects the thermal portion of your signature).
You will still be able to mess around plenty with module power 
settings to affect your signature, just that the de facto way to 
get as silent as possible always involves silent running, and it's 
not perfect (though you will be able to make it even better by 
say, shutting down your basic sensors, as they too have an EM 
emission).
It's also probably worth noting that as part of this maintenance 
power usage itself is hopefully getting a little more interesting (for 
example, with our new numbers, the days of running dual railguns 
on a sidewinder without having to start turning some other stuff 
off will be no more. and
Plus, the power priority system will start to come into its own for 
advanced players – letting them have over-drawing module 
setups that automatically power down some modules as others 
are activated.
Turning off power to drives (or having them destroyed) is going 
to completely remove thruster control. This is something that is 
happening in tandem with a new feature that will give players 
an option to get back to a starport when their ship is crippled (or 
say, out of fuel).
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Silent Running
Other sources of heat are weapons – some more so than others.  For 
example, kinetic weapons are a good choice to keep your heat 
signature low, as the heat is generally ejected from your ship with the 
projectiles.  Lasers and other energy weapons and shields, however, 
do contribute to the heat signature of your ship.  In general the 
energy demand of every system you have contributes to the heat 
generated by your ship.
The heat vents on your ship operate automatically to attempt to 
regulate your ships temperature and keep all systems operational.
Additionally heat-sink modules are available as part of your loadout 
configuration which allow you to jettison heat stored by heating 
physical blocks to white heat, then ejecting them, having the 
additional benefit of acting as a decoy to other ships’ scanners and 
any incoming heat-seeking missiles.
In more extreme situations you can choose to ‘button down’ your 
ship for a short while, which stops the normal operation of the heat 
vents.  Your shields are inoperative whilst you are in ‘silent running’ like 
this, and the heat that is still being generated by your ship’s systems 
builds up.  Effectively your ship is ‘holding its breath’ and this is only a 
temporary measure – your ship will become disabled if you carry on 
too long.

Silent Running
– will turn off your shields.
– projectile weapons generate much less heat.
– breaks lock of missiles and gimballed weapons.
– target tracking for enemy is disabled, so no reticle to see where 

projectile weapons will hit you, energy weapons not affected 
as they do not need target tracking.

– builds up heat inside the ship that can be ejected as heat sink.
– can be achieved just by turning OFF your ship modules 

manually under righT User inTerfaCe panel>>moDUles,  
like Life Support, Cargo Hatch, Frame Shift Drive etc.

– will only hide you from enemy sensors but they can still see you.
– to double the time you can spend in silent run turn off manually 

shields under right user interface panel >> Modules.

Switching off your ship’s systems (even flight assist!) and using only 
gentle nudges of your thrusters to manoeuvre can result in a very 
stealthy profile, and you can combine this with the right weapons 
and tactics and achieve a whole new dimension to space combat.  
But beware – the hunter can easily become the hunted..!
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Scanner and Compass
hoW Do i reaD The sCanner?

The scanner is the circle in the centre 
of your console (bottom centre of your 
screen.
Objects are shown as a vertical stick 
with either a triangle or square at the 
end of them. The other end shows 
where the object is on the horizontal 
plane of your ship and their length 
shows how far above or below you 
they are. The scanner is logarithmic 
by default (so a distance at the edge 
of the scanner represents further than 
the same distance at the centre). You 
can change this in the functions on the 
right hand panel.
Friendly ships are shown green.
Enemy ships are shown red.
Neutral ships are shown yellow.
Other objects (missiles, cannisters, nav 
beacons) are shown white.
Ships fi ring at you fl ash white.
In an asteroid fi eld the larger asteroids 
are shown as a hollow depiction of an 
asteroid.
NPCs are shown as a solid marker, 
players are shown with a hollow marker.
Ship contacts which appear with a 
square have their hardpoints retracted, 
whereas those with a triangle have 
their hardpoints deployed.

heat level

Current speed

sensor range other ships

in front of you

behind you

legenD:

– Ship with hardpoints deployed.

– Ship with hardpoints retracted.

– NPC ship.

– Other player ship.

posiTion:

– Above you.

– Below you.

your ship

Compass:

– Target ahead.

– Target behind you.

Compass shows any locked targets: 
stars, planets, Undefi nied Signal Sources, 
stations and also landing pad location 
inside stations so use it extensively.

Compass
The ship's compass to the right of the 
scanner points towards the currently 
allocated docking pad and navigation 
target. The indicator will be smaller if 
the target is behind you.

Colors:

– Neutral.

– Friendly.

– Enemy.

– Red Flashing White:
   fi ring at you now.

– Missiles, canisters, 
   nav beacons.
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Power Management
Capacitor levels

power 
ratio pips

Power distribution is crucial and allows to distribute power between  
sysTem, engine anD Weapons. rsT will reset distribution evenly between 
all subsystems to factory default: 2-2-2. You can distribute 6 pips between 3 
systems ranging from 0 to 4 pips in each. 

sysTem [sys]

Most ship utility systems are here, but biggest impact this makes on shields. 
More pips to SYS will bring back online your shields much faster if they fail 
(enemy fire or silent run) also your shields will be able to take much more 
damage before failing, i.e., 2-3-4 pips will allow you to take 18-23-37 hits 
before shields will fail (numbers are only as a guide).

engines [eng]

This is straight forward – more pips to engines means ship will have higher 
maximum speed and blue "sweet spot" maneuvering zone also will be at 
higher speed with each pip (higher top speed means higher middle speed 
and if best speed for maneuvering is in the middle it will be higher).
I.E., Viper is the fastest ship to date and max speed will be:  
0 pips=200; 1 pips=230; 2 pips=260; 3 pips=290; 4 pips=320. 
The boost is not affected by pip amount to engines and is capped to 500m/s.
Also boost uses ENG capacitor bars (different ships use different amount per 
boost – some ships 4-5 bars per boost while other 6-7), and more pips to ENG 
will recharge capacitor faster thus allowing to Boost again sooner.

Weapons [Wep]

Increase weapon cooling capacity and noT the damage the weapon does. 
With 0 pips you will not be able to shoot at all when guns will overheat.  
note: projectile weapons like cannons and multi-cannons require at least 
0,5-1 (i would even say if you shoot them a lot then even 1-2 pips are 
needed) pip to Wep too from standard beta 1 or they will overheat and stop 
working.

reset

Incidentally, when you allocate pips at the moment, it 
draws equally from the two remaining systems. There are 
actually 8 pips, but we display 4 blocks that can be full 
bright (2 pips) and half bright (1 pip). The allocation also 
favours taking half bright blocks rather than splitting full 
bright blocks when only 1 pip needs to be reallocated (in 
the case where a system already has 7 pips).
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About Interface
CoCkpit

There are a couple of quick points I can make 
about the cockpit interface:
A modular interface that can be manipulated 
by Commanders would be extremely difficult 
and time consuming to implement. You have 
to remember that almost all of our holographic 
displays are placed "in the game world" as 
opposed to being "stuck on the screen". So whilst 
I agree that giving Commanders options is good 
in principle, the practicality of implementing 
such a system is rather doubtful.
We really want to avoid clutter in the main view 
area. We have all these cool ships and effects 
occurring; the last thing I want to see is a network 
of HUD lines and numbers all over them.
Our close-quarters game play is slower than a 
conventional flight simulation engagement. We're 
not flying aeroplanes, we're flying armoured 
space ships that can, generally speaking, take 
a bit of a pounding, re-route system power and 
perform a number of tasks not useful to fighter 
planes. In general, this gives us a little bit of 
leeway in terms of Commanders having more 
time to use elements that aren't front and centre.
As an aside, we're looking (at some point) to 
make a change to the head camera movement 
works, so that when you pitch significantly 
harshly, the bottom placed holographics will 
only leave the screen temporarily, as opposed 
to what happens now (they are gone until you 
soften the pitch). There will also be passes to 
increase legibility of some HUD options (basically, 

we're not completely happy that the interface 
is final yet), though I'm not expecting a complete 
overhaul.
Of course, this is just our reasoning; I don't expect 
everyone to agree with me. 
I guess though, the most important fact here is that 
we don't believe that pilots are truly hamstrung by 
the interface, though it's different in some ways 
from a more conventional HUD. The most significant 
element that we didn't want Commanders to have 
to search for – distance – is pinned next to the ship 
itself. Weapon information is on the brackets nearby. 
Shield strength can be gauged by colouration of 
weapon impacts. Everything else lives in the various 
holographic panels around the dash.
It's perhaps similar to a "follow the arrow" issue we 
had internally. Back in the day, we used to have an 
arrow point to a targeted ship when it was off screen. 
Contextually this was completely reasonable – after 
all, your sensor pretty much knows where the target 
vessel is in relation to you.
But when we used it, we found that all we ever did 
was look at that darn arrow. The whole game, in all 
its glory, had been reduced to a simple sprite. So 
we removed it, and instantly, the game felt more 
engaging. Suddenly we found that we could lose 
targets if we didn't pay attention. Suddenly the 
sensor was useful, and so it goes.
So this is where we've ended up. It's possible that the 
interface will be tweaked and changed in various 
ways, so by all means, feel free to point out where 
you think it isn't working, or could be made better 
(or highlight bits that you think work well). But at the 
moment, we're reasonably happy with how things 
stand.

rAdAr
The radar is a tool: you can use it poorly if you 
misinterpret it and use it well if you read it correctly. It 
can also be affected by various effects (overcrowded 
space, erratic ship movement, signature strength). 
You also have to actually look at it. In my opinion 
there is game play is this system, though I understand 
you might not like that game play.
For me, it's about trying to find the balance between 
giving players what they want (empowerment), 
what they need (challenge), and what they expect 
(plausibility); and a very subjective balance it is too 
A point in case: the "quick glance" to some peripheral 
element – like the sensors disc – is abhorrent to some, 
fine to others, and unrealistic HUD to a different group 
(with various mixes of opinion for good measure).
So why do we have it? Well, we want to keep the 
main bracket view clean. We want folk to use the 
sensor disc (that's why we have it ) and, just as 
importantly, we think that this little glance down 
is often the precursor to exciting game play, as it 
creates the opportunity for you to lose your position 
on your target's tail. What's more, this chance is more 
or less based on player skill and player choice – you 
decide how much you want to rely on the sensors.
I'm sure that, give the choice, everyone would prefer 
to have perfect information and instant response when 
posed with a challenge, to maximise their chance of 
success. This kind of flies in the face of games design 
though; in this case, I feel the imperfection of the system 
presents an interesting game play challenge that has 
an associated player skill range (aniticpation of the 
targets manoeuvres, the ability to quickly interpret 
sensor action, including the vagueness inherent in it).
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left User interfACe pAnel
NAVIGATION

Here you see all available navigation targets for 
your Frame Shift Drive with distances.

Planet
Station
Star
Unidentified Signal Source
Hyperspace destintion

You can use galaxy map to find routes for 
longer jumps and more information about 
system you are currently in.
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left User interfACe pAnel
MISSIONS

Here is all information about active Missions 
with details and remaining time, Bounties, 
Fines and Combat Vouchers.
You can abandon any mission at any time, 
but you might acquire fine for doing so.
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left User interfACe pAnel
CONTACTS

Here you can lock any local target that you 
have on your radar – Station, Ship, Container 
etc. and see all data available  – Type, 
Rank, Shields, Hull, Name, Faction, Bounty.
To see what modules target has you need to 
perform basic scan – just keep target in your 
field of view until basic scan is completed.
To see what target has in it's cargo bay you 
need to have Cargo Scanner, scan target 
and then you can see cargo bay contents 
under CARGO tab.
To see if target has any bounties in other 
systems you need to install Kill Warrant 
Scanner (KWS) and perform a scan – same 
as with cargo scanner – assign scanner (or 
both scanners) to a fire group, keep your 
target within working range of scanner and 
between big brackets on your HUD, keep 
the fire button pressed whole time until 
you hear a sound telling you that scan is 
succesfully completed. There are different 
KWS and Cargo available now and basically 
the better the scanner the greater the range 
at which the scan can be performed.
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left User interfACe pAnel
SUB TARGETS

After you perform basic scan (select a target 
and keep it for couple seconds in your field 
of view) here you can see information about 
all it's modules as well as target any sub 
system.
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left User interfACe pAnel
CARGO

To see what target has in cargo bay you 
need to have Cargo Scanner, scan target 
and then you can see cargo bay contents 
here.
Scanner works just like a weapon – it must 
be assigned to a fire group and 'fired' using 
the fire button to begin scanning. It some 
time of continuous scanning (hold down the 
fire button for the whole scan time) to work, 
during this time the target must be held 
within a large central area of your hud.
You can group Kill Warrant Scanner and 
Cargo Scanner in same fire group and fire 
them both at the same time thus scanning 
for bounties and cargo bay contents at the 
same time. Just keep in mind, that there are 
different type of scanners now and to use 
effectively double scanner they need to 
have same working range. Also scanners are 
very power hungry – my scanners require 9% 
of power each.
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right User interfACe pAnel
STATUS

Here you see your commander's basic 
information: Name, Bank Balance, Rank, Kills and 
Local Bounty.
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right User interfACe pAnel
MODULES

Here you can see all data about each and every 
module installed on your ship Name, Type, Power 
requirement, Priority and Health. 
You can change any module's priority, turn them on/off 
depending on total power output and your needs. 
Here also you can repair any module if you have auto 
field maintenance unit.

priority 1 is highest now!
Be aware that now priorities work the other way around 
than in Beta 1. Priority 1 is highest and will be shut down 
the last, so keep all crucial modules under Priority 1 and 
all less crucial set at 2++.

do not exCeed yoUr overAll power
In the bottom you see OUTPUT 100% and USAGE 89%. 
Output should not exceed 100% unless you know what 
you are doing. You can use more modules than your 
power generator can handle but you must set priorities 
right, i.e., if you have power hungry weapons set priority 
for Frame Shift Drive (2%), Cargo Hatch (3%) to 3, 
Cargo/KWS Scanner Scanners (9+9%) to 2 and now you 
can use weapons with 23% of power over 100% (better 
is to always have at least 1 % in reserve, so 22%). And 
when you are done shooting – retract hardpoints and 
your priority 2-3 modules will come back online and you 
can use your Frame Shift Drive (which you couldn't use 
anyways while your hardpoints were deployed).
If you have all modules at same priority then even 
exceeding your usage by 1% over 100% will shut down 
ALL systems including shields, drives, life support, so be 
careful.
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right User interfACe pAnel
FIRE GROUPS

Here you can manage your weapons and 
modules that require to be assigned to fire groups 
before they can be used, like scanners. Heat Sink 
Launcher and Shield Cell Bank can be assigned 
to a fire group but they have dedicated action 
keys under Options->Controls, so you can use 
both ways – by assigning those modules to fire 
groups or by direct key that you have bound.
You can create more than 1 fire group and cycle 
through as needed.
Now it's easy to see which fire group has which 
weapons set as primary and secondary as they 
changed colors into numbers - (1) and (2).
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CARGO
Here is all information about your cargo bay 
contents, on the left you see your bay's Capacity 
and how much it is holding now (82 tonnes are in 
cargo bay from total 142 tonnes).
On the right is a list of all cargo bay contents, 
currently there are only mission cargo so it's 
marked as Haulage, if you fail a mission you will 
have to pay hefty fine and cargo automatically 
will be marked as Stolen.
You can eject any amount of cargo from here, 
so i advize you to erase key for Eject all Cargo, 
unless you like ejecting stuff accidentally from 
time to time. 
note: active Mission cargo can't be ejected, you 
need to abandon mission before you can eject 
that cargo.

right User interfACe pAnel
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right User interfACe pAnel
FUNCTIONS

On the left you see your current ship and it's current Jump 
Range (empty/full cargo) LY.
On the right are listed all ship's functions that you can change:
faction – for choosing sides at conflict and war zones.
landing gear – you can deploy and retract it from here.
Cargo scoop – you can deploy and retract it from here.
Distress beacon – by activating you will be given a choice to 
buy fuel.
silent running – turn on/off Silent Running.
ship lights – turn on/off Ship Lights.
flight assist – turn on/off Flight Assist.
rotational Correction – turn on/off Rotational Correction. That 
compensates the rotation inside stations when you are docking.
Preflight Checks – turn on/off Preflight Check that is performed 
each time you launch from a station.
Turret Weapon mode – manange your turret behaviour.
report Detected Crimes – turn on/off crime reporting.
report Crimes against me – turn on/off crime reporting against 
you.
interface brightness – change the HUD brightness.
gunsight mode – change your weapons aiming reticle type.
sensor scale Type – changes how radar treats distance. The 
radar is logarithmic by default, so a distance at the edge of 
the radar represents further than the same distance at the 
centre.
self Destruct – does what it's supposed to – destroys your ship ;)
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stAtions
ConsTrUCTing sTaTions  

ThroUgh The evenT sysTem
One exciting feature that we hope to 
implement is the opportunity for players to 
be able to view a station in its various stages 
of construction. A precursor to a new station 
would be the arrival of a large ship that would 
fulfil the role of a temporary station, or colony 
ship to a specific system. This would then act 
as the primary hub for trade and missions, 
until work on an adjacent static station was 
complete.
The construction of a station would be 
managed by the events system and as such 
would generate missions and opportunities for 
the players, allowing you to help or hinder the 
progress of a station. By helping the station you 
would advance its construction, opening up a 
potentially lucrative new trade and mission hub.
You would be able to see firstly the framework 
structure, constructed of metals from local 
asteroids or brought from afar, and gradually 
the station would build up from that point. 
The station would become habitable (and 
trade could start with it) long before it is fully 
complete- much like a house development, the 
extra space would gradually be built as it was 
needed.
Players could also opt to undertake more 
insidious tasks that would damage the station’s 
progress for personal profit. If enough players 
choose this route there is a chance that it 
will affect the project so negatively that the 
construction team would cut their losses and 
move onto the next project, leaving a half-
finished station behind.

graviTy
Stations will operate as homes and workplaces 
for many of the galaxy’s citizens and while 
working through the designs of these stations, 
the team also had to consider the implications 
it might have on the game universe.
One such consideration came when 
considering if there were ever situations 
when a station would not need to rotate. 
Research shows that a completely zero-
gravity environment would be extremely 
uncomfortable to live in, as water would not 
be able to settle, so it makes sense to assume 
that at least a small amount of gravity is always 
preferable to none at all.
In the Elite universe humans have since 
colonised a wide range of different planets, 
all of which would have their own levels of 
gravity. This means that different colonies would 
have their own preference as to what was a 
comfortable level of gravity to live in, which 
may also affect their physical appearance.
A low-gravity environment is considered easier 
on the body, but growing up in this environment 
may also make you taller, but much more 
frail. People from this sort of colony might be 
significantly restricted in where they can safely 
travel to for health reasons. Likewise, someone 
born in a high-gravity environment might grow 
up squatter, but with a stronger heart and more 
tolerant of strain on their body. Retirement would 
likely be to a lower gravity location.  On 1/3 g 
and below, flying is possible with strap-on wings. 
Some manufacturing techniques would work 
better in zero g- whereas high g worlds might be 
a good source of certain raw materials.
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Outposts
The giant star ports already in game are the space equivalents of surface cities and towns. 
Each is a vast, bustling metropolis inhabited by tens of thousands of people or more.
But what about the other end of the spectrum?  Places you find in the middle of 
nowhere that can be a life saver - or something different.
“Outposts” are coming to Beta 2 - they are the equivalent of the run-down road-side 
café, the isolated fuel station, the research outpost, the deep-space shack where Joe 
the Hermit lives. Most outposts only have a few landing spots. They’re out in the open, 
so even on the pad you can see the planet revolving below (or is it above) you. You 
feel exposed. You are exposed!
Outposts are mostly zero-G too, and ships are held magnetically in place. Outposts are 
often unsafe. It may have been a cheap refuelling stop last time you visited, but can 
you be sure it hasn’t been taken over by pirates since?
Not all outposts will be able to accommodate all ships. Some of the smaller outposts will 
only have small landing pads, so to visit them you will need to have one of the smaller 
ship types.
Also you may find that the pads are all occupied when you arrive, so you cannot 
stop until someone vacates the pad. Looking on the bright side, in areas without law 
enforcement there are several ways to encourage people to move on…
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Station Types

orbis

Coriolis the lAw
– If you are carrying stolen goods "avoid" being scanned by authority 

vessels. If detected, the starport will respond.
– The same goes for if you have a bounty. Should you be scanned by 

authority ships you will be smoked.
– Firing in the no-fire zone should be a fine offence. Firing in the no-fire 

zone and hitting something will trigger starport response.
– The starport is really big and extremely heavy. Collisions, even at low 

speed, are not going to go well for you. We've tried to soften this impact, 
but it's still best to keep a good distance from any part of the starport (or 
other ships) until you are on final pad approach.

ABoUt stAtions
– always rotate counter clockwise regarding docking entrance;
– the arrows are baked onto the model as if there were arrows painted 

on the sides of the station pointing to the side that is the front – to ensure 
that those that didn't know how to find the station door can now find it 
where as those that already know how to do that can continue using 
their current method without having to have the station targeted.

– have insane fire power that can kill in seconds and can reach enemies 
almost up to 6km away;

– the orientation of the station is fixed and so at certain parts of it's orbit it'll 
be aligned with the planet but not always;

– except in anarchy systems – will despatch police ships if you are causing 
any trouble, but that force is not impressive;

– will attack you if you have bounty (even 50 cr), illegal goods in cargo 
bay (after scanning) or if you are attacking any ships or station itself;

– have 3 types of landing pads: with one blast door for smallest ships, two 
blast doors for middle size ships and three blast doors for biggest ships;

– have only one entrance/exit and that's protected by force field that 
keeps atmosphere inside the station;

http://youtu.be/fmfmWDnBcOY

Station and Outpost videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXMb2omZroA&list=PLiA5S05bmX__MMXsyu8lTAV41bTLvu8DN

http://youtu.be/qjUmM0AnoIM
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Station Types
o'neill CylinDer

– in docking bay gravity is 0,1 G and a regular person can lift up to  
1 tonne, while in habitat rings gravity is closer to 1G;

– Orbis station's habitat ring is as big as playable area in GTA 4;
– there are green and red lights outside/inside station showing which side 

of docking bay entrance you should fly in/out of station;
– there is a docking computer that will perform docking operation for you;
– docking bay entrance is huge: even the biggest ships can easily fit there 

with plenty of space around them;
– not all stations have black markets;
– it takes the stations awhile to complete their orbits in most cases;
– just pitch up and down a bit, wiggling your flight in to see the parallax 

effect of the station icon against the planet, that usually can tell you 
whether it's in front or behind the planet;

– If you turn off Rotational Correction whilst in side the station you'll already 
be matching the rotation and so will maintain that when you turn off 
flight assist and rotational correction. Then it's just a matter of carefully 
thrusting down and sideways to remain "in orbit" around the axis of the 
stations spin until you touch down. So long as you don't mess that up it is 
pretty easy to do.

– shooting at a docked ship (regardless of it's wanted status) in future 
might result a fine

– As for station visibility – the Aulin station, if it was infact a full sphere 
enclosing its longest axis would be about a pixel at 500km away. 

The oCellUs

http://youtu.be/yz2UjNqdwS8

Station and Outpost videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXMb2omZroA&list=PLiA5S05bmX__MMXsyu8lTAV41bTLvu8DN

http://youtu.be/gnjLwU0GAP8
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Back of the station
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http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?p=674324

by 
Jackruss

# # #3 Blast Doors 
(biggest ships)

2 Blast Doors 
(Type 6)

1 Blast Door 
(smaller ships)

Docking bay entrance

Landing Pad Locations
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Outpost Types

researCh lab

orbiTal ABoUt oUtposts
– basic services usually are provided at any outpost, including 

Cartography, Law Office and Pilot's Federation;

– some outposts have Commodity Market;

– usually have no Shipyard;

 – many outposts have Outfitting section sometimes with great variety of 
modules and weapons;

– some outposts have Black Markets;

– usually you can visit Bulletin Board for missions;

– i think outposts have 3 landing pads and only small and mediaum size 
pads, at least i saw forum posts that with big ships they were not able to 
receive docking permission at outposts, but medium size ships like Lakon 
Type 6 and Asp Explorer can land on most outposts.http://youtu.be/74jdEPvcjKw

http://youtu.be/Od7DlGTFtBI

Station and Outpost videos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXMb2omZroA&list=PLiA5S05bmX__MMXsyu8lTAV41bTLvu8DN
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        Outpost Types

CommerCial

inDUsTrial

http://youtu.be/qqSbGzzSLlQ

http://youtu.be/ikNGgMxCkqs

Station and Outpost videos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXMb2omZroA&list=PLiA5S05bmX__MMXsyu8lTAV41bTLvu8DN

UnsanCTioneD

http://youtu.be/lXMb2omZroA

haarsma's priDe

http://youtu.be/akvIt8twIz8
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Docking
sTep 1: finDing enTranCe

When you are approaching 
the station first thing to do is 
find where the docking bay 
entrance is.
Stations always rotate counter 
clockwise so watch how it 
rotates.

Now Coriolis station holo image has 
arrows on it's sides pointing to entrance. Put 4 pips into your engines 

so you can reach station faster.
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Docking
sTep 2: reQUesT DoCking permission

When you are close enough (7,5 km or closer) 
and see the entrance you can request 
docking permission from lefT User inTerfaCe 
panel>>ConTaCTs>>sTaTion. Make sure you 
wait for confirmation before entering or the 
station will open fire on you for trespassing 
and kill you. 

sTep 3: finDing yoUr lanDing paD
When you receive confirmation that docking 
is granted you will see your lanDing paD 
nUmber (30) and time remaining right above 
the radar.

Now it's good idea to 
put 4 pips into your sysTem 

so your shields will be 
maxed out, just in case.
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Docking

sTep 4: enTering sTaTion on The righT siDe
When entering station try to keep closer to 
green lights – that is the right way.
Note: currently lights are flickering and 
appear only when you are very close to 
entrance.

And keep an eye on the radar – 
if you see other players ahead 

moving towards you then most likely 
they are coming out from station 

and if you don't feel confident 
better let them pass first.

Chango DoCk serviCe annoUnCemenT:  
sTarporT link

Chango Dock offers a wide variety of services, available 
to ships fitted with the standard info-link communications 
suite. Simply select the STARPORT SERVICES option from the 
starport link menu to connect to the starport net once you 
have successfully docked.
The following is a brief rundown of services currently on 
offer at Chango Dock:
1.  munitions: You will find all your ammunition needs met 

by our extensive supplies. Space can be an unforgiving 
host, so remember to restock here before you depart 
Chango Dock.

2.  repairs: Chango Dock maintains a dedicated team 
and parts sourced from across the galaxy. Our 
engineers are well versed in the effects of battle 
damage to vessels, and our prices won’t be beat.

3.  Commodities market: Chango Dock is pleased to 
announce that it has finished upgrading its automated 
market transfer system and is now able to broker 
purchases and sales of a wide range of commodities.

4.  Outfitting: We have a wide range of ship modules and 
fixtures. Check back often as new stock is continually 
being sourced to our starport.

5.  shipyard: We have a fully fitted shipyard at Chango 
dock and can cater to all of your ship requirements. As 
standard we accept part exchanges regardless of ship 
type, and will cover the logistics transfer cost, because 
we care about your custom.

6.  Contacts: Our starport net offers direct communications 
contact with specialised services, including a locally 
stationed representative from the Pilot’s Federation who 
is ready to deal with all your legal matters.

Remember, at any time you can use the interface to exit 
starport services and manipulate your standard cockpit 
interface/initiate ship launch. We thank you for visiting our 
little haven among the stars, and hope you enjoy your stay 
at our facility.
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Docking

sTep 5: finDing yoUr lanDing paD
First thing you need to do inside the station is 
noT To sTop but slow down a little and head 
towards your landing pad. The easy way 
to find it is to take a look at your Compass 
where you can see that it's straight ahead 
and below your ship's current location.

Just to see in perspective how big the 
docking entrance actually is – Lakon Type 9.
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Docking

sTep 7: Take DoWn
When you are close enough to land you will 
see your scanner change into docking assist 
interface – move slowly and use lateral and 
vertical thrust. When your ship will be right 
over landing pad you can use vertical thrust 
down to land.
Keep your ship straight and if station is not 
accepting you then try pitching your ship 
nose a little bit UP.

The docking assist interface will change from 
red to blue when ship is in right position to land.

Your compass will show that 
landing pad is right below you.

sTep 6: Deploy lanDing gear
Deploy landing gear by key you bound 
for that action or by going to righT User 
inTerfaCe panel>>fUnCTions and Deploy 
lanDing gear.
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Undocking
sTep 2: reTraCT lanDing gear

Retract landing gear by key you bound 
for that action or by going to righT User 
inTerfaCe panel>>fUnCTions and reTraCT 
lanDing gear.

sTep 1: seleCT yoU DesTinaTion (opTional)
Select desired destination from lefT User 
inTerfaCe panel>>navigaTion and  
loCk DesTinaTion.
You can choose not to Lock any destination 
but instead to enter Super Cruise if danger 
awaits outside station because Super Cruise 
can be initiated much faster and 4-6 seconds 
might save you. Depends what system you 
are in and who is awaiting you outside.

You have 5 minutes to leave 
station, so no need to hang out there.

sTep 3: green lighTs again
Follow the green light path again at a speed 
that you feel comfortable with. Faster you 
go – easier will be to to compensate for the 
rotation that will start right after you pass 
force field, but don't fly too fast and keep an 
eye on your radar for incoming ships.

Once you leave station's no fire zone you will 
need to fly until you leave mass loCk zone and can 
use your frame shift drive to enter Super Cruise or 
Hyperspace, just make sure you have no Hardpoints, 

Landing Gear or Cargo Scoop deployed.
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Fuel, Munitions and Repair

Don't forget to Refuel, Reload 
weapons and Repair your ship 

when needed. Here are quick links 
to Refuel, Repair and Reload. Also 

you can use more detailed links 
on the left: Munitions and Repairs.

stArport serviCes
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Galnet

You can read Galnet 
news here.
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Bulletin Board Here you can accept new 
missions and complete already 
accepted ones.
Failing or abandoning missions will 
result in hefty fines that, if unpaid, will 

transform into bounties..

how to eArn money with missions:
http://youtu.be/QU44zgfxxxy
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tips And triCks
– missions do refresh every 5 minutes 

starting from X:00 on in game clock, so 
every hour t X:05 X:10 etc. there will be 
new missions, so if you have time just 
wait for next batch and accept more 
than one to same place, no need to 
fly empty or with one mission.

– find pair systems where missions go 
from A to B, and vice versa.

– when you accept a mission new one 
is added to the board right away and 
sometimes new mission is to same 
place as one you already accepted. 
Usually missions are added to the 
board in same place as accepted 
one – so if you accepted last one the 
new one will appear there.

– courier missions (or any other that 
require no cargo hold – propoganda, 
data missions) are great if your cargo 
bay is small or already full.

– browse through all missions for best 
effect, there are missions even inside 
same system, however they usually 
have lower payouts.

– complete as many missions as 
possible, i had very slow start and 
rarely had more than 1 mission to 
same place but after a day i started 
to see multiple missions to same 
destination pop up same place and 
time, so i am not sure if reputations 

are not implemented because i had 
to complete many hundreds of missions 
before i even saw more than 3 missions to 
same destination at same place.

– get ship with decent cargo hold (as best 
paying missions require at least 24 but 
usually around 30–36 tonnes).

– i usually accept all high paying ones, but 
low paying ones only if the remaining 
time is at least same as lowest already 
accepted mission (so i do not force 
myself to fly away cheaply) 

– pick up resource gathering missions as 
you go IF you know where to find that 
commodity in time.

– FAILING mission will get you a fine now, 
like for 44 tonnes Bertrandite i got  
118 000cr fine, so only accept missions 
you can complete.

– and general stuff, Frame Shift Drive 
upgrade helps a LOT, power distribution 
capacitor upgrade will help a lot too, 
because you will be able to outrun 
anything with boosting every 5–7seconds 
and anything that makes your ship better 
will make completing missions easier, 
even replacing basic scanner for 2 tonne 
cargo bay will pay off.

Missions http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=46879

Accept as many missions to same location 
as you can before leaving. You are only 
limited by your cargo bay capacity and 
remaining time. Missions refresh every 5 
minutes so if you have time and cargo space 
just wait for next mission batch.

After a while your reputation is high 
enough that you will get organization invites 
to get stolen cargo. This should increase your 
reputation with that group and increase your 

chance of receiving better missions.

how to eArn money with missions:
http://youtu.be/QU44zgfxxxy
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no CArgo hold reQUired
These are best for smaller ships with low 
cargo bay space as those missions require 
no cargo space at all and you can take 
them as many as want to before your timer 
runs. These missions are courier or data/
information runs to specific station in some 
system. Payment is up to 4000 cr or so.

delivery missions
These are better paying than information 
and data runs, but those require you to 
have cargo bay big enough to hold specific 
amount of cargo that needs to be delivered. 
Currently there are missions that require from 
1 up to 40 tonnes of cargo and payment is 
up to 70 000 cr.

ACQUiring goods missions
There are many missions that ask you to bring 
specific number of tonnes of commodity for 
predetermined price, so if you know where 
to get that commodity and the price is good 
you might want to stack those.

ComBAt missions
You are given targets and their possible 
location. There are three types of missions:
1) Kill X pirates (any wanted ships in specified 
systems will do), X civilians (any clean, non 
authority and outside conflict/warzone ship), 
X Authority ships (all authority ships are called 
system authority vessels);

2) Find and locate target X, usually it has 
good payout but you will have to fly all over the 
system in hope that you can find it in time, as 
mission never tells you where exactly to find that 
target – usually it is located at Unidentified Signal 
Source in system that is specified in mission.

pirAte missions
Buying stolen goods, those are exactly same 
as Acquiring goods missions but cargo must be 
stolen. You need cargo scanner for knowing 
what is in cargo hold and probably the new 
modules that will help in breaking target's cargo 
hatch open.

repUtAtion
After you complete each mission your reputation 
with that specific entity that issued that mission 
will raise, it's not known to what extent it is 
working now, but i had increase in good mission 
availability after i completed many for same 
group and they also will give you a mission to 
proove yourself (by delivering X amount of stolen 
goods) after which you will be joining that group 
(did it and still can't tell you how much or even if 
that increased my reputation).

fines
If you fail to complete mission in time you might 
receive a hefty fine, those are issued always for 
failing cargo delivery missions, about others i am 
not sure as didn't try them yet, but even if you do 
not get fine you will lose some reputation and in 
some cases that is even worse than a fine.

Missionshow to eArn money with missions:
http://youtu.be/QU44zgfxxxy

do not die
This means if you die before you complete mission 
objectives the mission will fail, however, if you die 
after you receive confirmation that objective 
is complete then mission will be registered as 
completed and even if you die you will be able to 
receive payment next time you visit Station bulletin 
board and finish the mission. 
You can see all your vouchers, fines, bounties and 
missions under left user interface panel>>missions 
tab. 
After your death earned bounties will dissapear 
as well as vouchers from conflict zones, but 
completed missions and fines will stay there.
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Contacts

here you can pay off your bounties.

Here you can pay local fines and cash 
in bounty vouchers issued by local 
Security Office.

here you can cash in Combat bond 
vouchers.
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Outfitting

Current ship's basic information is here, 
including Power usage, cargo and fuel 
capacity, mass, jump range and your 
bank balance.
Keep an eye on power use, do not 
exceed it unless you know what you are 
doing and will manage your module 
priority, because if power is exceeded 
modules will shut down according to 
priority you set and if all modules have 

same priority then all will just shut down.

Here you see all modules that you can upgrade.

Number above shows currently 
installed module Class, number below 

is maximum available you can install on 
this ship. You can install any class up to 

maximum, and usually Class 1 a rating is 
better then Class 2 h rating module.

So always COMPARE modules before 
buying and watch power usage.

Letter shows currently installed 
module's Rating.  

rating a is highest possible.

legend:
Fixed
Gimballed
Turret
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Outfitting alWays Compare moDUles  
if yoU are noT sUre WhiCh one is beTTer

Class – module class, generally higher means 
better, but usually Class 1 A module is better 
than Class 2 H or even DE modules, so always 
compare to see if potential new module is 
better at what you need it.
raTing – A is highest and you should always aim 
for it.
mass – mass of module, higher mass means 
heavier ship and less jump range.
inTegriTy – have no clue ;)
poWer DraW – how much energy the module 
needs from power plant.
Damage – as this module is weapon we can 
see different damage stats, so overcharged 
multi-cannon is slightly better than regular one.
armoUr peneTraTion – damage to hull.
raTe of fire – firing speed per second.
Damage per seConD – self explanatory.
Thermal loaD – how much heat it will 
generate.
ammo Clip size – bullets per clip.
ammo maximUm – amount of max ammo.
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Outfitting
heAt sink lAUnCher

Can be assigned to fire group or launched 
directly by specified key. All heat that your ship 
has will be ejected outside and heat level will 
drop to zero %, but then heat will rise almost 
instantly to default level depending on what 
modules your ship has and how much heat 
they generate. Limited uses, must be bought at 
station fuel and munition section after use. Useful 
when you are running in silent mode, because 
then heat will not jump right back or when your 
ship heat level is way over 100% and you need 
to lower it fast – to use energy weapons or enter 
Hyperspace.

shield Cell BAnk
shield Cell bank in action:  
http://youtu.be/g-hg4mbsDzy
Same as heat sink launcher – it has to be 
assigned to a fire group and fired to be 
activated. Shield cell bank will recharge your 
active shields, but only if shields are online, so 
if your shields already failed shield cell bank 
will do nothing. It takes some time before 
shields recharge, so it doesn't happen instantly. 
Limited uses, must be bought at station fuel and 
munition section after use. More expensive the 
module is – more charges it has. 

doCking CompUter
Will perform automated docking for you.

kill wArrAnt sCAnner
Must be assigned to fire group. Scan takes very long 
time and target must be in front of you and closer 
than 1km from you. You can see scan result in left 
User interface panel under Contcts. More expensive 
the scanner is – greater the distance at which you 
can scan target.

CArgo sCAnner
Same as Kill Warrant – must be assigned to a fire 
group and target has to be in 1km range, but takes 
much less time to complete a scan. You can see 
scan result in left User interface panel under Cargo. 
More expensive the scanner is – greater the distance 
at which you can scan target.

ChAff lAUnCher
Currently it's not working, but is supposed to be 
assigned to fire group and when you need to break 
any locks (missiles, scans, gimballed weapons etc.) 
on your ship you fire it. Requires ammunition that can 
be bought at station fuel and munition section. Will 
launch scrap of metal and confuse all enemy scans.

AUto field mAintenAnCe modUle
This module allows you to repair an offline module over 
time at the right User interface panel. It repairs at 1-2% 
per second, and is great for when your far away from 
a station and something critical like your life support 
goes down. There are some drawbacks though. 
To repair a module, it must be offline. You cannot 
repair either the Power Plant or the Drives. Muste be 
recharged at station after use.

point defenCe tUrret
This is automated turret that shoots down incoming 
missiles. Requires ammunition that can be bought at 
station fuel and munition section.

frAme shift drive wAke sCAnner
Assign it to fire group. There are two modes, in super-
cruise and in regular flight. In super-cruise just select 
any frame shift wake you see on your radar and exit 
super-cruise like at any other navigational location – 
closer than 1 million meters and at safe speed, you 
will see SAFE DISENGAGE sign appear.
In regular flight – target the wake, scan it, start your 
hyperspace jump and follow instructions – you will be 
pointed to right direction before you can jump after 
ship that left that wake.

disCovery sCAnner
Assign it to fire group. When you enter system 
just charge it and perdorm a scan, after you see 
message that "Object DIscovered" you can see at 
your left User Interface Panel all discovered objects 
as "Unknown", then just point your ship towards 
those targets and wait, scan will be performed 
automatically if target is in scan range.

hAtCh BreAker limpet
Assign it to fire group, go to Stations Munitions and 
buy Siphon Drone (it's required ammo). When target 
shields are down, face the right side of it (target 
enemy cargo hatch from Left User Interface->Sub 
targets tab) and launch the drone.
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Shipyard

Buying new ships can be done at 
Shipyard, not all stations have them.  

I didn't see shipyard at any outpost yet.
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Commodities Market
Currently you need to find stations that 

actually produce something, so it's much 
harder to trade. It used to be easy as all 

stations had a lot of commodities at MED 
or HIGH supply, now there are still many 
stations that can be used for trading but 
they must be found first. Galaxy map can 
help in some cases to locate goods you 
are interested in but in most cases the 
result is weird. So currrently missions are 
easiest way to earn money in Beta 2.
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weApons
Thermal weapons or energy weapons drain power and increase your ship's heat level, you need to 
divert more pips to Wep to use them frequently. Also keep in mind that even without taking a shot they 
require energy from power plant and installing Rail Gun on smaller ships may cause your other modules 
(like Life Support) to fail just upon deploying your guns if you have your module priorities wrong.. 
Energy weapons are best agains shields and not so good against hull. Also when over heated they will 
stop firing and more pips to Wep will speed up this process.
There is no delay between gun firing and hitting enemy so there is no target's tracking needed. Rail 
Guns have delay between fire button press and actual gun discharge, also Rail Guns now have  
31 ammo max so they are not suited for long fight.

proJeCTile – all types of multi-Cannons and Cannons. Those guns need ammunition which is finite and 
can be replenished at every Station. Do not require as much energy as thermal weapons so you can 
have more pips in sys or eng, but they stil lneed cooling, multi-cannons especially. multi-Cannons are 
shooting many small projectiles that require time to travel between the gun and enemy ship, so in your 
HUD will appear moving target tracking/leading reticle. There are overcharged and high impact multi-
cannons now, that have more damage per bullet but less clip size and fire rate per second.
Cannons are very powerful one shot guns that do huge damage to hull but are very very very slow now 
and smaller ships that are moving fast are almost impossible to hit.
Projectile weapons are better against hull than shields, but they still do good job at bringing shields 
down. The drawback is the ammunition requirement so you cannot shoot infinitely but need to 
replenish ammo at station. Ammo is cheap and usually it's more than enough for many fights.

missile – missile rack. There are heat seeking and dumbfire missiles and only defence against them 
now are poinT DefenCe TUrreTs that are automated defence systems. The missiles do more damage 
to hull than shields. If enemy enters silenT rUnning mode missiles will fail to track it.
Advantages are that heat seeking missiles will search for their target and doesn't require much skill to 
fire, thus being viable defence strategy for big trade ships.
Disadvantage is high price and low total amount – too many enemies can drain your load very fast 
and leve defenseless.
Missiles usually are used more for defence, last resort – when you are close to die, or when enemy 
shields are down and you want to finish them fast.
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weApons
pUlse lAser
Basic thermal weapon. 
ammo: none.
heat: low.
versions: Low Heat, Focused, Overcharged.
mounts: Fixed, Gimbaled, Turret. 

BUrst lAser
Laser that fires in bursts (by three).

ammo: none.
heat: low.

versions: Low Heat, Focused, Overcharged.
mounts: Fixed, Gimbaled, Turret. 

BeAm lAser
Fires high energy continous beam.
ammo: none.
heat: medium.
versions: Low Heat, Focused, Overcharged.
mounts: Fixed, Gimbaled, Turret. 
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weApons

frAgment CAnnon
Shotgun cannon – fires 3 projectile rounds which scatter a little.
ammo: 100.
Clip: 3.
heat: none.
versions: Standard.
mounts: Fixed. 

mUlti-CAnnon
Basic projectile weapon with high fire rate per second. 
ammo: 2100.
Clip: 30 – 90.
heat: low.
versions: Scatter Spray, Overcharged, High Impact.
mounts: Fixed, Gimbaled, Turret. 

scatter spray will shoot projectiles everywhere on your screen, so you can hit target only from very 
close range.
overcharged – less rounds per clip, higher fire rate and damage per second.
high impact – smalles clip size and highest damage from all multi-cannons.
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weApons
rAil gUn
High damage power hungry projectile weapon that generates a lot of heat. 
ammo: 30.
Clip: 1.
heat: very high.
versions: Standard.
mounts: Fixed.

CAnnon
High damage low velocity projectile weapon.

ammo: 100.
Clip: 5.

heat: low.
versions: Standard.

mounts: Fixed.

plAsmA ACCelerAtor
High damage very low velocity projectile weapon.
ammo: 100.
Clip: 5.
heat: very high.
versions: Standard.
mounts: Fixed. 
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weApons
mine lAUnCher
Releases mines that will detonate if enemy bumps into them or self-destruct one minute (Small) after 
being released. They appear as white contacts on your radar and currently do very little damage.
ammo: 30.
Clip: 1.
heat: none.
versions: Standard.
mounts: Fixed.

dUmBfire missiles
Dumbfire missiles that fly in straight line until hit something.

ammo: class depending.
heat: low.

versions: Standard.
mounts: Fixed. 

heAtseeking missiles (CUrrently inAvAilABle)
Heatseeking missiles that are guided by target's heat signature.
ammo: class depending.
heat: low.
versions: Standard.
mounts: Fixed. 

mine lAUnCher

in action: 
http://youtu.be/gpr2vowld4w
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fixeD – guns never move and shoot only to fi xed location, lasers will have 
small triangle and projectile weapons – small circle as target. Fixed energy 
weapons have small aiming assistence. Also keep in mind that left laser will 
shoot right triangle and right cannon left circle as shown in image below.

gimballeD – will track your target beTWeen Those braCkeTs 
automatically. It still takes split second for the guns to move to 
right position before fi ring. 
in the case of small pulse lasers the gimballed version is 
actually about 20% worse in terms of damage per second.
for multi-Cannons it's 25% but the Damage per second is for 
the fi xed version is higher than the pulse laser to begin with.

TUrreTs – automated guns that fi re depending on settings that you have under righT User inTerfaCe 
panel>>fUnCTions. Turrets are not precise weapons and are mainly used on bigger ships.

Versions
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Classes
You can compare your current weapon with the one you want to buy in outfitting screen to see 
exactly what stats which weapon has better. In general – higher class and higher rating (top rating 
is A) is better for same type of weapon, but you can easily see now damage done per shot/second, 
power requirements and other stats when outfitting your ship. Highest damage will be from very low 
velocity cannon and heat hungry rail gun.

Higher the class means more weight weapon will add to your ship. Weight greatly affects how far your 
ship can Hyperjump in one jump, but you can upgrade your power plant and frame shift drive so it's 
not that important anymore.

Higher the class and better the rating – more expensive weapon will be. Most weapons are very 
expensive and turrets are more expensive than other versions of same gun, also fixed weapons are 
slightly cheaper than gimballed versions and weapons have different upgrades now like overcharged, 
high impact, low heat etc. that all will cost you more than regular versions of same gun.

1Damage

2WeighT

3priCes
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gAlAxy mAp
Universal CarTographiCs galaxy map UpgraDe: previeW
The map is driven either though keyboard and mouse or using a 
controller, with standard UI navigation for the left hand panel where 
you can search and filter and modify display modes.

 ASWD or left analogue allows you to move the cursor around the  �
horizontal plane of the galaxy
 Right mouse hold or hold X and use left analogue to move up the  �
cursor up and down in space
 mouse wheel or triggers to zoom you in and out �
 Right analogue to rotate around location or left mouse down and  �
drag
 Y on controller or Home on key pad to return home �
 Select location in range by pressing A on the controller or enter on  �
keypad when the cursor is over its map point

The map allows you to explore the available data on the galaxy and 
target destinations.
The blue arrow represents your location.
Only items in the while sphere are within your current Hyperspace 
capabilities.
Selecting a location within your hyperspace capability will lock your 
navigation system on to that location.
When the cursor is over a location it provides the currently available 
details for that location.

We don't need the whole universe, just the Milky Way
Igor Terentjev is the lead programmer on Elite: Dangerous and one of the people that were 
working secretly on the project, long before the idea of running a Kickstarter campaign was even 
suggested. As lead programmer the colossal task of procedurally generating an entire galaxy fell on 
his shoulders, here is his own account as to how he went about it.
When deciding how to create the galaxy, both to be fun and as realistic as we can make it there are 
a number of substantial challenges that need to be overcome. First and foremost of these is the simple 
technological issue of how to represent efficiently something the size and scope of the Milky Way.
400 billion stars – that's a large number; and they need to be generated on demand, quickly. And 
they need to look right. We start with a density map of the Milky Way spiral – something we try and 
match up to real life data as best we can, and this results in an approximate amount of mass in 
each sector. We then use a sector's address to seed the random star generator. Some stars are big 
and rare – too big and rare to be generated in a 10LY cube, so we need a hierarchy of sectors, 8 
layers deep. But we got there – one Milky Way, sir, just like you imagined.
The second problem is the realism of what is generated. It is fairly simple to pluck random 
numbers from a seed, but these need to distribute in such a way as to make the galaxy genuinely 
representative of what's there in real life. Generating a properly distributed single value of nebula 
mass required some extensive research into modern thinking on Initial Mass Functions. This tells us the 
mass at which a star enters the main sequence and begins hydrogen fusion.
My task was to design a series of processes that would generate the properties of stars, which would 
present a realistic galaxy. There are physically understood relationships that link the original mass 
and composition of a star-birthing nebula, the mass of a star, its size, temperature, brightness, colour, 
lifetime, and what the fate of the star will be once it runs out of hydrogen in its core to fuse. It was 
challenging to design an efficient on-the-fly process to take a single input, an amount of nebula 
mass, and create values for every other parameter, but it was also enjoyable to dig through astrophysics textbooks and papers to refresh memories from University. It 
was satisfying to see the testing tool I created to examine the results of my random generation processes outputting scientifically sound distributions of the parameters 
mentioned above.
And it's not simply stars. There are many other interesting phenomena in the galaxy, all of which we want to account for. Bright nebulae left over after a super-nova 
event and the residual neutron star, black holes are just a few examples. This of course leads into the final challenge which is building the systems surrounding the star 
systems in the galaxy.
What I found interesting was the star system generation, as procedural generation has been a topic of interest to me for a while because I love the idea that I can 
create an algorithm and still be surprised by some of the results it produces. The most challenging part of this was researching the current theories on how the stars and 
planets form and then trying to translate those theories into a simple algorithm that can quickly generate realistic looking star systems.
Of equal importance to plausible looking systems was to arrange the algorithms so that they respect physical laws. A nice example of this is the Roche Limit or Radius... As a 
body approaches the Roche limit of its parent object (for example as a moon approaches a planet) it gradually loses its spherical shape, and suffers massive tidal heating. 
Once it passes inside that limit it disintegrates and instead of a planet or moon you end up with ring system(s). ” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvp8rvaxb-w
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Information

You can select any Star system from the 
galaxy map and see basic information

Your location

Selected target

hoW To navigaTe galaxy map

left mouse button (Click) – select any system.

left mouse button (keep pressed) –  
pitch and yaw moves on the map.

mouse Wheel – zoom in and out.

keep pressed right mouse 
button – cursor will change 
into circle with arrows up and 
down, you can now move up 
and down.

keep pressed both left+right 
mouse buttons – cursor will 
change into circle with  
4 arrows – you can now move 

forward/backward and strafe left/right.
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Navigation

Searching 
whole universe for 

specific system

Current 
location and 
destination

Toggle on off 
lines between 

systems

Slider to help 
calculating the 
best routes with 

empty or full 
cargo bay.

With 1 tonne in 
cargo bay you can 

jump to LP 98-132 but 
with 8 tonnes can't.

With max 
cargo mass

With slider cargo 
mass (1tonne) – with 

full cargo can't 
make this jump.
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View
Toggle 

between realistic 
map and helpers 

to filter

Filter by 
Allegiance: 

population size, 
government and 

economy

Filter Trade 
Routes

Show only 
inhabited or 
uninhabited 

worlds
Metals

Textiles

Show only 
trade routes for 

Metals
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Options

Toggle Grid, Navigation 
markers, Star Names, 
Region Names and 

Constellations ON/OFF

Hide Grid
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frAme shift drive
Hyperspace

sTep 1: seleCT yoU DesTinaTion
Select desired destination from lefT User 
inTerfaCe panel>>navigaTion (or directly 
from star sky) and loCk DesTinaTion or loCk 
anD engage hyperDrive.

sTep 2: align WiTh yoUr DesTinaTion 
anD ThroTTle Up To engage

You will see your destination location in your 
Compass. 
note: nearby ships can slow down your 
Charging speed and make you blow up 
because of overheat. you can stop Drive 
from charging with same key you initiated 
hyperspace at any time drive charges.

Make sure you are not Mass 
Locked and don't have any 
Hardpoints, Cargo Scoop,  
Landing Gear deployed.

Warning
When you drop out of hyperspace you will be 
in super Cruise mode heading towards the 
star – decrease your speed for better turning 
and move away from the star. Then choose 
your next destination (lefT User inTerfaCe 
panel>>navigaTion) in local system or make 
new hyperjump but keep an eye on heat level.
To exit super Cruise just press same key you 
have bound for starting hyperspace.

Charging speed will decrease significantly 
if there are other ships nearby – higher the 

total mass – slower the charge rate, so if you 
start overheating – cancel the jump drive or 

move away as fast as possible.

Keep an eye on heaT level and 
if you are over heating  

cancel jump or eJeCT heaT sink 
(only if you are in normal flight 
mode and not Super Cruise).
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seleCT yoU DesTinaTion (opTional)
You can start Frame Shift Drive and enter 
Super Cruise without locked destination. 
Destination can be selected from lefT User 
inTerfaCe panel>>navigaTion>>loCk or 
directly from star sky and just locked as target. 
Entering Super Cruise requires drive charging 
(same as Hyperspace) but doesn't heat up 
your ship so much.
Exit Super Cruise with same key you start it. If 
you are going too fast you will have to press 
that key twice to exit Super Cruise.

if yoU oversTeer
Don't worry, unless you are not in the biggest 
ships with very very slow pitch speed you will 
never over shoot your target, just follow simple 
rule: when you see sloW DoWn (as in image 
above) all you have to do is move your 
throttle in blue zone or below and pitch your 
ship down as you see on Compass and keep 
that position until speed decreases. When 
you will be in this position your speed will fall 
fast and you will still be heading towards your 
target, basically if you fly Viper or other fast 
ships you can just go full throttle ahead and 
when are close enough just pitch down and 
your speed will drop fast. 

Destination

All information about DesTinaTion you will see on the 
left side. Name of Target, Distance, your ship Speed.

Target 
location

Blue zone 
for safe speed

For safe flying keep your ship speed 
around 15% of distance remained.  

So for distance of 1,5 speed 0,23 is fine.Super Cruise
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Super Cruise

When you see this message it's 
now safe to disengage. Press the 

key that you started Super Cruise to 
exit Super Cruise.

As you see both bars – DisTanCe and speeD are now in 
blue zone, that means you are safe to exit Super Cruise.

Disengage anD inTerDiCTion
sTaTions. If you Disengage from Super Cruise at a distance 
below 1000km you will be 20km from the station. You can try 
and disengage the very last moment but the station is big 
structure and you can easily exit Super Cruise INSIDE the station 
and that will cause a fine and possible even destroy your ship.
oTher TargeTs like UniDenTifieD signal soUrCes, ConfliCT 
zones etc. You will exit from SC right into action. 
inTerDiCions are caused by other ships that have specific 
modules installed that allows to break out from Super Cruise 
any targetted ship. Currently only NPC can interdict but soon 
anyone can target any ship they see in Super Cruise. You will 
exit from SC right into action. 
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Super Cruise

flying To Close To big spaCe boDies Will 
mass loCk yoU anD Drop oUT of sUper-CrUise

When you are flying close to big body you will slow 
down and if you still move towards it you can be 
dropped out of Super Cruise in emergenCy sTop.
Just try to fly around those objects, you will see the 
mass loCk zone around planets and stars as a line.
You will also see impaCT and prox warnings.

emergenCy Drop oUT from sUper-CrUise
The spinning has been toned down for a number of 
reasons – it never really felt like the right solution but 
was quick to implement (and caused all manner 
of motion sickness in oculus!). What we're moving 
towards (it now works like this but isn't correctly 
balanced) is that dropping at low speeds even 
uncontrolled is a relatively simple affair. The faster 
you're going however, several effects will start to 
happen (in no particular order):

Substantial heat generation. f

Spin as before (but largely reduced). f

Something that internally has been dubbed  f
"ghost controls": To simulate your flight systems 
getting somewhat scrambled, flight assist is 
turned off briefly (if it was on) & small random 
thrust forces are applied to the ship as the 
thrusters try to regain control. The better job the 
player does in cancelling out the spin manually, 
the faster the effect fades out.

In future we may also have ship damage & module 
malfunctions keyed to uncontrolled drops and/
or interdictions (they're different) – that's an open 
question.

Warning
Dropping out of super Cruise with speed over safe 
blue zone can cause damage to your ship hull. 
If you fly too close to big object your speed will 
decrease and if you keep flying closer your ship will 
initiate emergency stop and if your speed is over safe 
zone you can receive damage.
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Destinations

persistAnt
each Star System will have persistant locations that will be there always:

planeT
sTaTion
loCal sTar
hyperJUmp DesTinaTion
resoUrCe exTraCTion siTe – can find miners, bounty hunters and pirates there, make sure you 
have Kill-Warrant scanner to scan ships and receive bounties (if you are after those).
nav beaCon – place where AI ships can be found – in Anarchy system there are many pirates.  
Keep 1 tonne of any commodity in your cargo bay and you will be attacked by pirates, but 
without Kill-Warrant scan you will not see if there are bounties issued on them in other systems.
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Conflict Zones
ConfliCt zones

The conflict zones are just that – conflicted zones where 
ships are fighting each other. Anyone who goes there to 
view the battle should be understand that the possibility 
of catching stray fire and being caught up in the fight 
is a very real risk. More importantly, actively joining a 
side is guaranteeing the enmity of the opposition, which 
could include human commanders.
It is, to my mind, completely unreasonable to expect 
human commanders on the enemy side to ignore you – 
you've declared your intention to fight and travelled to 
one of the few places where it is legal to do so without 
suffering a bounty, and where all participants have 
consciously opted in.
This is different from say, an unprovoked attack at a 
mineral field in Dahan, where such an action would 
place a bounty on the attacker and open them up 
to authority ship attacks (though that is still within the 
bounds of play, not all supporting mechanics are up 
and running yet (remote responders, bounty-fines etc.) 
so I can empathise with the the distress it can cause).

don't die
All combat bonds you earned will be gone if you die.

missions
There are missions that require you to kill X number of 
Eranin or Federation ships, so if you are heading to 
warzones you might want to accept those missions 
for extra profit. If you complete mission and receive 
confirmation that Objective is completed then even if 
you die you will be able to finish mission next time you 
visit the station where you accepted that mission. All 
combat bonds you will lose when you die.

earning money in ConfliCT zones
Open the right panel, navigate to the last 
tab*, open the entry "faction" and select your 
faction there. You cannot change the faction 
unless you leave the area (with super-cruise or 
by leaving the game) and join again. When 
you have joined a faction, the opposing side 
will be displayed red on the scanner, for every 
enemy ship you kill you will be paid some 
money (usually 500cr).
Whoever scores the last hit before the ship 
reaches zero health gets paid. Hits after it is 
already at zero health but tumbling for a few 
seconds do not count.

long Term – locations that will appear and also can vanish over longer period of time:
– feDeral DisTress signal;

Ongoing battle between Federation and their enemies. Near Eranin 2 there is one 
and you can fight for Eranin (against Federal Fighters) or for Federation (against Eranin 
Sidewinders). You need to choose Faction after arriving there (under righT User inTerfaCe 
panel>>fUnCTions>>faCTion) to start receiving vouchers after each kill. Vouchers can be 
cashed in in any Station that belongs to faction you fought for under ConTaCTs>>loCal 
seCUriTy offiCe.

– ConfliCT zone (high inTensiTy);
Same as Federal Distress Call it can be found near Eranin 2 and there are more advanced ships 
involved in battle – Cobra, Anaconda, Lakon Type 9.

http://youtu.be/gllgWypC9mU
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hoW boUnTies Work
When you target a ship and the automatic 
scan has completed, along with the pilot's 
name you will see either the mark "Clean" 
or "Wanted". "Wanted" means they have 
a bounty on their head, if you manage to 
kill them, you will paid a sum of money that 
dependings on the crimes the target has 
committed. You can view the amount that 
a target is worth in the contact list on the left 
panel.
When you shoot at a ship that you haven't 
scanned yet or is marked as "Clean", you will 
get a bounty on yourself, and other pilots may 
hunt you for money.

whAt Are Uss
They will come and go, and each will have a mini-
story or mission behind them. What we have now is 
static to test the system. 
Unidentified source signals can generate any of a 
number of different encounters... or none.
Different signal locations also alter the chance of 
different encounters being generated.

whAt yoU CAn find there
– Canisters with different commodities, including 

Gold, Toxic Waste, Grain etc.
– Canisters with Gold (only in anarchy systems), 

sometimes guarded by pirates.
– Lakon Type 9 that if you attack him ejects canisters 

with toxic waste and tries to jump away;
– Lone merchant ship (sometimes will send comm 

to you that they are buying goods – just fly near to 
them with the correct cargo to make the sale);

– Lone Pirate or small group in Sidewinder/Eagle/Cobra;
– Group of 3 pirate Cobras (usually one cobra has 

many missile hardpoints);
– Group of pirates in Anaconda and Sidewinders;
– Group of police ships fighting pirate(s);
– Group of pirates attacking transport ship;
– Bounty hunters or local police ships scanning for 

illegal goods and bounties;
– Couple Eranin Sidewinders fighting couple 

Federation Fighters.

how to trAde in Unidentified 
signAl soUrCe with Ariel?

It's placeholder at the moment – the Ariel will 
automatically take the appropriate commodity from 
your hold and compensate you accordingly.
Also, that's not the only trader flying around.

Unidentified Signal Source
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ships
Size Comparision by  

Literalyte
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=36594
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http://youtu.be/qpnmz3gkofs
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Other Ships

ASP 
EXPLORER BELUGA

HAULEREAGLE VIPER COBRA LAKON 
TYPE 6

ORCA

SIDEWINDER
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Basic Stats and Info
stAts

Each ship has numerous values that will determine it's 
overall perfomance and role: size, weight, jump drive 
range, fuel tank and cargo bay size, hardpoint number 
and maximum weapon class that can be installed 
there, how many utility mounts ship has as well as ship's 
maximum speed and boost. 
Each ship handles diferently – small ships will pitch/roll 
much faster than big ships, i.e., Lakon Type 9 rolls almost 
as fast as it yaws and the yaw is very very slow. 
So ships with more hardpoints are better suited for 
combat, highest jump range and bigger fuel tank is 
better for exploration while biggest cargo bay obviously 
is better for trading. All those stats are work in progress 
and undergoing constant changes with each build.

UpgrAdes
You can upgrade almost all modules on your ship, 
swap basic scanner for 2 tonne cargo bay extension, 
or even swap shields for more cargo. Upgrade power 
plant, Frame Shift Drive, Shields, Power Management 
Capacitors, Sensors etc. So now you can really modify 
your ship to suit any specific need.

All weApons reQUire Cooling
There are no "no-energy" weapons. Even the 
multicannons require a slight cooling reserve. 
Remember that the current implementation is really 
just a fictional cover over the original capacitor based 
energy bank from which weapons drew power from to 
fire. Mechanically that hasn't changed but thematically 
it has because David wanted heat to be the major 
factor that controlled if and when a weapon could fire 
and also wanted to tie the flaring of the ships radiators 
to the weapons directly. The weapon systems in ships 
do share a single cooling loop.

mUltiple shield zones
Ships roughly the size of the Cobra or larger will have 
multiple shield zones, and the ability to “push” shield 
power between them.

mAss AffeCts JUmp rAnge
Less mass ship has (including all hardpoints, utility 
mounts, hull armor, cargo containers etc. the greater 
jump range ship has, so if you want to have bigger 
jump range in your trading or exploration ships sell all 
hardpoints and unnecessary utilities.

Armor types
Reinforced and military armours offer enhanced all-
round protection, which generally are slightly better 
against thermal attacks (lasers).
Reflective armour is more effective at absorbing thermal 
attacks at the cost of effectiveness against kinetic 
attacks. There's also reactive armour, which does the 
opposite.
Both these advanced armours are also generally good 
compared to the starting armour.
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Subsystems

siDe-sensiTive
When you target a subsystem, a reticle 
appears to help show you where the system 
is, but most subsystems can only be hit from 
a certain side of a ship. For example, you 
cannot shoot the cargo scoop when you are 
above a sidewinder, you must be below it. This 
goes for most-if not all subsystems. 

by  
Zephyr

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=23441
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Ship Subsystems

1poWer 
planT

2 poWer 
DisTribUTion

3 Cargo 
sCoop

The location of the power-plant module varies from ship to ship, but generally the power plant is 
located directly behind the cockpit. I say this is the most important subsystem on a persons ship 
because if this module is destroyed, your ship will also be destroyed! It's an excellent module to target 
if your goal is to quickly execute your prey, for example, bounty hunting or taking part in the combat 
scenarios. This module is generally difficult to hit because it is usually located on the top or bottom of 
the ship meaning you have to be approaching from a very specific direction to get a direct shot.

This ship module controls how much power you give to systems, your engine or your weapons. Should 
the module be disabled, your weapons, engine and systems will be treated as though they have 
zero pips allocated! This will reduce your ship max speed, turning radius, increase the cool-down time 
of your guns, weaken and slow the recharge time of shields and reduce the effectiveness of your 
weapons. It's a major problem if this system goes down, but I honestly cannot think of a situation where 
you would want to prioritize this subsystem. At that point you're better off aiming for the Power Plant, 
since even with power distribution down, a ship can still be a threat. This module is often located on 
either the top or bottom of a ship to one side. It often mirrors the shield generator. If damaged, this 
system can malfunction and begin randomly assigning pips. 

A fairly straight forward module that I'm sure you're all familiar with. If the cargo scoop is destroyed, you 
cannot deploy it any more and cargo will leak out of your cargo hold. A perfect module to snipe if you 
need to "liberate" a target of their worldly possessions without killing them. This module is usually located 
on the bottom of the ship, easily visible because it looks like two large doors. 
Good damage percentages to know:
At 60% health, a damage cargo scoop will dump roughly half your cargo.
At 40% health, roughly 90% of your cargo will have been ejected. 
At 20%, 95% of your cargo will have been ejected.
Under 10%, most if not all, your cargo should be ejected.
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Ship Subsystems

4life-
sUpporT

5 shielD 
generaTor

6 Drives

Another module that you do not want to lose. Once your Life-Support subsystem goes down, your 
cabin no longer has oxygen and you start running on oxygen tanks. You have 10 minutes to get this 
repaired before suffocating to death! Either way, if this goes down, you want to head for the nearest 
station ASAP. This module is usually located wherever the cockpit of the vessel is or on the sides of the 
ship. It is important to note that the inside of stations are filled with air, so you only need to make it 
past the entrance of a station to be safe. If disabled, you need to repair it to about 80% with an repair 
module for atmosphere to return.

Another vital subsystem, this module is responsible for your shields. Should this go down, your shields 
will no-longer recharge. The location of this module usually mirrors the power distribution. Although 
important, it probably isn't a priority target in the heat of battle. 

This module is responsible for steering and controlling your ship. Should this incredibly important 
subsystem go down, your max speed will reduce to about 10% of your max speed and your turning will 
be almost useless. Should this system go down, you are in a lot of trouble since you cannot maneuver 
or escape, but you can still frame-shift away assume that drive is still online. This module is located on 
the back of ships and is easily recognizable as a booster on either side of the ship. There are 2 drives 
on every ship, one for each engine, but if either goes down, they both are destroyed. An ideal target 
module if you're looking to incapacitate your prey without killing it. Fun fact: drivers produce the 
majority of a ships heat, so if you destroy a ships driver, often times they'll disappear off the radar until 
you get very close! This system also cannot be repaired by a repair module!
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Ship Subsystems

7frameshifT 
Drive

8Weapons/
UTiliTy 
moUnTs

9 The 
WinDshielD

Another self-explanatory subsystem, this one is responsible for allowing your ship to super-cruise around. 
Should this go down, you lose the ability to super-cruise to different instances, so if you aren't near a 
station, you're in big trouble! This system is usually located at the back of a ship in the center. I'm not 
sure if it is a bug, but currently if this module is destroyed (at least for the cobra), then your ship will be 
destroyed!

These vary widely from ship to ship: The sidewinder has 2 on top near the front, the eagle has 2 
on the bottom and 1 on top, the cobra has 4 spread out, and these modules can be individually 
disabled if you aim for them. It often isn't worth specifically targeting modules like this, but it can be 
done. A disabled weapon/utility module can no longer be used. Shooting weapon hardpoints can 
occasionally cause them to fire and malfunction.

When shooting at a ship, you can aim for the windshield and break it. This will cause the HUD to 
disappear, and the oxygen to quickly leave the cabin of the ship having the same outcome as when 
the life-support module is disabled. When you go to a station to repair all subsystems, your windshield 
will also be repaired. If your goal is to break the opponents life support, it may be easier to aim for the 
windshield to get the same result. The only drawback is that you cannot tell when you have broken 
their windshield since there is no visual indicator. 
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Subsystem Malfunctions
mAlfUnCtions

It's is definitely true that with bigger ships that tend 
to be slower and less manoeuvrable, the ability to 
manually target and attack subsystems is increased 
(and the likelihood of boiling them before you get 
malfunctions is less because they are almost always 
more structurally sound).
So on a slight (but related) tangent, it's always 
been our plan to have modules take longer to 
die completely, but suffer more malfunctions and 
importantly, suffer those malfunctions for greater 
periods of time. 
The idea is that in a combat engagement, as a 
ship's shields are dropped, the chance of building 
up malfunctions increases. Not only do these 
malfunctions often provide the "advantage" an 
enemy might need to increase their chances of 
winning the encounter, they become a longer 
term challenge for the commander even after an 
encounter has ended, without being so permanent 
that they doom you to inevitable death.
However, in tandem with this, the actual effects of 
malfunctions will need to be toned down a little: 
for example, a malfunctioning cargo hatch might 
randomly eject a cargo canister every now and 
again, as opposed to spewing out lots in a single go.
I'd really like to get a "Millennium Falcon" vibe going, 
where your ship can be in a pretty battered state, 
still fully functional but prone to the odd "bang the 
panels" failure (or in Elite, the "reboot the module" 
failure).
Back on topic, whilst a slightly more randomised 
RPG-like approach still works, I'd like to inject the 
ability for players to "increase" their odds of attacking 
a specific subsystem (once they've installed the 

combat scanner that will be needed to view them, 
of course).
On another tangent, we're looking at various 
additional ways we can accommodate the pirate 
who wants to take cargo without killing their foe, as 
the changes we're discussing here would obviously 
have ramifications in this area as well.

tArgetting sUBsystems
When you have a ship targeted, you can look at 
the left side multi-function display and select the 
"subsystem" tab, then select the subsystem you want 
to attack (there are quicker ways to do this – you 
could, for example, set up hotkeys to cycle through 
a selected ship's subsystems).
When you have a subsystem targeted you should 
see a subtle hit marker on the target vessel. Lock on 
weapons (gimablled and turreted) will attempt to hit 
this marker, and you can manually aim at it.
Hits that are close enough have a chance to 
penetrate hull and attack the subsystem directly, 
once shields are down.
Note, damage that is transferred to a subsystem is 
not applied to the hull.
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Scooping Cargo
Deploy Cargo sCoop

All ships are fitted with Cargo scoop, to 
deploy it use direct key or go to righT User 
inTerfaCe panel>>fUnCTions and  
Deploy Cargo sCoop.

After cargo scoop is deployed and 
canister is selected as a target you will 

see it in this diagram.

You are going too fast, slow down. Almost there...

Canisters are displayed in 
WhiTe color on your radar.

Warning!
Anything you scoop up that doesn't belong 
to you is considered as illegal gooDs 
and is a crime – after scan from authorities 
you can be attacked by them or even by 
station and destroyed. 
Scooped cargo can be sold at blaCk 
markeT. Gold canisters can be found in any 
anarChy system at UniDenTifieD signal 
soUrCe (USS).

This canister 
contains Gold
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Insurance
hoW Does ship insUranCe Work?

When your ship is destroyed, you can 
choose to receive a free Sidewinder 
identical to what you started with the first 
time (with light armor and one pulse laser). 
You will keep all your money and can get 
a free Sidewinder as often as you like.
If you choose to receive your old loadout 
again, the sum of money displayed will 
be removed from your account, and you 
will respawn with a ship and equipment 
identical to what you had before it was 
destroyed, fully repaired. If you don't have 
enough money, you can only receive 
the free Sidewinder (later you will be able 
to loan money in order to keep your old 
loadout when you are broke).
Regardless of your choice, you will 
respawn at the last station where you have 
docked.

AlwAyS keep At leASt  
10% of Ship pRice in cASh

Insurance will cost you 5% of ships price 
and 5-10% of each module or weapon you 
have installed on the ship.
Never spend all your money on 
commodities if you are trading, always 
keep 20-30% for unexpected situations, 
you can crash your ship in numerous ways 
and lose everything.

Check if you want to 
rebuy the old ship with all 

modules it had.

You can rebuy only 
specific modules back,  
or only lost ship without 

any modules, but it doesn't 
make sense as you can  
sell anything for at least  

10 times more.

You can always have 
your free Sidewinder ;)

if you do not have enough money  
to rebuy your old ship you will be provided 

a loan.
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plAyABle ships
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IDLTFNpst8&list=PLiA5S05bmX_8SSfRe1kJjfnZ8F6j7y40x

All roUnders
Most ships can be outfitted with wide range of 
modules and upgrades making them great for 
different tasks. So Sidewinder, Cobra, Asp Explorer, 
Anaconda are currently falling in this cathegory, and 
only thing that matters is how much money you can 
spend on them.

ComBAt ships
Eagle and Viper are dedicated fighters, Asp is very 
good too after you upgrade it, but it's very expensive 
and losing Asp will hit your bank balance hard.

trAders
Anything that has big enough cargo hold can be 
used for trading, but dedicated ships are Hauler, 
Lakon Type 6&9. Also Cobra can be upgraded 
to have more than 40 tonnes cargo bay and Asp 
Explorer can have more than 150 tonnes.
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Sidewinder
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SIDEWINDER
PRICE: FreeHaRDPOINTS: 2xS
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Eagle
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EaglE
PRICE: 16 700crHaRDPOINTS: 3xS
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Hauler
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HaulER
PRICE: 24 600crHaRDPOINTS: 1xS
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Viper
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VIPER
PRICE: 115 000crHaRDPOINTS: 2xS 2xM
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Cobra
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CObRa
PRICE: 251 000crHaRDPOINTS: 2xS 2xM
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Lakon Type 6
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lakON TyPE 6
PRICE: 1 017 000crHaRDPOINTS: 2xS
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ASP Explorer
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http://youtu.be/_k1t91eo2g0

VIDEO REVIEW
aSP ExPlORER

PRICE: 6 600 000crHaRDPOINTS: 4xS 2xM
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Lakon Type 9
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lakON TyPE 9
PRICE: 32 500 000crHaRDPOINTS: 2xS 3xM
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Anaconda
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aNaCONDa
PRICE: 47 000 000crHaRDPOINTS: ?
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intro
When you first enter a system, make sure to lock 
onto the primary star and check to see if *it* has an 
orbital path. If so, then when flying around to seek 
out planets and distant companion stars, keep that 
lock, as the orbit path should help give clues about 
where to search. It's not a precise science, but it will 
help a lot.
Pick a system, any system from the map then select 
it's system view, if it has a bunch of unknown suns and 
no planets chances are you don't have data for it 
which could mean it's for sale on nearby stations, the 
further towards the edges of the playable area, the 
greater the chance those systems arent available for 
sale to nearby stations and haven't been scanned 
by other players. but the only way you know for sure 
is after scanning it you need to be the first one to sell 
that data for the phat payouts otherwise the data 
will be worth only a few hundred credits.
The discovery scanner needs to be activated 
by going to your right hand panel (systems) and 
then the Fire Groups tab, then you can set it to 
secondary fire. Then you hold down the secondary 
fire button until it is complete 5 or 6 seconds.
To "lock" onto a planet, you face it and target it  if 
it says it is unknown, get closer to it. Once you get 
within a certain range (this seems to widely change 
from 120Ls to 5Ls) the target panel will change to 
say scanning. Keep pointed at the planet until it is 
finished.

explorAtion 001
I've been "exploring" the mechanics of exploring (), 
and have a few details that I have figured out to 
share:

– the Detailed surface scanner can replace the 
cargo rack on a sidewinder (it goes in that sort of 
internal slot), while it could also fill the shield slot, I 
dont recommend it.

– the Detailed Surface scanner is bugged: if you 
scan down a planet with one installed, the scan 
result will read "unknown" still. That is the extent of 
the bug; the data is there (in the system map), 
and the scan was successful, and can be sold at 
a station.

– Selling at a cartographic part of a station can 
be found by scrolling to the bottom of listed buy 
options

– selling scan data for a planet is worth X [a 
variable based on value of world discovered: 
earth like is presumably more valuable than icy 
gas giant], using nothing but the base equipment. 
the addition of the Detailed Surface Scanner 
increases the profit by [undetermined] amount

– buying exploration data simply downloads the 
current explored scan results of other players. If 
you have more detailed scanning equipment 
(the detailed surface scanner, to date), than the 
original scan used, you can go get additional 
scan details for $$, but will now be unable to earn 
money by finding it yourself.

– yes, the same planet can be scanned over and 
over by hundreds of players, and still pay out. But 
be the FIRST to sell something, you get a bigger 
chunk

The Faction you sell to grants you +rep for that 
faction. higher Rep equates to cheaper prices 
and larger payouts [presumably at this point]

CommAnder CentrAl
Exploration

– unexplored planets to do not show up on 
system map, nor are their orbits marked out, until 
discovered

– the Basic system scanner is used by assigning it to 
a weapon group. you can select the group and 
"fire" the scanner in supercruise.

– what the basic scanner does is "look around" your 
current location (its non directional) for nearby 
stellar objects, and adds them to your navigation 
list as "[unknown]"locations that you can now 
lock onto. lining up manually and getting close 
enough will mark it as [unknown] as well, so the 
basic scanner is more of a helper, or a "dangit! i 
lost it in a flyby" re–finder

– depending on the size of the unknown object, the 
range that the targeting scanner begins to scan it 
varies (ive found 15–50 Ls). Its automatic when close 
enough, and acts like a ship initial scan on the lower 
left hud, though takes longer to complete.

– you can find distant objects outside of your basic 
scanner ranges by going fast in superCruise, and 
looking for "anomalous motion" in the starfield 
as you spin and circle around. This motion is a 
"star" that moves around the background sky. This 
pinpoint of light is a planet. Go get it!

– if you replace the basic scanner with a Detailed 
Surface Scanner, thinking that it is an upgraded 
part, you are mistaken. The Detailed surface 
scanner is an upgrade to your targeted 
information scanner. The Basic Discovery Scanner 
is used differently, to sweep the area for unknown 
objects, to make them target–able. You may 
still replace it, but then have to discover objects 
with the anomalous motion method, and manual 
alignment and approach, and deceleration (the 
hard[er] way)

by  
Calaban

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=45428
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more ABoUt explorAtion
– My guess is that before exploring a system, the 

system map shows you the stars that are known 
about – I think of it as this is what the Hubble 
telescope showed us before we got there, and is 
what is in the ships database

– When I get into a system that is occupied by 
platforms/station they are shown on the system 
map because they are broadcasting a signal. 
Having received that the ships database adds 
them. It is not so strange they are in systems with 
unknown stars because they are only unknown to 
your ship

– before visiting some systems you can tell whether 
there is/are planet/s if you see a grey line coming 
out of one of the suns. This may affect your choice 
of whether you will make more money surveying 
that rather than going to a sun only system

– I'm guessing that the developers have not set up 
one or two systems properly. And so you see lines 
not attached to anything in the system map

– after entering a system I do a quick scan pressing 
fire on the fire group to which the scanner is 
allocated in order to find nearby objects. I then fly 
out a way, turn round a target the principal star/
sun in the system to name it after a few seconds 
of scanning. That will give you it's orbit path 
(yellow line) 

– fly out to the orbit line and then reverse course 
to the opposite orbit line in order to travel in the 
plane of the orbit, occasionally hitting scan. By 
the time I get to the opposite line I'm going very 
fast and that is a great help in showing relative 
motion of distant objects

– after todays server patch it all seems to be 
working better eg. targeting, less unknowns

– dont go close to or scan unknowns unless they 
are earth like in the system map. At the moment 
there is a bug in cartography, and you get less 
dosh after getting details on barren objects. Do a 
detailed scan of earth likes and then cash in. Go 
back and identify the remaining planets for more 
cash

– it can take 20 minutes at top speed to reach 
some objects if you are lucky enough to spot 
them that far away

– there are intermediate and advanced 
scanners available now if you can find them. 
The intermediate makes life a bit easier but is 
expensive at half a million

– if there are platforms/stations on the map then 
there will be planets near them. If you can't work 
out whether they are in front or behind the planet 
note their distance and align on the planet for 
it's distance and you can see which is furthest. 
Handy as if you get to close to a planet you can 
find your speed really nerfed

– the scanner must be allocated to a fire group in 
order to 'fire' it. The surface scanner works with the 
other scanner and is auto – it does not have to be 
fired

– if actuating the scanner causes warnings, oxygen 
loss etc, then go into modules and turn things off 
until you are only using 100% of power or less – 
probably the weapons if you can bare to. Get a 
bigger engine and power distribution

Exploration
– often you can see an obvious group of bright 
things or a sun on the plane

– hit the scan button often
– mostly Iv'e found the additional suns are located 

on the same plane as the principal stars orbit. But 
once or twice Iv'e turned at right angles to the 
orbital plane to search successfully 

– travelling fast I change direction laterally, (using 
only the keyboard left/right keys because if I 
use the joystick it's too easy to move up or down 
slightly) to orbit the principal outside of its plane. 
I keep the yellow orbit line visible from the left 
window, and then look for relative movement 
in the star field. Mostly it's fairly obvious but it's 
necessary to go pretty far out sometimes to find 
the most distant. And very high speed becomes 
very necessary

– because I am travelling in parallel, and in the 
plane of the system principal, then anything out 
there should be moving against the background. 
For difficult ones I point outward more and switch 
my view to the left side window as well, so I can 
see the yellow line

– if you are in doubt whether you are going the 
right way, look at your speed. After you get half 
way to the distant spot your speed will start to 
decay, and confirms you are heading towards 
another mass. Strange that the game does this 
as you would expect the gravitational pull to 
increase your speed. But it's a handy dodge. 
Fastest I have been so far before the speed 
started to decay was about 850c

– sometimes a second sun can be orbiting so close to 
the first that it is masked. Look at the first very closely 
occasionally to make sure it is perfectly circular
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trAding is not Broken
Trading is NOT broken in Beta 2. It just needs 
patience, like any other skill. I'm useless at fighting, 
but then again I've not dedicated the time to it. 
I've not yet fully used the Galaxy Map, but the 
addition on System Maps of export/import/banned 
products does point to a better future. 

eConomy types
First, economy types. There are five main ones.

extraction
exporTs - Minerals group, some Metals group, 

hydrogen fuels (chemical group)
imporTs - Consumer Items, Food, explosives 

(chemicals), mineral extractors 
(machinery), H.E. Suits (technology), 
basic medicines (medicines)

refinery
exporTs - Metals, Industrial Materials, hydrogen 

fuels (chemical)
imporTs - Consumer Items, Food, Minerals,  

hel-static furnances (machinery), H.E. 
Suits (technology), scrap (waste)

tips & triCks
Take a minerals group from Extraction to  f
Refinery
Take a metals group from Refinery to Industrial or  f
to High Tech
Take a machinery group from Industrial to High  f
Tech or Agriculture
Take a technology or consumer items group  f
from High Tech to Agriculture
Take a food group from Agriculture to any other  f
system type
Generally, take biowaste to Agriculture systems,  f
and take scrap to Refinery systems. These are 
widely available, and cheap, but won't deliver 
much profit in absolute terms. 
And keep notes. At your first system see what's in  f
high demand to be SOLD into the system, then 
travel off, and use those notes to decide what 
to BUY and bring back.
Ignore what the bulletin board missions tell  f
you is 'hot' right now. That doesn't bear much 
relationship to the system's economy type, and 
covers commodities not yet available (e.g. I've 
seen 'wood' requested - not available to buy/
trade, AFAIK).

industrial
exporTs - Machinery, Consumer Items, food 

cartridges (food), computer components 
(technology), scrap (waste)

imporTs - Food, Metals, auto fabricators & robotics 
(technology)

high tech
exporTs - Technology, consumer tech  

(consumer items)
imporTs - Food, Machinery, Metals, 

superconductors (industrial materials)

Agriculture
exporTs - Food, Textiles
imporTs - Consumer Items, crop harvesters 

(machinery), agri medicines (medicines), 
pesticides (chemicals), biowaste (waste) 
[most other systems export this - cheap & 
plentiful!!]

Planet Economy Types by  
Johnny Cyclops
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introdUCtion
There is no wrong or right way to trade, there are only 
ways that earn money faster and ways that are less 
boring than regular grinding. In this article i will try and 
cover basic principles of trading and things you must 
take under consideration. Each station has 2 columns 
describing it's consumption and production.

sUpply, demAnd, whAt?

Each commodity has demand (consumption) and 
supply (production) columns where we can see textual 
and numerical representation of two main values – how 
big is consumption/production for each commodity in 
this station and how many units are available right now 
in station's cargo hold. 
Textual values are none, loW, meD, high. Those 
represent the actual station's consumption or 
production. 

none reAlly meAns none
What does that mean? That means if the DEMAND is 
NONE Station do not need that commodity even if you 
bought it very cheap and will not pay even galaxy 
average price for it if it will pay at all, but most likely 
you will able to sell it at a small loss. So just buying very 
cheap will not guarantee that you will find a place 
where this can be sold. This is not arcade market game 
but the game where actual demand plays a huge role 
in commodity consumption and supply is actual number 
that will be produced over given period of time and 
added to station's commodity market.
NONE in SUPPLY column means there is no production so 
there is nothing to buy.

trAde rUns
simple TaDe rUns – usually those are between 2 safe 
systems and involves a trade between only 2 stations, no 
matter how many hyperjumps away from each other. 
There are many stations that can have such 2 way 
trade, usually one way nets you much more than other 
and best money comed from gold, but gold comes in 
pair with traveling through anarchy systems (usually) 
and it's pricey – one gold unit will cost you around 
8400cr (it can be sold with 1500 cr profit per unit), so it 
requres some serious investment and is very risky as you 
can lose everything in a blink of an eye.
Basic trade runs involve iBootis (Chango Dock) and Aulin 
(Aulin Enterpraise), Fish to Aulin and Agr-Medicines (or if 
you can afford then Terrain Enrichment) back.
Coffee from Eranin (Azeban city) to Aulin (Aulin 
Entreprise) and Agr-Medicines (or if you can afford then 
Terrain Enrichment) back.

Trading
DemanD: station needs this commodity at HIGH/

MED/LOW level and over period of time the amount 
available will drop (consumed by station) even if no 
new trades are done thus rising the price. 
sUpply: station is producing that commodity at HIGH/
MED/LOW level and over time the available amount will 
increase unless traders can buy more than station can 
produce in given period of time.
Now let's look at that in context with buying and 
selling. 

whAt to BUy And whAt to sell
bUying: anything that station is producing (Supply 
greater than NONE) is good for buying. For best profit 
you must only look at MED/HIGH supply and where 
numerical value is big, because the more units of 
commodity are just sitting in station's cargo hold without 
consumption (demand) the lower price will be.
selling: anything that station is consuming (Demand  
greater than NONE) is good for selling. But for best 
profit you must only look at MED/HIGH demand and 
where numerical value is close to zero, because if 
station needs something but has very low or even zero 
amount available the price will be very high. Biggest 
price will be when demand is high and there are 0 units 
available.

gAlAxy AverAge
This is good indication to see how current price differs 
from galaxy average and to calculate approximate 
earnings. You can always check it but when you see 
high demand with close to 0 units available you will 
see the price is much higher than galaxy average. 
Same goes for high supply and many thousands units 
available – price will be really low.
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Also safe system that any ship can reach is trading 
between Ovid and Chi Hercules. Fish and marine 
supplies is the most profitable between those 2 systems. 
Ithaca to LHS417, it's a 15 min odd round trip selling one 
way make about 160k a run with a Lakon 6. Need just 
over 1 million credits for 100 Paladium though.
Asellus Primus to Dahan is a decent run if you've not long 
started & have around 20-30k in the bank. Resonating 
Seperators or Advanced Catalysers from Asellus –> 
Dahan. Then Tantalum from Dahan –> Asellus.
CirCle TraDe rUns – these are more complex trade 
runs and involves at least 3 stations but are much 
more profitable because between 3 stations you can 
find what station 1 produces and station 2 consumes, 
station 2 produces and station 3 consumes and station 
3 produces that station 1 consumes. So while in simple 
trade run you will have big income one way and much 
lower back then 3 way trade will net you more on 
average and will not be so repetitive as visiting just 2 
stations all over again.
Do noT forgeT bUlleTin boarD – when you are low 
on cash or just want to trade with style and explore 
check bulletin board for missions before you buy any 
cargo, it may net you some extra thousands now. When 
reputation system will be introduced the missions will 
evolve and you can have really good income just by 
doing them, but for now they are just a nice extra that 
adds some exploration. Please do note that on bulletin 
board when you see mission details you will see requred 
jump range and it's already with included mission cargo 
mass, but if you are planing to buy full cargo bay then 
make sure the numbers you see are not too close or you 
will not be able to make a jump and will have to return 
to station and sell excess cargo.

 Trading ships are bad for combat in general, 
but not bad for defending themselves, missiles and 
gimballed weapons are always a solution.

 Don't set your destination while docked in Anarchy 
system – you can initiate super cruise much faster than 
hyperjump and those couple seconds can help. Just 
enter super cruise if under attack and then hyperjump.

 There is silent run mode that always can help you 
sneak pastenemy a nd avoid it's scans (note: turn off 
shields from right user interface panel under modules 
and silent run will last much longer).

 Heat sinks do help a lot.
 Solo mode has same save and you can switch to it 

any time you see enemies outside station, not too 
immersive but if you are being griefed in one place 
just switch to solo mode to leave that location.

 Point defence turret shoot down incoming missiles.
 Chaff launcher breaks enemy scans.
 Running is not an option but a requirement, turn Flight 

Assist OFF and hit BOOST to fly away at maximum 
possible speed. If that is not enough while FA is OFF 
turn around your ship's nose and drop missile shower 
over the enemy.

 Pirates usually are after your cargo, not your life – drop 
some tonnes while boosting away and see if that helps.

 You are not forced to do cargo runs alone, get a 
friend or two. 2 lakon type 6/9 with missiles can do 
double damage twice as fast.

 There are 3rd party tools that you might want 
to check out, but i never used them and can't 
comment. I like to do all things in game on my own. 
Like Slopey's tool: 
https://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=20181

 There will be mine launchers and possibility to hire 
wingmen for protection soon :)

Use gAlAxy mAp

If you know where you are going (i.e., have taken 
cargo run mission) you can see in galaxy map under 
view>>Trade>>show trade routes what commodities 
you can bring along and sell with profit.

tips
 IF you need to make double jump in bigger ships 

that overheat easily drop one heat sink BEFORE first 
jump as shown on a picture and you will exit at first 
star with less than 50% heat and less than 140% after 
second jump.

 Always keep enough money in your account for ship 
replacement and buying cargo just in case. You can 
blow your ship in numerous ways even if you are best 
pilot in the whole Milky Way, so always keep a cash 
"pillow" for worst case scenarios.

Trading
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Bounty Hunters
introdUCtion

Bounty hunting is primarily a very adversarial affair that 
we want to actively encourage conflict in.
There are a couple of exceptions we're looking at 
though: fighting in a "Wing" (a player party) will possibly 
have some form of splitting mechanic to keep things 
simple.
The "final shoT geTs The reWarD" will remain for 
bounties only. For other events, such as conflict zones, 
we will be implementing a reward value based on 
damage dealt to hull and subsystems in conjunction 
with the class of the target vessel.

kill wArrAnt sCAnner
We really don't want to make the KW-scanner too easy 
to use – there has to be the chance for a determined 
commander to escape it, which is why it has quite 
restrictive reach (though there will undoubtedly be 
upgraded versions that improve various facets, even to 
the point of not triggering a scan warning in the target's 
cockpit UI).
To use it you have to install KW scanner in utility slot, 
assign it to fire group, deploy and keep "firing" button all 
10 seconds while the scan is performing. Enemy must be 
closer than 1km and be always in your ship FOV between 
big brackets in your HUD. The result can be seen under 
left user interface panel->contacts tab. Note that firing 
on ships that have bounties in other systems but are not 
wanted in current one will result a fine/bounty on you.
This is a must have if you are planing to hunt pirates, 
because they mainly hung out around anarchy system 
and they re never wanted there but only in nearby 
systems. Bounties range from 50 credits to tens of 
thousands, you need to cash bounties in system they 
are issued, so will have to travel around.

Best plACes to hUnt pirAtes
There are several places where you can kill pirates and 
earn money in the process.
The best is Nav Beacon in any Anarchy system, there 
are loads of NPC ships and most of them are wanted 
in nearby systems, so make sure you have KW scanner 
installed and use it on every incoming ship.
Usually sidewinders and cobras are pirates, also 
anacondas, haulers and type 6 have bounties. Vipers 
and eagles mostly are bounty hunters so if you want 
some serious action get a bounty on yourself, place  
1 tonne of anything in your cargo bay and you will have 
nice time fighting pirates, bounty hunters and all at the 
same time.
Second best place is extraction site in anarchy systems, 
there are many pirates harrasing miners.
Also station in any anarchy system is a good place to 
meet wanted ships, just make sure you attack them 
outside no fire zone or station can "accidentally" destroy 
your ship. Stations are very powerful now and have 
great weapons range.

how to bounty hunt and smuggle in non anarchy system:
http://youtu.be/cdgygdbbqla
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Piracy
deClArAtion of pirACy

Blatant declarations of piracy will in the future 
automatically be a crime that is insta-detected by the 
recipient of the communications, giving them the right 
to retaliate!
Incidentally, we're hoping to get this declaration 
available for human players as the primary way of 
increasing their pirate reputation.

fines
An important missing link is the "fine" system. When 
this comes online, bounties will increase and turn into 
fines when commanders' ships are destroyed. As well 
as being a sobering deterrent to wanton violence, 
this should mitigate against the potential exploit of 
commander teams getting bounties from each other.
You'll have a time limit in which to pay off a fine, after 
which it will increase (and eventually turn into a bounty)

BoUnties
Equally, we are going to get "remote response" from 
jurisdictional authorities. Basically, if you get a bounty, 
sooner or later some police are going to turn up and 
start investigating, putting you at risk. There's a bunch 
of game play to be had here; the response will be 
commensurate with the crime, so it won't be a case of 
instant retribution, though it will have the potential to 
escalate to frightening levels.
We also have a "Pilot's Federation bounty" coming at 
some point. This system is specifically aimed at cooling 
unnecessary player versus player violence by allowing 
commanders to put out bounties on other commanders 

that destroy their ships (the Pilot's Federation frowns 
upon infighting).
Of course, there will be various soft counters that 
allow commanders to get bounties wiped or reduced, 
turned into fines, pirate stations etc. We want to make 
sure that both villainy and virtue are feasible game 
play styles.
So there's also private groups and solo-play marching 
towards us, which basically cater for player that really 
have a problem with player versus player in general.
There is a bounty system in place. Unless you are in an 
anarchy or a conflict zone, every time you open up on 
someone who doesn't have a criminal record, you *will* 
be putting a bounty on your head, making you a legal 
target for everyone around (including authority ships 
that patrol, scanning for criminals).

ChAff lAUnCher
These will be capable of launching sustained barrages 
of scrambling filament clouds around your ship, 
effectively (and specifically) defeating gimballed locks 
whilst active. They'll use ammunition though, and will 
likely boost your signature.
Chaff launchers are a specific counter to lock on 
weapons, which by their nature require less skill to use. 
Added to this, chaff launchers will be an ongoing cost 
and resource limited (you can run out of cash to re-
arm, run out of munitions in combat and run out of utility 
mounts to fit them in the first place!)
The bottom line is that lock on weapons are not really 
"beginner" weapons, they offer benefits and penalties 
that make them better in some circumstances, worse in 
others.

whAt to do with stolen goods
When you are carrying stolen goods you will only be 
attacked by authority ships if they first scan you.
If you're really worried about being scanned when you 
leave a starport, one thing you can do is enable silent 
running. This will make it much harder for the police ships 
to detect you.
Of course, if you are at a starport with a black market 
you can sell the goods off.
You could also eject them, though doing so within the 
starport no fire zone will get you a fine.

for more information check Crimes anD pUnishmenT 
section.
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Smuggling
smUggling 101

There's been a sudden increased interest in smuggling 
as an emergent game play (due in large part no doubt 
to Cmdr Isinona's excellent youtube video which was 
included in the recent newsletter) but many are still 
confused about the stealth tactics used in smuggling 
, so I thought I'd type up a little tutorial about how I go 
about it. There's probably other methods, tactics that 
I haven't thought of, or things I've missed out or could 
be done better and I'd love to hear anyone else's ideas 
on this topic. For those that wish a reminder or simply 
haven't seen the video, Cmdr Isinona's video is here. So 
without further ado...
If you're gonna smuggle then you NEED to know how 
"silent running" works, or rather how it doesn't work, how 
scanners work, and how your ship's heat is generated 
and managed.

silent rUnning
Firstly, what most people seem to think silent running is: 
Same as a 21st century Terran submarine on old Earth, 
you stop emitting all the stuff that can be detected 
(in our case heat) and effectively go invisible. BZZT! 
WRONG! "Silent Running" is a very poor name for what 
actually happens... the only thing it does is close the 
ship's radiators (the glow-ey orange things you can 
see on top of the ship). This will break the lock of heat 
seeking missiles, AT THE COST OF YOUR SHIELDS, by 
removing the hard central "focus point" that the missiles 
lock onto, but it doesn't cool your ship down – rather 
it heats it up even more by keeping the generated 
heat inside the ship rather than letting it escape as 
light. It is a LAST RESORT combat manoeuvre for when 

you've already lost your shields and are trying to 
escape only, it is not a short cut for smugglers. For 
a very in depth study on the operating principles of 
"Silent running" vs heat management principles watch 
Commander Brumster100's videos on the subject, with 
Part One here and Part Two here.

sCAnners
This part involves both the scanner on your ship (that 
some people mistakenly call a radar) and the K-Warrant 
and Cargo scanners. The ship's main scanner (aka 
radar) simply picks up heat emitted by other vessels, 
stations, and even bodies such as asteroids & planets, 
and displays them on your screen... it's a passive device 
and as such your ship doesn't know when it's being 
sensed by another ship. To get an idea of how much 
heat you're emitting have a look on the graph on the 
right side of your console near the heat management 
area, and the heat gauge to the left of the sensor 
screen. K_Warrant and Cargo scanners on the other 
hand are active devices which interrogate your ship's 
systems to gain information not normally available. 
You can't (at the moment) block them, but your ship 
can detect when it happens, which is why you get the 
"Warning! Hostile scan detected!" message when a 
pirate or law enforcement officer scans you. To make 
this happen, the scanning ship MUST stay within 1km of 
your ship AND must keep your ship targeted for about 
thirty seconds. Break that range and you break their 
scan. Further, they must be able to target you in the 
first place, which they can't do if your ship is "cold and 
dark"... this brings us nicely to the third point...

heAt mAnAgement
Our ships operate by taking fuel and converting it to 
energy which is either thrown out the back of the ship 
as propulsion or used to create electronic or kinetic 
energy to run the ship's systems. ALL of this creates heat 
as a by-product which – other than a small percentage 
which the life support module uses to heat the cockpit 
and keep the pilot alive – must be vented from the 
ship in order to prevent it's destruction. As mentioned 
earlier the ship does this with it's radiators which convert 
the heat to light so it can radiate into space (as there's 
no atmosphere in space very little heat can escape 
by convection or conduction as it would planet-side). 
Another way we commonly rid ourselves of heat is 
through the use of heatsink launchers. A heatsink is 
simply a lump of dense material which is allowed to 
soak up heat through contact with the ship's engines 
and is then dumped into space, thus removing the heat 
from the ship. Typically they burn up a few seconds after 
being launched.
Now all this is fine as far as it goes... under normal 
circumstances the ship can keep it's heat within 
acceptable limits by venting it through the radiators, 
and in extreme cases we can dump lots of heat with a 
sacrificial lump of metal. As smugglers however what 
we're really looking for are not so much ways of getting 
rid of heat, but rather ways of reducing the amount of 
heat we generate in the first place, thus making our 
ships cooler, thus making us less visible/target-able, thus 
making us less likely to be scanned and subsequently 
turned into space dust. The ONLY way to make less heat 
is to use less energy and that involves turning off bits 
of the ship that you don't really need. To do this look 
at your ship management screen to the right of your 

by  
Sandmann

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=37078
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Smuggling
console under the heading "modules", where you 

can individually enable/disable various systems, as well 
as assigning their priorities and assessing their "health". 
The two single greatest power draws/heat generators 
in normal flight are the shields and the main engines, so 
these are the first things we want turned off, followed 
by weapons, frameshift drive, cargo scoop and so on. 
Leave your sensors on so you can see where you're 
going, and your life support for obvious reasons.

ABoUt doCking
"But wait!" I hear you cry, "How will I dock with my 16 
tonnes of illicitly gained narcotics with no engines?" 
Good question, young smuggler, and my answer to you 
is "Flight Assist Off", otherwise known as FA Off. Learn 
it, master it, use it for fun and profit. FA Off allows the 
accomplished snmuggler to sit 20km away from the 
station and aim your ship just outside it's front door, 
thrust up to an acceptable speed, then turn off all your 
modules other than your sensor suite and life support 
and "coast" up to the station on 0-1% power usage and 
with a cockpit covered in ice. The "rule of thumb" is 
that while your ship remains iced up you should appear 
as no more than a flickering "ghost" on the scanners, 
and you can't scan a ship that you can't target. If you 
need to make corrections on your run to the station 
you can turn your engines back on and use brief thrusts 
then power down again before you heat up, but the 
ideal is to act like a "hole in space" the whole way, and 
ideally if you can line yourself with the entrance from 
20km out the master smuggler can float all the way into 
the station and even dock in FA Off! Of course this is 
an advanced tactic; beginners will have to power up 
their engines and manoeuvre into the station and dock 

under power, relying on low power consumption, 
brief use of engines, and judicial use of heatsinks to stay 
"under the radar". For an example of this please look at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbalJTghkj8
Commander Isinona's video/URL] at 0:15 and you'll note 
that the only modules he's turned off are the engines 
and shields, and yet his ship freezes up quickly and 
drops to 1% heat even after a boosted thrust!

ConClUsion
One final thing to remember is to not get so involved 
with "keeping your cool" that you forget to request 
docking permission. The powers that be may not 
be able to scan you for warrants or cargo but they 
still need to assign you a docking bay before you 
can unload your goods to "Slim Shady's Selection of 
Slightly Suspicious Stuff". You can request docking at 
7.5km so as soon as you see the 8km distance come 
up, start requesting. This is one reason to keep your 
sensors running so you can get an accurate distance 
measurement to the station (the HUD just guesses the 
distance unless you select the station as a target). The 
other reason is so you can see if an inconvenient Lakon 
Type 9 is about to eject itself from the station at the 
same time as you wish to insert yourself, which is one 
good reason to abort your run (ie: power up, boost 
away, and try again). Another would be an attempted 
scan (no system is perfect, it will still happen sometimes), 
or if a station simply refused to give you docking 
permission for whatever reason. Always be ready to 
power up and "get the heck out of Dodge" if you need 
to – he who flies and runs away lives to fly another day.
Happy smuggling people and remember; it's good to 
have a quick answer to inconvenient questions, but 

it's better to avoid being seen to have the questions 
asked in the first place.
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What to Smuggle
introdUCtion

This just leaves one small question: where do I find 
something to smuggle? Personally, I found precious 
few places to actually buy goods legally, that you can 
transport and sell illegally, at least conveniently. But, 
there are options:

Unidentified signAl soUrCes
Pick it up in a USS. The Unknown Signal Sources 
sometimes lead you to drifting cargo. Anarchy systems 
tend to spawn gold. This is where you want to be. If you 
scoop abandoned cargo up it counts as "stolen", which 
means you either fly it to Freeport, or smuggle it into a 
civilised system.
Find a trader in a USS. It's rare, but now and then, in 
certain systems, you will stumble over a lone Lakon full of 
valuable cargo. Shoot the hatch. Profit. The main problem 
here is that you can only have X number of canisters 
floating in space at one time, so if the ship drops battle 
weapons first, and then grain afterwards – you get only 
junk. Bring a Cobra – the large cargo space is needed to 
make up for the low number of ships you will be able to 
prey on. These encounters are not exactly dime a dozen.

nAv BeACons in AnArChy system
Patrol the Nav Beacons in anarchy space. Seen those 
Nav Beacons close to the stars? Ships pass through all 
the time. Pirates, Smugglers, Cops, Navy and Traders. 
In an anarchy system there are obviously no police or 
navy ships, but the pirates are far more numerous; you 
may find it hard to get a chance to actually pick up the 
cargo that falls out of the trade ships you assault. You 
may want to bring a wing man to cover your backside...

Patrol the Nav Beacons in a lawful system. The pirates 
are much fewer in number but the cops can cause 
problems. If you go for the traders you have the same 
problems as in an anarchy system – only worse. The cops 
are even more aggressive – and you build up a bounty 
rather quickly. However, if you take your time, and look 
at every trader carefully... you will find that some of them 
have bounties on their heads – smugglers! If you go only 
for the wanted traders, you can fire on them as much 
as you like with the blessing of the law. Once they have 
dumped their cargo, feel free to destroy them to collect 
the bounty voucher. If there's no bounty on your head, you 
can scoop plenty of cargo. There's always a chance that 
a pirate or a cop will scan you, but if they do, simply take 
what you have and leave. If you are being scanned when 
you are clean, let them scan. Once they found you clean 
and empty, they will leave you mostly alone – meaning 
you can scoop without being harassed. If you end up with 
a bounty on your head anyway (things happen...) pay it 
off ASAP, and life will become much easier.

sell At BlACk mArket
Now, all you need to do is get your loot to safety – to 
a black market. Freeport is an option, but the players 
around those parts can be a bit grumpy. Running cold is 
a pretty good way to get in though, as is brute force.
If you prefer a more civilised option, perhaps with higher 
prices and fewer player pirates, you could go for a 
federation system with a black market available. Don't 
worry too much about having a bounty on your head. If 
they can't locate and scan you, you can dock just fine. 
Keep in mind that if they do find you they will kill you but 
hey, they will do that anyway since you are smuggling. 
Anyway: in a lawful system you may want to adjust your 
tactic according to what you fly:

siDeWinDer / haUler / Cobra: These ships run cold 
very well. Shut a few systems down and they frost over 
real easy. Sandmann and Isinona has covered this 
enough I believe.
viper: Now things get a bit more complicated. These 
things run hot; if you fly one you know what I mean. 
They don't idle at 30% heat, having a much bigger heat 
signature by default. Even if you shut down just about 
everything, you will be hard pressed to see any frost. 
Running cold isn't really the best option.
Instead, be quick: approach like a bat into hell, FA-off and 
boosted, doing 500 m/s. As soon as you pass the 8km point, 
get the docking clearance and hit silent running. Dock at 
as close to full speed as you dare. The faster the better.
"But..." I hear you say "...silent running doesn't hide you from 
the scanners! Sandmann said so!" Well, he's right – but you 
do not have to be invisible, only less visible than if you were 
running as normal. Most importantly, it'll be very, very hard 
to get a lock on you: and how are they going to scan you 
if they can't get a lock on you? From 7km, doing 500 m/s, 
it'll take you 14 seconds to reach the docking corridor. 
Let's say you slow down, and dock at a more reasonable 
speed – you should still be able to get to the corridor in 
about 20 seconds. The cops have 20 seconds to find a 
ship that's fuzzy on scanner, locate it visually, get within X 
hundred meters to actually get a lock, and then spend 
5-10 seconds actually scanning you. Not going to happen.
If you see a scan starting despite everything, break off. 
Turn away from the station, and boost away at 500 m/s. 
Get the hell out of Dodge, then catch your breath and 
go back in for another go.
I do this all the time, and not once has a cop managed 
to start a scan, let alone finish one. Be quick though, not 
only to avoid the scans, but to avoid overheating. 20 
seconds of high speed maneuvering while running silent 
will easily see you pass the 100% heat mark.

by  
OlFart

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showpost.php?p=717774&postcount=2
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introdUCtion
Yesterday I spent 8h20m in the cockpit of my 
Anaconda, for those interested I thought I’d share my 
adventure, as it was the best experience I have had so 
far with ED.
Having read a few posts regarding the Hermitage 
system I was quite intrigued, then seeing the latest 
newsletter and the reference to a Hermit plus the future 
outposts, I decided to go see for myself.
First I chose a Type 6 as it gave me the jump range to 
easily get there and my thinking was if I go unarmed 
with no cargo I will be no threat and there would be 
no value in attacking me so should have an easier time 
(can you see the error right there) and chose solo play. 
(don't start)
So off I go to the Hermitage system, I never even 
got there, 4 interdictions later with only 19% hull left I 
was lucky to get out (they were boosting after me). 
Mmmmm re think. Has to be my Anaconda.
Now in my Anaconda and armed to the teeth, though 
I have no combat experience in this ship, I am on my 
way back to Hermitage, this time I am in open play 
(happy), hoping others may have been intrigued by 
the hermit reference and perhaps there would be some 
help out there. So I’m off, interdicted again 4 times, 
wanted to crack on so I just FA’ed and 180’ed, these 
guys weren't boosting after me so I arrived all safe and 
sound to a nice looking big red star and ready to start 
exploring.

hermitAge 1
interdicted 9 times.

X4 Fed Fighters & an Anaconda scanned me then 1. 
they bugged out.
X1 Sidewinder. I FA flipped locked on, it bugged out.2. 

hermitAge 3 
interdicted 3 times.

X4 very nasty something’s again dropped real close 1. 
red and went for me missiles fired at me, all very 
hectic just tried to fly best I could to bring weapons to 
bear as best I could, they got my shields off line but 
with boosting, FA turning, I eventually got drive on 
line message and I was out of there. (could this be in 
response to my increased aggression)
X4 something’s, sorry but I ran as soon and as fast as I 2. 
could.
X1 something, again still smarting I ran and ran, got 3. 
to Hermitage 3 took stock and licked my wounds. 
Shields all back up but Hull down to 98%. Heck, I'm 
only at Hermitage 3, there’s 12 plus 6A.

hermitAge 4
interdicted 4 times.

X1 Cobra, clean we went on our way.1. 
X2 Eagles they were wanted, I deployed and 2. 
attacked, I had already formed a strategy in my 
mind for this scenario (based on location of their 
drop, there distance from me and number of ships). 
It worked a treat and was a very short fight, scratch 
two eagles. If your wandering all encounters have 
been NPC, since leaving Aulin I have seen no human 
players.
X2 Cobras, both wanted, they scanned me, I FA 3. 
turned deployed, pop, pop they legged it
X4 Cobras all wanted, they scanned me, I FA turned 4. 
deployed, pop, pop, pop 3 legged it, one remained, 
I gently slowed allowed him to catch up as soon as I 
locked on, pop off he went. (Reminded myself this is 
Elite Dangerous and not to start getting to cocky)

X2 Eagles FA flipped, they attacked no time for 3. 
scan, I opened up killed one the other bugged out.
X2 Sidewinders, they were wanted so I opened up, 4. 
killed both.
X2 Cobra X3 Eagles I FA flipped and ran.5. 
X1 of something FA flipped and ran.6. 
X1 Cobra FA flipped and ran.7. 
X4 Cobras again ran.8. 
X1 Cobra and ran again.9. 

I started to run, as if this was any indication of things 
to come, I’d better start learning when to fight and 
when to run. I need to slowly learn combat in this 
ship. Also the other issue, I have started to collect no 
jurisdiction vouchers, I've read they currently can’t be 
redeemed so no value in risking to much, just slowly 
gain experience.

hermitAge 2
interdicted 4 times.

X3 Cobras, all wanted. Had a quick go at them and 1. 
tried a few things, then I strategically withdrew ( 
when I say I ran, I mean I strategically withdrew, it’s 
just quicker to type I ran).
X1 Sidewinder, scanned it, clean, went on my way.2. 
X1 Cobra, scanned it, clean, went on my way.3. 
X3 something’s, no time for much as they dropped 4. 
very close all red and instantly opened up, flicked to 
secondary let rip with a bank of missiles and legged 
it. (could I regret this level of aggression)

All good, shields still 100% (vital to learn to manage 
power setting)

by  
Knot2clever

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=37130

CAptAin's JoUrnAl
Hermitage Adventure
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Hermitage Adventure
hermitAge 5

interdicted 5 times.
X1 Eagle, X2 Cobras, X1 Lakon Type 9, FA flipped, 1. 
they were all very close, the Lakon turned right in 
front of me, showing its entire belly, the other ships 
were buzzing around. I never actually managed 
to do anything as I just sat there watching in 
amazement, suddenly pop the Lakon jumped way 
bringing me out of my trance, got my act together 
and scanned the remaining ships only managed to 
scan 2 as I was still flying backwards at a great rate 
of knots. I slowed down to give them chance to 
catch up, slowed some more then stopped. Noticed 
they were flying away from me (things to notice thing 
to watch).
X3 Feds, they did there thing as they do.2. 
X3 Cobras X1 Lakon 9, all wanted. By the time I had 3. 
managed to scan them all they were getting a bit 
close for comfort and I was well out of position to 
engage in combat so I bugged out. I should say I 
have 529 kills (two were accidental) all in a Viper 
with gimballed weapons. So to be clear unless I fly a 
superior ship with C3 effectively auto aim weapons 
(multicannon) I can’t hit a barn door and my flying 
ability is somewhat lacking (can’t get past the 4th 
solo scenario).
X4 Feds, plus an Anaconda, flew around with them for 4. 
a bit taking photo’s ( I’ve been taking lots of photo’s)
X3 Eagles all wanted, tried out my combat scenario 5. 
again, didn't really work , didn't think it would with 
3 ships but have a go eh!. (getting cocky again 
(dead man flying)) They all turned on me, gave one 
a bloody good hiding till he legged it, the other two 
were quite a ways from me by then so I went on my 
way.

hermitAge 8
interdicted 3 times.

X1 Cobra FA flipped , slowed locked on, scanned him 1. 
pop he was gone, on my way.
X2 Cobras FA flipped , slowed locked on, scanned 2. 
them pop, pop they was gone, on my way.
X4 Fed Fighters X1 Anaconda (must get his call sign to 3. 
see if its the same one again and again)

hermitAge 10
interdicted 5 times.

X4 Cobras, X2 Eagals FA flipped and ran.1. 
X5 Eagals, FA flipped Scaned closest one it was 2. 
wanted so I deployed and let rip, had a blast flying 
the Anaconda about shooting them up, I had no 
plan just went all cave man on them. Then they were 
all just gone, flew around for a bit as I never saw 
any of them jump and I never killed any of them so 
I wandered if they had gone silent but don’t know 
if NPC’s do that. Never picked anything up or saw 
anything so went on my way.
X1 Eagal, X2 Cobras I didn’t bother flip just FA’ed away.3. 
X2 Cobras, this was quite funny, as I dropped out of 4. 
SC, again I couldn’t be bothered to flip as I wanted 
to get on still lots to see, so I just hit FA and boosted 
on my way, a split second later POP a Cobra (i thnk, 
it happed rather rapidly) dropped out of SC right in 
front of me, smashed off my bow then spun into my 
windshield, followed by a bang, scratch one more 
Cobra, I assume his mate bugged out as he was 
nowhere to be seen. 
X1 Cobra, still feeling guilty for unintentional homicide, 5. 
I just FA’ed away.

That’s it for now I will write up the rest of my adventure 
once I have decrypted my flight book, lots of it was 
written in a hurry as best I could but as you have seen 
the interdictions come thick and fast.
Thanks for sticking with me this far, I played 30 years 
ago, my name is Cmdr Angua von Überwald and I will 
see you out there.

hermitAge 6 And 6A
interdicted twice.

I was expecting a real hard time getting to 6 a1. nd 
6A as I had tried to visit these planets on a previous 
occasion, I managed to get to 6 but had to run for 
it whilst trying to get to 6A however on this occasion 
things were a lot quieter.
X4 Cobras FA flipped watched them for a bit then 2. 
went on my way, never close enough to scan

hermitAge 6A
X5 Fed fighters along with a Fed Anaconda, again flew 
around with them for a bit then on my way.

hermitAge 7
interdicted 4 times.

X1 Cobra clean (Wil Rogers).1. 
X3 Cobras never close enough for scan.2. 
X4 Sidewinders all wanted, by the time I had scanned 3. 
them all they were on me, I deployed, concentrated 
on just the one as I wanted to use my C6 cannon and 
see its affect, fired it but just as I pulled the trigger it 
dropped out of range. It must have worried them as 
they all bugged out.
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Hermitage Adventure
hermitAge 9

interdicted 7 times.
X4 Sidwinders, FA flipped waited, never close enouht 1. 
to scan, on my way.
X1 Cobra, just FA’ed away.2. 
X1 Cobra, just FA’ed away.3. 
X4 Eagals, X2 Cobras, just FA’ed away.4. 
X3 Eagals, FA flipped slowed scanned them all clean 5. 
so I went on my way.
X1 Lakon, X3 Eagals, X2 Cobras, scanned the Lakon 9 6. 
it was wanted, great chance to use my C6 close up 
and all personel like, got all over excited forgot FA 
was off, panicked pressed all the wrong buttons and 
by the time I sorted it all out everybody had gone, 
think I just driffed to far away from them, never mind 
at least they didn’t attack me whilst I experienced yet 
another senior moment.
X2 Sidewinders, bit concerned to other ships may 7. 
have radioed the sideys and I didn’t want to be 
laughed at so I legged it off to 11.

hermitAge 11
interdicted 4 times.

X3 Cobras, X2 Eagals, X1 Lakon 9. Scanned Lakon 9 1. 
he was wanted, great I can use my!!! *** all hell let 
loose no time to even deploy just flew avoidance as 
best I could and managed to get out of there. They 
managed to get my shiels off line.
X5 Fed fighters, X1 Anac2. onda, thought this was it 
interdicted again so soon, ship still overheating, 
shields still not back on line, thank goodness they 
were friendly. Stuck with them till shields up and 
everything was good. Then went on my way.

hermitAge 12 
interdicted 6 times.

X1 Lakon 9, X2 Eagals, X2 Cobras, Did the normal and 1. 
scanned them all clean. On my way
X1 Anaconda Fed, flew about with him for a while till 2. 
be bugged out. On my way
X1 Lakon 9, X2 eagals, X2 Cobras, flipped scanned 3. 
them, all of a sudden WHOOSH, they all went flying 
past me an incredible speed, how did they do that. 
OOp’s I am currently dead in space. I forgot to FA 
off before flipping, forgot to boost, but did reduce 
throttle to zero as per FA'ing boosting. All ships well 
out of sight/range so went on my way. Very lucky 
there ,if they had been aggressive I would have 
undoubtedly been in deep trouble. I was totally 
unaware of my ships status or attitude, silly mistake, 
getting so very knacked. I must keep it all together, 
so close to going home (Currently I consider Chango 
Dock as my home and will always return there at the 
end of every session).
X1 Anaconda Fed.4. 
X1 Lakon 9, X2 Eagals, X2 Cobras. OK lets see if I can 5. 
get it right this time. FA off, boost, flip with down thrust 
switching to up, align. Wait, wait slowly reduce speed 
scan Lakon 9 wanted, FA on, all power to engins, 
full ahead on throttle, deploy, reduce throttle to 
manovering speed, switch power to weapons and 
shields ATTACK ATTACK ATTACK. Managed to get a 
few shots on the Lakon 9 till he bugged out, turned 
on the remaining ships got an Eagal down to 0% kept 
hitting him but no further damage, then he was gone 
(not destroyed). That didn’t last to long but was very 
enjoyable, really starting to get my act together (IF I 
concentrate)
X3 Eagals FA flipped all clean.6. 

X4 Fed Fighters they did there thing, all good. Had 3. 
a thought at this point, if the Cobra I accidently 
killed had been clean would I now have a wanted 
level, if so this would make life in the Hermitage 
region even more exciting.
X2 Eagals, X2 Cobras, FA flipped never close enough 4. 
to scan.

hermitAge 11A
interdicted 4 times.

X2 Cobras FA’ed flipped slowed, scanned both 1. 
clean. Off on my way.
X1 Lakon 9, X2 Eagals, X3 Cobras, got myself all 2. 
ready for this, I’m going in, I will have me a Lakon 9.
FA flipped, gently slowed to get them in range, 3. 
Lakon 9 came in range first, locked on, he was 
wanted great , get him closer, closer (watch the 
other ships, I’m being scanned) closer, closer, 
deploy, line up Lakon 9 pop he disappeared. Am 
I thick or does this always happed just before he 
disappeard a red message came up under him 
saying Surge Detected. Cant say Ive noticed it befor 
(things to notice) I can understand possibley if I am 
playing/fighting I may have missed it once or twice, 
but Ive watched hours of ED on youtube. All the 
other ships bugged out so went on my way.
X2 Eagals, FA flipped slowed to scan, both clean 4. 
(thought about it though) went on my way.
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Hermitage Adventure
hermitAge 12

Arrived at Hermitage 12 as with all the other planets 
SC’ing around having a good look see. I am not sure 
the best way to get to a planet, I SC as close as I can, 
but have yet to drop by a planet by choice. So far on all 
occasions I have always been interdicted quite close so 
have had to FA boost to get closer. Many of the planets 
in this system have rings so I have tried to SC flying 
around the planet plus the dark side and above and 
below the rings. It takes too long in standard flight so 
SC if I can, but this does lead to a lot more interdictions. 
Also it can be very time consuming when SC’ing away 
as the mass limits your speed, also you occasionally re 
drop due to proximity. But at no time was I ever mass 
locked.
The problem with having no places to dock on such 
a long expedition is no rest, no docking computer so 
you can't make a cuppa, I never intended the expo 
to take as long as it did, I never expected it to be 
so full on and I never imagined it would become so 
immerseive. I obviously had to leave the cockpit on one 
or two occasions but always had to race back due to 
interdictions. The only real rest afforded me was the time 
I spent flying around one of the planets rings learning to 
control and fly my ship (can’t remember which one).

ConClUsion
I called up the UI and set off for Aulin (wanted to check 
once again for the C8, had it in my other Anaconda but 
not got it yet on this girl) Dropped out feeling strangely 
relived that I was back safe and sound, I saw several 
other commanders and actually felt relief that I was 
once again around humans as I never saw one on my 
expo and certainly felt very far removed.

mood it really floats my boat) but this was by far the 
best experience to date, learned more than at any 
other time. Possibly my last adventure in this beta, I’ve 
taken full advantage of as much as I can so far, but 
now I need to get in a Sidewinder with a single fixed 
laser and learn how to play fly and fight. I’m the big 
man in my big ship with all my big weapons. Take them 
away and, well I’m an insignificant nothing. I’ve tested 
ED loads, ED tested me loads (ED came out better than 
I did) but now its for me to learn and get ready for when 
the day comes.
Thanks for reading and sharing my adventure. Even all 
the way out at Hermitage 12 I notice I was still able to 
get a phone signal, please feel free to follow me on 
twitter for LIVE tweets from space.

And then, just as I’m coming in to dock a Cmdr Harag 
hailed me and gave greetings, I felt people knew I had 
been off a very long way away trip and all alone and I 
was being welcomed back. It was at this point I realised 
just how much the game had sucked me in. I tried to 
answer but not sure if I got msg off in time, so Hi Cmdr 
Harag and thanks, you made me feel very welcome.
I always try to chat if I can, so to the Cmdr who I pushed 
in front of and who then witnessed me putting the 
nose of my Anaconda into Chando Dock I apologise, 
honestly I can fly I'm not rude or pushy I was only trying 
to say hello.
I’ve done a lot of combat in my Viper, I’ve traded up 
to 23 million credits (sometimes the plodding back and 
forth is exactly what I want to do, and when in that 
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introdUCtion
This is the tale of a pirate named Mysteron. Although 
back in those days I was known as alpha backer 579 
something or other, my memory of those times fails me 
and I am no longer sure of my old designation.
Long ago in a galaxy known as Alpha 3, I roamed 
the asteroid belts in search of Anacondas. There was 
precious little exploration to be done in those day, the 
galaxy was small, too small for a bored, rich pirate such 
as myself.

the Beginning
I had amassed a small fortune and my ship of choice 
was the Cobra. She was a fine ship indeed and 
equipped with the most deadly of weapons. The 
asteroid field was my hunting ground and the mighty 
Anaconda was my prey. I would track them down, 
disable their cargo hatches and chuckle with glee as 
I watched a stream of precious canisters leak out into 
the vacuum of space.
Soon I had more money than I needed and I took to 
splitting the belly of the Anacondas and leaving the 
contents for other less wealthy commanders to pick up 
like scavenging hyenas on the planes of the Milky Way. 
There were times when I would attack and destroy up 
to three Condas at a time and litter the asteroid field 
with canisters.
Of course occasionally I would engage in a little 
combat, mostly other pirates and the occasional 
innocent when the fancy took me. My dogfighting 
skills were highly honed by that time and my Cobra 
performed stupendously. 

kill 'em All
And so it began, pilot after pilot succumbed to the 
devastating barrage from my beam laser mixed 
with a generous sprinkling of multi canon for good 
measure. ‘Griefing' they called it and well perhaps it 
was but vengeance reigned that night and many a 
commander would curse my name as they screamed 
it into the cold harsh vacuum of space. But I grew 
frustrated. How could I be sure I had destroyed my 
nemesis, I couldn’t of course. And then it came to me, 
a plan so despicable so as to be the envy of all pirates 
who sail the stars.
There was a way to be sure, I would travel to Port 
Zelada, the one lone outpost in this overly small galaxy, 
the one place where all pilots must return eventually. 
I flew in through the narrow hatch of the gargantuan, 
black, spinning city. I positioned myself in the centre of 
the docking bay, flipped my Cobra and aligned my 
weapons with the glowing docking hatch. From that 
moment on, any pilot trying to dock would face my 
wrath. And so one pilot after another got the shock of 
his life as he approached the entrance to Port Zelada. 
Some died before even making it through entrance. 
Others panicked and crashed their fragile hulls into the 
superstructure of the station. Some got through but 
didn't last long. 

plAyer pAtrols
It wasn't too long before some pilots got wise to the 
situation and started to patrol the exterior of the station 
firing in through the hatch. Eventually one skilled pilot 
broke my blockade and wore down my hull and 
liberated me from my ship. But the pause in hostilities 
was brief. Mere moments later I emerged from the 
hanger armed to the teeth thanks to my exceedingly 

the fight
One evening I was going about my usual business of 
thrashing big ships, spilling their guts and collecting the 
occasional bounty. Out of nowhere I started taking fire, 
heavy fire and my shields were gone before I could 
effectively respond to this new threat. 
I boosted away and saw that another commander 
had attacked me and was quite evidently bent on my 
destruction and who can blame him, I probably had 
a substantial bounty on my head and I certainly didn't 
blame him for trying to collect it.
But that evening something was different, I had blown 
away so many Condas and flown around that asteroid 
field endlessly until I was dizzy and drunk on space 
dust. I was bored and rich and now I was about to be 
destroyed by an intrepid usurper. And destroy me he 
did. That night he became a member of a small and 
daring league of commanders who had managed to 
get one up on me.

vengeAnCe
At the end of it all I launched once more from Port 
Zelada in my new Cobra, paid for with my insurance 
policy. But I had only one thing on my mind, 
vengeance. I immediately hyper-spaced back to the 
asteroid field intent on making my hunter the hunted. I 
searched the field weaving between the silent, barren 
rocks but there were no ships to be seen.
I had not recorded the commanders designation and 
he had long since fled the scene of his conquest.
And so there was only one option open to me if I was 
to truly gain vengeance. I took my inspiration from the 
god of the old testament and decided that the only 
way to be sure was to KILL EVERYONE! 

by  
Mysteron

http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=37292
Confessions of a rich pirate
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fat purse of credits. I took up my position and 
resumed the blockade. One unfortunate soul was met 
by a horrific array of missiles that I unleashed, he didn't 
stand a chance. But what of the station's defences 
I hear you ask. Well Back in those days I had found 
a way of avoiding them, I was invisible to the inner 
laser turrets and the federation fighters would smash 
themselves into the sides of the station in their vain 
attempts to engage me. 

zelAdA's loCkdown
For two nights I locked down the port of Zelada and 
became the self proclaimed scourge of an overly small 
galaxy, a galaxy too small for a rich and bored pirate 

or perhaps a mercenary, fighting on the side of the 
Eranin or the Federation, whichever pays the most.
I fly a Viper now and she is a good ship but sometimes 
I miss the Cobra that served me so well during the 
lockdown of Port Zelada. The life of a pirate still calls 
to me in the dreams that come between wake and 
sleep and perhaps those dreams will make themselves 
true one day soon and more tales of pirating will be 
told. Perhaps some of my unfortunate victims will come 
across me on the galactic highways. And if they do 
I invite them to take their own vengeance in turn. 
Space is dangerous and so am I... 
But here endeth the tale of a rich, bored pirate who 
found vengeance the only way he knew how.

with a taste for vengeance. Yes it was I, Commander 
Mysteron, and I alone who locked down Port Zelada in 
alpha 3. The galactic news was awash with news of my 
antics and many cursed my name and proclaimed my 
atrocities as an unforgivable breach of some imagined 
code of honour that I had clearly abandoned or 
ignored.

ConClUsion
These days I partake of no such frivolities, the galaxy 
has grown larger and larger and no longer am I 
confined to a small cloud of rocks populated by 
mining ships bearing the scars of my beam lasers. In 
these more civilised times I call myself a bounty hunter 

Confessions of a rich pirate
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IS THERE A GAME MANUAL?

A WIP game manual can be downloaded here:
http://elite.frontier.co.uk/downloads/Sidewinder_Owners_
Manual_WIP.pdf

I'M NEW TO THE FORUMS,  
SO WHAT THREADS SHOULD I READ FIRST?

Before posting we recommend that you search for exisiting 
threads on the topic you wish to post. There's also some 
useful threads for getting started with the main discussions 
on the boards.
Yaffle's list of common topics is an excellent place to start:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=18606

WHERE CAN I FIND IN-SYSTEM MAPS FOR THE SYSTEMS?

You can find concept for the available systems in Premium 
Beta 1.0 here:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=16655

I'M POSTING A NEW TOPIC  
SO WHICH FORUM SHOULD I POST IN?

For general beta discussion post in the Beta Discussion 
forum:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/forumdisplay.php?f=52
For bugs and technical support for the beta post in the Beta 
Support forum:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/forumdisplay.php?f=53
For general Elite: Dangerous discussion post in the Elite: 
Dangerous General forum:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/forumdisplay.php?f=30
For gameplay ideas and discussion post in the Elite: 
Dangerous Gameplay and Features forum:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/forumdisplay.php?f=32
For official Elite fiction post in the Elite Fiction forum:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/forumdisplay.php?f=45

For Elite fan creations and discussion post in the Elite: 
Dangerous Fan Creations forum:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/forumdisplay.php?f=31
For general technical support and discussion post in the 
Elite: Dangerous Support forum:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/forumdisplay.php?f=50

WHERE WILL I FIND THE FORUM RULES?

The forum rules, which we expect all members to follow can 
be found here:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=18103

HOW CAN I EARN MONEY  
AT A CONFLICT ZONE OR DISTRESS CALL?

Open the right panel, navigate to the last tab*, open the entry 
"faction" and select your faction there. You cannot change 
the faction unless you leave the area (with super-cruise or 
by leaving the game) and join again. When you have joined 
a faction, the opposing side will be displayed red on the 
scanner, for every enemy ship you kill you will be paid some 
money (usually 500cr).

HOW DO BOUNTIES WORK?

When you target a ship and the automatic scan has 
completed, along with the pilot's name you will see either 
the mark "Clean" or "Wanted". "Wanted" means they have 
a bounty on their head, if you manage to kill them, you 
will paid a sum of money that dependings on the crimes 
the target has committed. You can view the amount that a 
target is worth in the contact list on the left panel.
When you shoot at a ship that you haven't scanned yet or 
is marked as "Clean", you will get a bounty on yourself, and 
other pilots may hunt you for money.

HOW IS A KILL COUNTED  
FOR BOUNTIES OR CONFLICT ZONE PAYMENT?

Whoever scores the last hit before the ship reaches zero 
health gets paid. Hits after it is already at zero health but 
tumbling for a few seconds do not count.

HOW DOES SHIP INSURANCE WORK?
When your ship is destroyed, you can choose to receive a 
free Sidewinder identical to what you started with the first 
time (with light armor and one pulse laser). You will keep all 
your money and can get a free Sidewinder as often as you 
like.
If you choose to receive your old loadout again, the sum of 
money displayed will be removed from your account, and 
you will respawn with a ship and equipment identical to 
what you had before it was destroyed, fully repaired. If you 
don't have enough money, you can only receive the free 
Sidewinder (later you will be able to loan money in order to 
keep your old loadout when you are broke).
Regardless of your choice, you will respawn at the last 
station where you have docked.

WHY DO I NOT SEE ANY PLANETS?
You probably have turned on the "AMD crash fix" in the 
graphics options. This option should not be needed any 
more, it is a left over from earlier stages of the game.

HOW DO I USE SUPER-CRUISE?
Take a look at Fangrim's excellent guide to super-cruise:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=18617

HOW DO I GET PERMISSION FOR DOCKING?

Bring up the interface and select the left hand panel. Select 
Contacts and if you're close enough you should see Coriolis 
Station or something like that or maybe the name of the 
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station. Select the station and you should get a choice of 
Lock target or Request Docking Permission. Select the 
Request Docking Permission option and you should get a 
message on the centre of your hud just above the scanner.

WHY DOES MY NEW WEAPON NOT FIRE?

You need to set them up in a fire group using the fire groups 
panel on the right of the cockpit. Weapons within the fire 
group can be set as the primary or secondary weapons so 
that they are fired by their respective controls.

HOW DO I FIND THE DOCKING PORT FOR A SPACEPORT?

It is always positioned on an 'end' that is spinning anti-
clockwise. Looking for the advertising holograms often 
helps.

WHY HAVE I RECEIVED A BOUNTY?

Probably because you fired on a ship. If you did that 
deliberately, then be aware that to be legal you must be in a 
'warzone' or the other ship must have a bounty. To find it it 
has a bounty in the current faction, target and point at the 
ship to perform a scan. It will show as 'wanted' or 'clean' in 
the target box on your HUD. To find if it has a bounty outside 
the current faction, see Kill Warrant Scanner. If you did not 
fire deliberately, then be aware that a stray bullet or laser 
that hits a 'bystander' when you are fighting another ship, 
is enough for you to get a bounty for attacking them: the 
game does not know your intent!
You can also receive a bounty if you are scanned carrying 
stolen items or items that are illegal in the current faction.

HOW DO I CLEAR A BOUNTY?

Visit Contacts/Pilot's Federation when Docked, and pay the 
fine. The fine is a bit more than the bounty.

HOW DO I SEE THE CARGO OF ANOTHER SHIP?
You need to have a cargo scanner installed on your ship and 
then when you are in range scan the ship for the required 
length of time.

HOW DO I SEE THE CURRENT FRAME RATE?
Press CTRL+F to bring up the frame rate counter.

HOW DO I SEE THE CURRENT BANDWIDTH USAGE?
Press CTRL+B to bring up the bandwidth usage.

HOW DO I FIND OUT MORE  
ABOUT THE CURRENT GAME DESIGN?

Much of the game's design was discussed in detail in the 
DDF, you can find an archive of those discussions here:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/forumdisplay.php?f=36

HOW DO I SET MY COMMANDER NAME?
Use the following process to set or change your commander 
name:
1. Login at: https://support.orerve.net/
2. Navigate to the ‘COMMANDER PROFILE’ tab
3. Enter your desired new commander name in the ‘Request 
a New Name’ field and press the ‘Request Name Change’ 
button.
4. If this is approved it will update the commander name at 
the top of the page.
5. If it is automatically denied a red message will appear 
above the field, stating the reason for the rejection.
6. If it is manually denied the player will receive an email 
telling them that their name has been rejected, once the 
batch update is complete.
Note that changing your name will make your previous name 
available for others to use.
Also note that approvals and import into the game can take 
a few days.

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT WAYS I CAN MAKE MONEY?

You can:
buy and sell commodities in the hope of turning a profit
take part in the ongoing conflict between Dahan and Eranin 
(remember: choose a faction when you arrive at a conflict 
zone location in these systems!)
hunt pirates and collect their bounties (from interdictions 
and at various locations)
Pirate ships to steal their cargo and sell on the starport black 
market (remember: not every starport has a black market); 
the best pirates target their victim’s cargo hatch, causing 
malfunctions that eject multiple cargo canisters 
Visit unidentified signal sources in the hope of locating and 
stealing unattended cargo drops
Run into mobile traders looking to buy resources (just fly near 
to them with the correct cargo to make the sale)

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WEAPONS?

There are many differences between weapons, some subtle 
others not so. As a general rule, laser-based weapons are 
more effective against shields, explosives are the most 
effective against hull, and projectile weapons offer the best 
penetration to reach subsystems. Laser weapons tend to 
put the most pressure on the ship’s weapon cooling system 
and projectiles and explosives require ammunition. As well 
as the weapon types, the mounting platform also plays a 
significant role: gimballed weapons have limited motion, 
allowing them to track and hit targets that are not directly in 
front, whilst turrets have full motion and can attack hostiles 
independently of the commander’s main target. Such 
advanced mounts have their downsides though, tending to 
be more expensive and less powerful than their fixed bore 
counterparts.
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WHY DO SHIPS SOMETIMES DISAPPEAR  
WHEN ATTACKED?

This can be caused by a number of issues. The main one 
is that there is a bug in the code that determines if and 
when ships should flee to super cruise, causing them to flee 
almost all the time. This, coupled with the fact that there is 
currently no feedback for such a manoeuvre manifests as 
a “disappearing ship” event. Other, less frequent causes 
can be loss of network communication between human 
commanders. It goes without saying that we’re looking at 
fixes for these issues (and others as they are discovered).

HOW DO I USE THE AUTO FIELD MAINTENANCE UNIT?

Once this kit is fitted, when you view your module list (it’s one 
of the tabs on the right hand side multi-function displays), you 
can highlight a module and select it: instead of toggling the 
module on/off, you will now be cycling it between on/off/repair 
if it is damaged. Remember: the AFM uses resources to repair 
and can be restocked by using the “munitions” option when 
docked at a starport.

WHAT DOES THE KILL WARRANT SCANNER DO?

The Kill Warrant Scanner is a specialised piece of bounty 
hunting equipment. When you target and face a vessel, 
your ship will perform a quick basic scan, revealing the 
ship’s/commander’s name, hull and shield strength and 
the presence of a local bounty if present. Performing a Kill 
Warrant Scan (remember: assign the Kill Warrant Scanner 
to a fire group and “fire” it like a gun at the target) cross 
references the target ship with all known jurisdictions, 
revealing all bounties associated with it, not just the bounty 
from the current jurisdiction. When you destroy a ship, you 
are only awarded bounties that you know about, so this 
scanner allows you to maximise your profits when bounty 

hunting. Remember: the Kill Warrant scanner *does not* give 
you free range to attack; if you open up on a target who is 
clean in the local jurisdiction you will be committing a crime.

HOW DO I TAKE SCREENSHOTS?

Press F10. The images are saved in: "your name"\Pictures\
Frontier Developments\Elite Dangerous".  
For HIGH RESOLUTION screenshots press ALT+F10 and they 
will be 4x the size of your screen resolution.

I KEEP GETTING INTERDICTED BY PIRATES AND KILLED,  
WHAT SHOULD I DO?

If you don't want to stand your ground, run! Full power 
distribution to engines, full thrust away from the radar 
contacts, and use engine boost 2 or 3 times until you can hit 
'C' to super-cruise away.

I'VE JUST STARTED AND KEEP GETTING KILLED,  
WHAT SHOULD I DO?

Discretion is the better part of valour, especially in an 
unmodified starter Sidewinder. Choose your area of 
operations and targets wisely – tackling an Anaconda in a 
basic Sidewinder may not end well. Being too ambitious, too 
soon, is a common way of requiring an escape pod trip back 
to the station.... Running away is a perfectly valid course of 
action in combat – deciding when it is necessary takes some 
experience.
Combat is not the only option – trading can be a useful 
way of earning credits to allow ship upgrades (making your 
Sidewinder less puny).
N.B.: If you upgrade your ship you must pay a 5% insurance 
excess to receive a direct replacement in the event of a total 
loss. Remember, the 5% applies to the ship and any weapons 
and other equipment modifications.

HOW DO I SURVIVE AND THRIVE  
AT A CONFLICT ZONE/DISTRESS CALL?

If you seen any *hollow* triangles/boxes on radar, those 
are other human players. Be very careful. See who they are 
attacking, then join the other faction, or you may face a 
difficult foe!
Select the faction you want to assist using the Functions tab 
of the right cockpit UI
Look for isolated red radar blips away from the main fight 
and target them.
NPC enemies usually won't attack you unless you get close, 
so maneuvre into a good firing position behind them. 
Commence combat.
Congratulations, you've earned 4/500CR!
Keep an eye out for hollow red triangles (human players) 
joining the other side.
If your shields are damaged, retreat in normal flight a few 
km away from the combat zone to recharge
If you have hull damage, consider returning to a station to 
get your ship repaired.
Repeat the above as long as you want.

WHAT IS FLIGHT ASSIST ? HOW DO I USE IT ?

Flight assist helps stabilize your ship's maneuvers. Whit it 
activated, all you have to do to stop the ship from turning/
rolling is let go of the commands, The flight computer will 
activate the thrusters in the appropriate way so it goes back 
to straight flight. There's a penalty in maneuverability, this 
can make it harder to keep an enemy ship in your aim reticle.
With FA off, the ship behaves according to Newton's law of 
inertia. This means any movement you start, will continue 
unless you counter-act. So, if you start a roll maneuver, 
the ship will keep rolling until you command another roll 
in the opposing direction. With FA off, you ship is more 
maneuverable, very useful for combat if used correctly. Used 
incorrectly, it can be disorienting and get you killed.
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HOW DO I FIND MY ALLOCATED PAD/NAVIGATION TARGET?

The ship's compass to the right of the scanner points 
towards the currently allocated docking pad and navigation 
target. The indicator will be smaller if the target is behind 
you.

HOW DO I READ THE SCANNER?

The scanner is the circle in the centre of your console 
(bottom centre of your screen.
Objects are shown as a vertical stick with either a triangle 
or square at the end of them. The other end shows where 
the object is on the horizontal plane of your ship and their 
length shows how far above or below you they are. The 
scanner is logarithmic by default (so a distance at the edge 
of the scanner represents further than the same distance at 
the centre). You can change this in the functions on the right 
hand panel.
Friendly ships are shown green.
Enemy ships are shown red.
Neutral ships are shown yellow.
Other objects (missiles, cannisters, nav beacons) are shown 
white.
Ships firing at you flash white.
In an asteroid field the larger asteroids are shown as a 
hollow depiction of an asteroid.
NPCs are shown as a solid marker, players are shown with a 
hollow marker.
Ship contacts which appear with a square have their 
hardpoints retracted, whereas those with a triangle have 
their hardpoints deployed.

WHAT DOES A POINT DEFENCE TURRET  
DO AND HOW DO I USE IT?

Point defence turrets attempt to shoot down incoming 
missiles. They are not infallible though, and they require 

ammunition. Currently they must be assigned to a fire group, 
though this is likely to change.

WHY IS SIDE-TO-SIDE MOVEMENT (YAW) SLOW?

This is one of several design decisions to improve the feel of 
gameplay. To quickly target an enemy to one side, roll your 
ship until your target is above you then pitch up.

HOW DO I INSTALL THE GAME ON A DRIVE  
OTHER THAN THE C DRIVE?

Currently the installer doesn't support install directory 
selection altough this functionality is planned. In the 
meantime you can workaround this with the following 
procedure:
Run the Client-Installer.exe
Choose the drive and or folder you wish to use. In my case 
D:\Elite
Let the launcher install finish, if it is running, close the 
launcher window, do not login
Navigate to where you installed the launcher, in my case 
D:\Elite, and create a folder called Products in the launcher 
folder. EG: – D:\Elite\Products
Now start the launcher again, log in and install the client.
When the download is complete you should see the install 
as automatically installed the client in the folder you created 
called Product.
If the \Products folder is not in the root of the launcher 
folder it will default to your boot drive.

HOW DO I LEARN THE COCKPIT LAYOUT?

You can see Keeval's excellent cockpit guide here:
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showthread.php?t=10215

WHAT DO THE MARKS UNDERNEATH THE SCANNER INDICATE?

The show the current range of the scanner, it can be 
increased or decreased by default on the Page Up and Page 
Down keys.

I WAS ABOUT TO DOCK AND THE STATION DISAPPEARED,  
WHAT DO I DO?

If this happens then save and quit the game to the main 
menu. Close the game and the launcher and restart both and 
then resume your game.
Michael

I PICKED UP A CARGO CONTAINER, AND I SEE IT IN MY HOLD, 
BUT I CAN'T SELL IT! WHY?

It's marked as "Stolen". You'll need to sell it on the Black 
Market. (Located under "Station Contacts").

WHAT'S THE BLUE GLOW ON MY SPEED SETTINGS?

The "Sweet Spot" for maneuvering. If you keep your speed 
in the blue zone, your ship will maneuver better.

I AM AT THE RIGHT LANDING PAD WITH THE LANDING GEAR 
DOWN BUT STILL IT WON'T ALLOW ME TO DOCK?  
WHAT AM I DOING WRONG?

You are possibly facing the wrong way. Make sure you are 
facing the control tower with the spinning radar dish to 
successfully dock.

I CAN USE MY THRUSTERS TO MANOEUVRE  
WHEN LANDING BUT NOT IN SPACE. WHY?

Check the options to see which controls are set for using the 
thrusters, there is also an override so different controls can 
be used when your landing gear is deployed.
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I AM UNABLE TO COME OUT OF SUPER-CRUISE  
EXCEPT AS AN EMERGENCY. WHY?

Your speed needs to be less than 200km/s in order to 
successfully exit super-cruise.

HOW DO I SCOOP CARGO?

To deploy the cargo scoop go to the right (systems) menu, 
then in the functions sub-menu select "cargo scoop" and it 
will change to "deployed".
When you select a cargo cannister on the left radar, rather than 
seeing a representation of the cannister, a blue square with 
crosshairs in will appear. In this is a representation of a cannister.
This is like a mini-game. You now need to use that to keep 
the representation of the cannister in the crosshairs until it's 
picked up by the scoop. Don't fly too fast, it will bounce off 
and take damage.

WHEN YOU'RE IN SUPER-CRUISE AND YOU'RE APPROACHING 
A PLANET, YOU START TO SEE CONCENTRIC EXPANDING PALE 
BLUE RINGS EMANATING FROM THE PLANET. WHAT ARE THOSE?

Those blue rings are just scaled up indicators of the planets 
radius. So the first one you see might be 1000 x bigger than 
the radius of the planet so when you approach it you can get 
a sense of getting closer as it grows in size (it's not actually 
moving or growing, it's just you getting closer). Once you get 
close enough it fades away and you see a ring that like 500 x 
bigger than the planet and so on. They're just there to show 
how you are approaching the planet when it's too small to see.

WHAT IS PAUSE AND WHY IN MULTIPLAYER IT DOESN'T PAUSE?

The game is built around its multiplayer core so you can't 
pause nor should you be able to. Although I admit that the 
terminology should be changed to reflect that you're bringing 
up a menu rather than "pausing" the game.

WHY MY SHIP EXPLODES ON SMALL COLLISION?

Certain module destruction can cause an instant ship 
destruction such as the frame shift drive and power plant. Rail 
Guns (the blue laser) are good at penetrating hulls and doing 
module damage. It could be that your power plant or frame 
shift drive was already damaged and the rail gun finished them 
off causing your ship to explode. The collision example might 
be a bug though.

SO HOW BIG/WIDE IS A COBRA THEN? I THINK IT IS SMALLER 
THAN THE SUPPOSED 40M.

It's about 40 m as you've been saying.

HOW CAN I  EQUIP CLASS 4 TURRET INTO CLASS 4 HARDPOINT?

Class 4 turret weapons only fit on class 6 hard points or higher. 
I totally dislike the current implementation and if it were up to 
me I would change it so it was a class 6 weapon as class should 
really equate to size in both cases, not size of hard points but 
power of weapons as it currently does.

I THINK IT WOULD BE REALLY HELPFUL IF AROUND THE TARGET 
RETICLE THEIR WAS SOME KIND OF ARROW THAT POINTED IN 
THE DIRECTION OF THE PLAYERS TARGET.

This isn't happening. The only people that have decided 
against doing this is the design team that played the game 
quite a lot with it on. After removing it we suddenly realised 
how much more fun dogfighting became. If this were real life 
of course we'd want to have as many aids as possible to help 
the pilot stay alive in a fight but this isn't real life, it's a game, 
and skill based game play hinges on limitations that can be 
overcome by skilled players, not automatic aids that tell the 
player exactly what to do. This isn't going to change and has 
nothing to do with the wider Elite community. We decide what 

Elite is and isn't going to be and the only way around that is to 
do it yourself and make the game you want to make as we are.

WHY THE BEST TURN RATE IS IN THE MIDDLE?

If you had the best turn rates when you were going the 
slowest then you're just encouraging everyone to stop flying 
and stay still because to do anything else would only put you 
at a disadvantage. How can you argue otherwise? It may be 
intuitive that slowing down, especially in most other space 
games usually allows you to turn faster but I think you're 
forgetting one major aspect of their flight models in that 
typically you can't stop! I put the optimal turn rate at 50% of 
your current max speed to ensure that in a combat situation 
stopping your ship and turning on the spot isn't the go to 
solution to bring an opponent in your sights and thus you 
have to move and manoeuvre to get on their tail instead. So 
effectively your combat speed range is from 50% to 100% which 
emulates the typical range of speeds in other space combat 
games. However you can still go slower than that if desired 
and is needed to dock anyway. The optimum turn speed 
solved a very real problem with our flight model encouraging 
crappy dogfights.

WILL THERE BE 3RD PERSON VIEW?

That may be the communities stance on it but it's not ours. 
We don't want 3rd person view to be implemented in a 
non-fictional way as our current debug cameras act in our 
local builds. 3rd person view will be implemented at some 
point using drones that keep them firmly in the fiction of the 
universe and can't be used to give an alternative point of view 
for flying as that isn't how we want player's to experience 
the game. We want an in-cockpit experience for flying but 
3rd person drones will allow you to inspect your ship or to do 
beauty shots etc.
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HOW ABOUT EXTERNAL CAMERA?

We are looking at external camera views, with the following 
caveats:
* They are contextualised as camera/drone systems
* They are not designed to be used as alternate flight views
* Their primary function is to allow "beauty shots"
* They may have occasional tertiary game play functions (such 
as seeing how close you are to something)

DON'T HAVE ENOUGH MONEY TO BUY THAT CARGO CRUISER? 
THEN RENT IT FOR THAT FIRST BIG TRADING MISSION.

This is very much unlikely to ever happen. The closest you're 
likely to get is if we implement a simulation environment 
where you can at least try out the other ships flight models. 

THERE WILL BE A SECOND-HAND SHIP MARKET, RIGHT?

Oh second hand is something we want to do but that doesn't 
necessarily mean player driven second hand markets.

FORMULA FOR HYPERSPACE TRAVEL.

The formula for hyperspace travel is pretty straight forward 
but the variables assigned to it are still subject to change (and 
will be changed).

Fuel Cost = Coefficient * (Distance * (Mass / Optimised 
Mass))^Power

The jump is valid only if Fuel Cost is less than an amount 
defined by the FSD (2.4'ish for a cobra FSD).
The Coefficient (cobra: 0.023) and Power (cobra: 2.15) are just 
values that shape the fuel cost and diminishing returns on long 
distance jumps. Optimised Mass (cobra: 132) is what the FSD is 
rated to move through hyperspace.

I believe the Cobra has a mass of 113 baked into it's hull at the 
moment before adding on mass from fuel, cargo and modules 
installed per the OP. 
http://forums.frontier.co.uk/showpost.
php?p=643461&postcount=6

WHAT ARE NAV BEACONS?

I don't really want to make nav-beacons (or anything else) an 
artificial choke point for hyperspace jumps.
I see them more as crossroads, meeting points, interesting 
places to visit (I also happen to enjoy hanging around them – 
especially if I've a ship kill mission).
Our long term solution is to get NPC ships in super cruise, get 
interdiction moved from a random "gotcha" event to a ship 
based combat tactic, and get frame shift scanning/following 
working.
The plan is that these elements combined will make a 
significant difference to the act of super cruising, turning 
it away from a "delay" and towards "game play". It's 
an important goal as well – fundamentally super cruise 
constitutes the main component of journeys, and journeys are 
a a core component of what Elite is.
Instead, nav-beacons should be considered just one more 
interesting place to visit.

RISK OF LOSING SHIP AND INSURANCE.

We totally understand that when the game fails and nukes 
your career it's horrible. 
Unfortunately, the fact is that whilst we are working on 
making the game, this can and does happen unintentionally – 
it's the bane of pre-release software and also one of the 
things that beta testing specifically help us track down and fix, 
making release that much better.
We don't have all the systems for softening ship destruction 

operating yet either. There's a creditor system we want that 
will allow Commanders to sink into debt but retain their ship 
(this also adds hooks for missions and events).
There are the ranking systems that should help Commanders 
gauge the risk of each encounters.
There's the wing formation to allow Commanders to group up 
for added security.
There's a new ship insurance policy feature we're considering 
that will reduce or remove the cost of ship destruction for a 
set period.
And there's various ongoing updates to make sure that the 
game play spikes less often and more predictibly.
The bottom line is that I hope you guys don't give up, we're 
trying to make something that's a little different, very cool, and 
fun.
Risk is a big part of that for us – the risk is what makes success 
so satisfying, but we're not indifferent to the issues you testing 
folk are encountering – that's what this pre-release period is 
all about, testing our theories, tweaking them, changing them 
into something we feel gives the best result for the game.

WILL DIFFERENT WEAPONS HAVE DIFFERENT COLORS  
IN AIMING RETICLE?

We're investigating matching the reticle colours to the 
primary/secondary fire group colours.

DIFFERENT COLORS FOR HUD?

We are investigating HUD colour options.

WHY DO I HAVE TO CASH IN VOUCHERS?

Vouchers (bounty, combat bonds, etc.) are partially to get players 
moving around and offer a risk reward (the more vouchers you 
have to cash in, the more you risk by flying around). So this is a 
game play mechanic as much as anything else.
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Hopefully we will be able to add some context as to why FTL 
coms are not used for data vouchers, but the bottom line 
is that we think there's some nice game play potential here 
(think Bothan spies carrying stolen plans).

WHY DO BOUNTIES ON ME DISAPPEAR BUT FINES DON'T?

The idea is that bounties are offered to get folk to blow up 
your ship. Once this has occurred, the bounty is turned into a 
voucher and the perpetrator gets the bounty value gets added 
to the jurisdiction's fine (to stop death exploits). 
What's missing is a final piece of the puzzle: deferred crimes. 
So here the idea is that once your ship has been boiled, the 
starport you get transported to gets the above rules, whilst 
all other bounties and fines for other jurisdictions become 
deferred.
Deferred crimes are essentially invisible to everyone except 
you. They represent the other authorities assuming you are 
dead. The catch is, if you are detected commiting additional 
crimes in any of these jurisdictions, the deferred crimes for it 
will reactivate (the authorities realise you are still alive).
Once this system is up and running it should hopefully make 
a little more sense, as well as give us a kind of criminal history 
for commanders (Once you die, all deferred crimes are 
technically "in your past", but should you get dragged back 
into a life of crime they can come back to haunt you).

IF I AM WANTED IN ONE SYSTEM AM I CLEAN IN OTHER?

Bounties are meant to be jurisdiction based, yes.

CAN I ATTACK WANTED SHIPS?

If you see a wanted status, it means that the target has 
committed crimes in the current jurisdiction and is fair game 
(outside of a no-fire zone).

If you successfully use a K-Warrant scanner, you can learn 
about additional bounties from different jurisdictions, which 
you can cash in should you make the kill.
However, this does not affect your legal attack rights and 
requirements. The target must be wanted in the jurisdiction 
you attack in otherwise you will also be committing a crime 
(though it won't stop you cashing in the bounties...)

WHAT HAPPENS TO DESIGN DISCUSSION FORUM  
AFTER GAME IS RELEASED?

As far as I am aware, the plan is to give members of the DDF 
limited meta-game powers once the game is released.
But we haven't worked out exactly what those powers will 
be (we have ideas...); this will also be a topic for the DDF to 
debate at some point in the near future (that's likely to be 
interesting ).
Whatever functionality we do end up with, you can be sure 
that it will be on Frontier's terms, and designed to impact the 
game only in a postive manner for all players.
This functionality is directly linked to the Kickstarter DDF 
reward tier – and that's all I know about this.

WHAT TO DO WITH STOLEN GOODS?

When you are carrying stolen goods you will only be attacked by 
authority ships if they first scan you.
If you're really worried about being scanned when you leave a 
starport, one thing you can do is enable silent running. This will 
make it much harder for the police ships to detect you.
Of course, if you are at a starport with a black market you can 
sell the goods off.
You could also eject them, though doing so within the starport 
no fire zone will get you a fine.

SAME KEY FOR HYPERSPACE AND SUPER CRUISE?

This is right, there is now one single key binding that triggers 
both hyperspace jumps to different systems and super cruise 
within a system.
If you have a system targeted, you will initiate a hyperspace 
jump. If you have a local body (such as a star or point of 
interest) targeted, or nothing targeted, you will initiate super 
cruise.
When you are too close to a starport, you will be mass locked 
and unable to initiate any kind of fast travel. You can tell if 
you're mass locked as there is an indicator at the bottom right 
of the cockpit interface. Fly away from the starport until this 
indicator goes out.
The ships now have fuel and hyperspace jump limits, so you 
won't be able to jump to all of the systems directly. At the 
moment, you will need to refuel at a starport (or by using the 
distress beacon – you can turn it on in the functions tab), but 
eventually we will have fuel scooping.

HOW TO STOP HYPERSPACE JUMP?

You can cancel both hyperspace jumps and super cruise (by 
using the same binding that initiates them).

BAD DEALS IN DELIVERY MISSIONS?

Yes, it is possible to occasionally get a not so good deal 
from missions. However, most of the time they should pay 
reasonably well, and when dealing with delivery and collection 
missions you have to remember that the markets are dynamic, 
which means sometimes a mission will be better/worse than 
other times.
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MISSIONS

So with the mission system in its first, simple incarnation, you will 
have to apply a bit of deductive logic when taking on missions 
requiring you to kill ships. And reasonably enough, most pilots 
don't go around highlighting their vessels as pirates etc.
Most not-violent ships will count as civilians.
The best way to locate pirates is to catch them in the act. 
Failing this, look for aggressive, combat-oriented ships. There's 
a good chance these will be pirates or bounty hunters.
Police ships are easy, they are normally called "system 
authority vessels".
Military targets can generally be found in conflict zones.
You can select a mission on the "missions tab" to get a 
description reminder. This pop up should also tell you your 
current kill count of the target ships.
Of course, legibility and game play will hopefully improve 
dramatically as time goes on!
Just a note to say that we will be (eventually!) including a 
variety of missions and events, with varying degrees of time 
limit (from none to lots!).

VOICE COMM.

We will be looking to implement a standard coms chat for 
wings (player groups) that will hopefully be able to remain live 
regardless of distance.
The current voice chat is basically for chatting to random folk 
you might run into.

HOW DO I CANCEL AUTOMATIC DOCKING?

You should be able to cancel automatic docking at any time by 
throttling up. Be aware that if you do so you'll need to exit the 
starport before you can throttle down to engage automatic 
docking again.

WILL THERE BE INFORMATION ABOUT EACH WEAPON TYPE?

Shields: susceptible to laser-based attacks (which do thermal 
damage)
Hull: susceptible to physical, projectile-based attacks (which 
do kinetic damage)
There are more subtleties, but that is the basic gist.
When we get to update outfitting, more useful information 
about weapons (like for example, what types of damage they 
inflict) will be available for players.

HOW TO TRADE IN UNIDENTIFIED SIGNAL SOURCE WITH ARIEL?

It's placeholder at the moment – the Ariel will automatically 
take the appropriate commodity from your hold and 
compensate you accordingly.
Also, that's not the only trader flying around.

WILL SHIP LIGHTS BE BETTER?

Yup, ship lights do need to be better. It's on the end of a (very 
long) list of cool stuff to do.

WILL THERE BE CARGO HOLD EXPANSIONS?

It is quite likely that there will be ways to increase cargo 
capacity in some ships (not all though – for example, the 
sidewinder and Eagle simply don't have the room to expand 
without losing vital systems).
However, cargo hold expansion will be fairly limited, and 
always at cost of some kind, in terms of ship performance.

WILL WE SEE COMETS AND ASTEROID BELTS?

Comets are already in - you just can't see them yet :-)
Asteroid belts are planned as are dust and nebula.

WILL ASTEROID BELTS BE REALISTICALLY SPACED OUT THEN, 
OR LIKE THE PLANETARY RINGS?

They will be much more diffuse than rings.

IS UNIVERSE REALLY AT 1:1 SCALE?

Everything in game is correctly scaled.

WHAT IS NO FIRE ZONE?

Attacking people within the zone counts as breaching the no 
fire rule.

WHEN WILL BE NEXT WIPE?

The next planned wipe is gamma. However we may want to 
do one in the interim but we'll announce in advance if that is 
going to happen.

WILL THERE BE DIFFERENT DIFFICULTY OPTIONS IN FULL RELEASE?

Difficulty settings for the game are unlikely how difficulty 
is graded on location. Generally starting locations will be a 
bit easier on the player (unless they do something mental!), 
however flying up to a pirate base will be dangerous :-)

WHAT CHANGES WILL BE DONE TO CANNON?

The cannon is currently simply using multicannon values for 
ammo, which is unintended. Apologies to cannon-lovers, but 
the ammo count is coming *way* down for these bad boys 
(sub 50 shells) and the cost per shell will be going up; these 
weapons are extremely powerful.

WHAT ABOUT AMMUNITION?

Weapons that require ammunition always have the associated 
risk of running out for pilots that need to operate in the wilds 
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over extended periods; this is desirable for us, attrition should 
be an interesting challenge for players.
At the moment we don't have cargo capacity available for 
ammo for reasons of balance and simplicity.
However, we've not ruled out the possibility of upgraded 
weapons that have larger internal magazine capacity; which 
would improve options for explorers in a limited fashion.

SOUND IN SPACE?

It's a pilot-awareness system in your cockpit that is simulating 
the sound. Otherwise yes you should only hear sounds of 
things hitting your own ship. We've internally discussed having 
the option to turn that system off (or for it to malfunction) but 
I suspect we won't have time to implement it any time soon.

WILL THERE BE LANDING PAD FEES?

This is something that's been raised before internally, no 
decisions made yet - it'd be one of a suite of features used to 
balance out the larger ships. As we know at the moment you 
can make absurd amounts of money with the big fish! In some 
ways it'd be similar to things like income tax: governments 
ignore you if you're trading under some threshold or having 
difficulty getting by, above that and you start to get squeezed.
If we do go ahead with my best guess would be a flat rate for 
landing at some of the stations with larger ships only (small 
ships go free). 
As I said, there's several ideas floating around internally, Time 
will tell which one(s), if any, we think work best.

WILL THERE BE A CONSOLE VERSION?

Obviously it's something we've thought about. We're a game 
developer who's done a lot of console games and we just 
announced another one here at Gamescom [Screamride]. The 

point is, we're a big company, and our tools and technology 
are very mature. We did Zoo Tycoon [Xbox One, Xbox 360] last 
year and it's the same technology we're using for this. It would 
be silly for us not to consider console. But the important thing 
is I don't want it to disrupt development of Elite. We are doing 
the best game we can on PC and then we will look at console.

HOW TO CAPTURE VIDEO OR TAKE SCREENSHOTS  
WITHOUT COCKPIT AND HUD?

You will need to switch your ship to Sidewinder, because it has 
open roof, set your main forward view through the roof, turn 
off HUD (Left ALT+Left CONTROL+G) and now you are all set :)
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Pedals for Strafi ng
from forUm posT:

1.  Open "Bindings" tab in UJR – you 
will see everything greyed out.

2.  Check "Program Mode" box – this 
makes you able to assign key 
bindings

3.  Bind keys to "QuickBind Select" and 
"QuickBind"

4.  Uncheck "Program Mode" box 
in order to apply changes – 
everything becomes greyed out 
again.

5.  Leave UJR open (I guess you 
already know that).

6.  Launch the game.
7.  Open controls options.
8.  Select axis you want to assign – 

"Move axis for ..." screen (popup) 
will appear

9.  Press a key binding for "QuickBind 
Select" – you will hear peeping 
sound.

10.  Perform a movement of the axis 
you want to assign using your 
controller device – axis will be 
assigned, peeping stops.

11.  Repeat step 8 again.
12.  Now press a key binding for 

"QuickBind" – you will hear peeping 
sound again and the axis from the 
UJR will be assigned (you do not 
need to move controller, UJR will 
simulate the movement the axis)

sTep 1
Create new (id 1) virtual 
controller in vJoy as shown 
in picture below.

sTep 2
Merge both X (pedals) 
axes into one analog axe 
and set deadzone and 
sensitivity as shown in both 
pictures on the right in 
axes 1 and axes 2.

As you see in image below 
pedals are device number 2 

so Physical Stick ID in UJR 
should be 2. 

In my case pedals were ID4 
and sometimes those ID do 
not follow any logical order 
so just try as many numbers 

as many game controllers are 
connected to fi nd the righ one.

1
2
3

Control panel->set Up Usb game controllers

yoU neeD To DoWnloaD laTesT version of UJr anD vJoy.
http://vjoystick.sourceforge.net/site/index.php/download-a-install

http://evilc.com/joomla/articles/9-code/autohotkey/1-ujr-universal-joystick-remapper
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Setting x55 Stick

For best experience you need to have deadzone 
(50-75) and S type curvature (650) set in your X55 
Rhino software for every axis – X, Y and Rudder. 
You will have to Calibrate Axes after all changes.

Throttle doesn't need any deadbands and curve 
changes.

You can upload your Elite Dangerous .binds file to 
http://www.mcdee.net/elite/ and generate nice 
picture with your custom setup online.
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Custom X55 
Bindings

Download this setup from: 
http://nosuchwebpage.com/files/Custom.binds

Lateral and vertical thrust on 
rudder pedals, head look – TrackIR.

If you do not have rudder pedals  
or TrackIr there are plenty of hats and 

buttons that you can use.

You can generate these pictures from your  
CUsTom.binDs file online:
http://www.mcdee.net/
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F.L.Y. 5

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/73783868/Custom%20%E2%80%94%20hotasx.binds

T Flight Hotas X

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/73783868/Custom%20%E2%80%94%20fl y5.binds

By 
Kyokushin

Custom F.L.Y. 5, T Flight Hotas X
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Outputting PC sound to 2 devices
If you ever needed to simultaneously output your game 
sound to 2 different devices then here is how to do that 
very easy. The software is donationware so it's fully working 
and if you like it then you should donate.

sTep 1: download and install the Voicemeeter from:

http://vb-audio.pagesperso-orange.fr/voicemeeter/

sTep 2: Open sound (click on WIN 
START button and search for "Sound", 
it's under control panel) and set 
Voicemeeter as a default device.

sTep 3: Now you can open 
voicemeeter and need to specify 
which devices you want to output 
sound to, use WDm: devices at a1 
and a2 and you are set.

Note: Voicemeeter software has to 
run always to output sound.
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templAtes
Here i have made some templates for printing out, so feel free to use them. If you have any specific needs just let me know 
and i will make them. Currently there are templates for trading and ship availability at shipyards.

TraDing
As you already know best profit is to buy cheapest and sell at highest possible price. Cheapest price will be when DEMAND is 
HIGH and amount available at the market is very low – then the price will be way over Galactic Average.
Same goes for buying cheap – HIGH SUPPLY and available in big numbers – meaning that goods are produced there more 
than bought and price will be much lower than Galactic Average.

ships
Curently there are 8 ships from 25 and new ships will be added as they are revealed to us. I didn't include price column just 
because i have no clue if the prices will be fixed everywhere like now or variable (most likely variable). 
For now all prices are fixed and we know them, so we only need to know which station sells what ships.
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Trading Notes by Stations
Date and Time system name and/or station name

sUpply (Buy from Market) DemanD (Sell to Market)
Commodity name high med buy price Commodity name high med sell price
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Trading Notes by Goods

Date and Time system name and/or station name
sUpply (Buy from Market) DemanD (Sell to Market)

buy price available high med low none sell price available high med low none

Commodity  
name

galactic average  
price
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Trade Runs
Commodity name

bought from sold at
Profit hyper Jump 

sequenceTime system name and/or station name buy price Time system name and/or station name sell price
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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Bounty Hunter's Log
Date and time

Mission accepted
Target name  
and ship type

mission accepted at: 
System and station name

bounty  
size

Cashed 
Y/N

spent on repair 
and restock

net  
income

Target killed  
at location

Date and time 
Mission completed
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Explorer's Log
Date and Time system name object Discovered scanned notes

CmDr
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videos
Series about Elite: Dangerous

http://youtu.be/w8-xnJcb-Q8

http://youtu.be/vvp8rvaxb-w

http://youtu.be/WfQfhskeg_4

http://youtu.be/rngfojQsfgQ

http://youtu.be/lx6s-fqopbc

http://youtu.be/qpnmz3gkofs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8-xnJcb-Q8&list=plia5s05bmx_-xfJhxDw4krfdQz1bhqhmn



http://youtu.be/eQiqg4thzdm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8-xnJcb-Q8&list=plia5s05bmx_-xfJhxDw4krfdQz1bhqhmn
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sTanDarD beTa 3  
goes live  

on oCTober 28th

http://youtu.be/tJmls48khk0 http://youtu.be/rwfsCbexzac

To be continued..
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxmb2omzroa&list=plia5s05bmx__mmxsyu8lTav41bTlvu8Dn

http://youtu.be/fmfmWDnbcoy http://youtu.be/yz2Ujnqdws8 http://youtu.be/qjUmm0anoim http://youtu.be/gnjlwU0gap8

Coriolis the oCellUsorBiso'neill Cylinder

Stations and Outposts

http://youtu.be/74jdepvcjkw http://youtu.be/qqsbgzzsllQ http://youtu.be/od7DlgTftbi http://youtu.be/iknggmxCkqs

orBitAl oUtpost CommerCiAl oUtpostreseArCh lABindUstriAl oUtpost

http://youtu.be/lxmb2omzroa

UnsAnCtioned oUtpost

ElitE: DangErous Pilot's guiDE
http://youtu.be/akvit8twiz8

hAArsmA's pride
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsCW3lwdkwy&list=plia5s05bmx__JkDUzWcfwf6jy907_jkap

http://youtu.be/gy0riyiw0pg http://youtu.be/lsCW3lwdkwy http://youtu.be/pwggzClr_Q0 http://youtu.be/lwg3ysrn1mg

two stArs iCe Asteroid BeltAsteroid BeltiCe Asteroid Belt in stArligh

Galaxy Tourism
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Ship Skins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyjoUheUmo0&list=plia5s05bmx__lebbgkgvyf565UjUzad1T

http://youtu.be/sxTsfaDiirU http://youtu.be/q70bafxyfTm http://youtu.be/jyjoUheUmo0 http://youtu.be/DC_rmxgJ2kU

http://youtu.be/enzUz8bxyzm http://youtu.be/68m00le_6za http://youtu.be/nij_nbn3zze http://youtu.be/7AfiCyY4Ajg
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viper green ridgenose viper grey ridgenose viper orange Copperhead

viper shadow sidestripe viper Uk flag viper Usa flagviper red Copperhead

Cobra Classic Wireframe


